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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the October issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every
month, please sign up here. Aperio Intelligence will be holding a webinar on 24 November entitled 'Upheaval in Germany:
Navigating redefined corporate responsibility in the post-Merkel era. Register to attend the webinar here.
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REPORTS

ENISA releases 2021 threat landscape report
The annual threat landscape report highlights a nonexhaustive list of techniques that threat actors are
utilising, some of the most prevalent are: (1)
ransomware as a service (RaaS)-type business
models; (2) multiple extortion ransomware schemes;
(3) business email compromise (BEC) schemes; (4)
phishing-as-a-service (PhaaS); and (5) disinformationas-a-service (DaaS) business models. Summing up
the main categories of cybersecurity threat actors, the
report underlines the significant impact of stateThe European Union Agency for Cybersecurity
(ENISA) published on 27 October the ninth edition of

sponsored actors, cybercrime actors, ‘hackers-for-hire’
actors and hacktivists.

its annual threat landscape (ETL) report which
analyses the status of the cybersecurity threat
landscape with an emphasis on prime threats, actors
and attack techniques, including ransomware,
malware and cryptojacking, as well as relevant
mitigation measures for each of the explored
techniques. The agency notes that this year’s report
has been supported by the newly formatted ENISA
Ad-Hoc Working Group on Cybersecurity Threat
Landscapes (CTL).
According to the report, during the ETL’s reporting

The prime threats identified in
the report during the reporting
period include ransomware,
malware, cryptojacking, email
related threats, threats against
data, dis/misinformation, nonmalicious threats, and supply
chain attacks

period between April 2020 and July 2021, the prime
threats identified include ransomware, malware,
cryptojacking, email related threats, threats against

Citing reports, ENISA underlines that various state

data, threats against availability and integrity,

actors have conducted software supply chain attacks,

disinformation or misinformation, non-malicious

with the most likely distribution vector of supply chain

threats, and supply chain attacks.

attacks conducted by state-backed threat actors by
hijacking the software update process. The

ENISA discussed the threat landscape for supply

report notes that other similar activities include the

chain attacks in a separate 28 July report, which

undermining of software certificates, open-source

found that supply chain attacks have increased in

compromise, and mobile app store attacks.

number and sophistication throughout 2020-21,
attributing half of the incidents to advanced
persistent threat (APT) actors.
4

ENISA also discusses the ‘cybercrime-as-a-service’
trend, which implies strong “collaboration and
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professionalisation” through relationships built

secure email communications by using

by cybercriminals within the cyber ecosystem.

digital signatures or encryption. Implementing

Cybercrime-as-a-service comprises different types
of services, including: (1) access brokers, phishing
kits, credit/debit card testing services, malware

spam filters at email gateways, ensuring
signatures and rules are updated, using a secure
email gateway

packing services, ransomware, anonymity and

with automated maintenance of filters (anti-spam,

encryption, crime-as-a-service, counter antivirus

anti-malware, policy-based filtering)

service/checkers, recruiting for criminal groups; (2)
social network and instant messaging spam, exploit
kit development, spam email distribution, purchasing
traffic and/or traffic distribution systems (TDS); and
(3) money mule and cashing services, reshipping
fraud networks, dump shops, collection and sale of
payment card information, money laundering, ransom
payments and extortion, wire fraud and
cryptocurrency services.

The report provides recommendations for
each category of prime threats including

Whenever possible, implementing fraud and
anomaly detection at the network level for both
inbound and outbound emails
Using technology tools to avoid possible data
leaks, such as vulnerability scans, malware scans
and data loss prevention (DLP) tools, as well as
deploying data and portable system and device
encryption, and secure gateways. Ensuring strong
cloud security operations and preferring an
architecture of on-premises storage, private cloud
storage and public cloud storage simultaneously to
protect customers’ personal information

Executing the ransomware readiness assessment
(RRA), a tool developed by the US Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) geared
towards IT and ICS (industrial control system)
networks, to evaluate their security against varying
levels of ransomware threat readiness
Establishing interfaces between malware detection
functions (intelligence led threat hunting) and
security incident management to establish efficient

Implementing policies such as velocity-based rules
which can be used to mitigate identity fraud,
especially for payment card transactions. The
report notes that machine data of valid
transactions can provide sufficient information for
optimal policy definition
Increasing awareness at the level of top
management that cybersecurity and physical

response capabilities

security must be integrated. According to the

Implementing robust vulnerability and patch

corporate leaders are “reluctant to believe their

management to protect against emerging

companies could be physical threat targets”

report, despite increasing physical attacks,

cryptojacking threats and vulnerabilities
For critical financial transactions or when
exchanging sensitive information, implementing

5

ENISA press release
Ad-Hoc Working Group on Cyber Threat Landscapes
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UK FCA publishes 2017-20 analysis of regulated
firms’ financial crime data returns
The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published

Last year, the FCA consulted on a proposed increase

on 7 October analysis of 2,300 regulated firms’

to the number of firms required to submit REP-CRIM

financial crime data returns (REP-CRIM) for the

returns, which resulted in the extension of the

period 2017-2020 which aims to provide money

obligation to cover new firms, including certain FSMA

laundering reporting officers (MLROs) and industry

authorised firms holding client money or assets or

practitioners with insights on related trends and

conducting activities determined as high-risk for

developments, including relating to politically

money laundering; most payment institutions;

exposed persons (PEPs), suspicious activity reports

electronic money institutions; multi-lateral trading

(SARs), sanctions and jurisdiction risks.

facilities; organised trading facilities; crypto-asset
exchange providers and custodian wallet providers.

The FCA is developing new
analytical tools in line with a
wider industry move towards
using data analytics to
complement traditional
financial crime controls, to
assess the effectiveness of
firms’ systems and controls and
analyse larger amounts of data

The FCA also reports that it is developing new
analytical tools in line with a wider industry move
towards using data analytics to complement
traditional financial crime controls, to assess the
effectiveness of firms’ systems and controls and
analyse larger amounts of data. The regulator hopes
that this approach will allow it to better identify
inherent money laundering risks as part of its new
“proactive data-led AML supervisory approach”.

Key findings
The number of SARs reported to the National

The FCA's analysis comprises aggregated information
based on 5,685 REP-CRIM submissions received for
three reporting periods between 2017 and 2020. The
FCA introduced the REP-CRIM obligation in 2016 for
certain FCA regulated firms, which must provide key
information that supports the FCA’s assessment of
the nature of inherent financial crime risks within a
firm, including its exposure to PEPs, its sanctions
screening controls, jurisdictional risks, SARs,
resources and an insight into fraud risks.

6

Crime Agency (NCA) has increased, from 394,048
in 2017-18 to 480,202 in 2019-20, with an uplift of
approximately 22 percent in real terms. The FCA
reports that, for the reporting year 2019-20, close
to half of the 1,028,260 SARs reported internally to
MLROs were from just three firms and the same
firms are also contributing to over 60 percent of
the SARs reported to the NCA. Furthermore, retail
banking contributed to over 78 percent of the SARs
internally reported to MLROs and about 85 percent
to SARs reported to the NCA

aperio-intelligence.com
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Customers treated as PEPs have reduced over the

describes this as reflective of the increased

three reporting periods, with firms

exposure and vulnerability of the retail banking

reporting approximately 89,000 PEPs as

business model to being used for the purposes of

customers in 2019-20 and 2018-19, a substantial

money laundering, as reflected in the UK's National

decrease from approximately 111,000 PEP

Risk Assessment 2020

customers in 2017-18. The FCA attributes this
decrease in part to the amendment of PEP
guidance in 2017 to exclude the reporting of
certain domestic customers as PEPs
The number of firms reporting that they are

In terms of customers exited for financial crime
reasons, the FCA finds the number has more than
doubled in the past three years to a total of
761,437 customers, with retail lending and retail
banking exiting the most customers each year

implementing automated sanctions screening is

Through the REP-CRIM, firms also submit a list of

increasing, with a 16.5 percent increase noted over

the jurisdictions where they conduct business,

the three reporting periods. The investment

assessed as being high-risk for financial crime,

management sector has the highest number of

rating the countries based on money laundering

firms that do not use automatic screening, at 271

risk, sanctions breaches, fraud and bribery. The top

submissions, while retail banking has six firms who

five jurisdictions in 2019-20 appearing in the

reported that they do not use automatic screening

aggregated table of countries that have been

In 2019-20, 2,191 customer sanctions matches
were reported, coming from 68 submissions – five

assessed as higher risk by a firm are: Pakistan, the
Bahamas, Panama, Russia and Yemen

firms contributed to approximately 90 percent of

With respect to fraud, the FCA states that cyber-

these matches while retail lending contributed to

crime and fraud such as computer hacking and

about 70 percent, followed by retail banking at 16

phishing were among firms' biggest concerns,

percent. Additionally, 5,438 payment matches were

followed by account takeover and card fraud.

reported, coming from 35 submissions, where five

According to the FCA's analysis, the top reported

firms contributed to over 90 percent of these hits,

fraud differs by sector, with other types such as

with retail banking contributing to about 93 percent

identity fraud and theft, and phishing being

of the total matches

universal or near-universal

Retail banking firms reported approximately
390,000 high-risk customers in the reporting period
2019-20, namely almost half the high-risk
customers reported by all firms. The FCA

FCA analysis
FCA Handbook on annual financial crime reporting
FCA press release on extending REP-CRIM

7
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UK FCA's perimeter report calls for amendments
to increase consumer protection from fraud
The UK Financial Conduct

which expose ordinary investors to

and scam activity such as those

Authority (FCA) published its

the risk of receiving non-compliant

related to the selling of unregulated

latest perimeter report on 21

financial promotions. Other

collective investment schemes and

October, calling for amendments

suggested amendments concern

adds that it will continue to work

to the Online Safety Bill and

extending the Senior Managers

with HM Treasury to inform the

Financial Promotions Order to

and Certification Regime to cover

thinking on whether further

increase protection from fraud.

payment and e-money firms.

regulatory or legislative actions
may be required to mitigate crypto-

According to the FCA, the Online

The FCA recalls that it faces

asset related risks. The watchdog

Safety Bill’s provisions related to

challenges in monitoring and

adds that many crypto-assets and

internet companies’ duties should

preventing harm caused by

crypto-asset related activities fall

be extended to paid-for advertising

unregulated activities and that it is

outside the FCA's existing

and user-generated content. The

being proactive in this regard at the

regulatory perimeter, and will

regulator states that the bill should

boundaries of its perimeter.

continue to do so, posing an

provide for the designation of

Challenges include collecting

increasing risk to crypto-asset and

content linked to fraud as priority

intelligence and data on

regulated markets.

illegal content, requiring platforms

unregulated activities, and the

to engage in monitoring and

changing nature of financial

preventative action. In relation to

products and services.

FCA press release
FCA report

the Financial Promotions Order, the
FCA advises that amendments

Additionally, the FCA stresses that

should target the exemptions

it continues to act against fraud

FSB publishes report on cyber incident reporting
The Financial Stability Board

The FSB notes that a minimum set

A G20 communiqué issued on 13

(FSB) published a report on 19

of types of information that

October welcomes the FSB report,

October exploring the current

authorities require in relation to

stating that it will work to achieve

approaches to cyber incident

incidents could help determine

greater convergence in this area.

reporting, which calls for greater

reporting thresholds

The FSB intends to develop

convergence through the

and timeframes for reporting and

timelines for taking this work

development of best practices,

notification. A common definition

forward by the end of the year.

identifying types of information to

of cyber incident is necessary

be shared, and creating common

to avoid reporting incidents that

terminologies for reporting.

are not significant.

FSB press release
G20 communiqué

8
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Egmont Group report on FIU capabilities in
fighting extreme right-wing terrorism financing
The Egmont Group of financial

identify the main challenges faced

support their domestic FIU to

intelligence units (FIUs) published

by FIUs when contributing to

better understand the groups and

a report on 26 October on the

investigations of extreme right-

individuals involved at the

capabilities of FIUs in the fight

wing terror activity and offers best

domestic level, thereby

against the financing of extreme

practices to support FIUs in

strengthening FIU analysis.

right-wing terrorism.

addressing such threats.

Jurisdictions should organise
public-private information sharing,

According to the report, attacks of

The report finds that domestic

potentially via a public-private

this kind have been on the rise in

authorities are “taking this threat

partnership (PPP).

the past five years. “FIUs at the

into account” but that “room for

domestic and international level

improvement” exists regarding

The report explores several case

can help identify financial

efforts to find solutions to combat

studies providing lessons on how

intelligence links, patterns and

the financing of terror threats.

to better understand extreme right-

methods related to these terrorist

wing organisations through

activities and their financing”, the

The Egmont Group states that

report states.

countries should consider
widening the scope of national risk

The project is jointly led by the FIU

assessments, if needed, to

of Netherlands and France, with

explicitly analyse the threat of

collaboration from Interpol and 11

extreme right-wing terror financing.

other FIUs. The report seeks to

Law enforcement agencies should

analyses of financial networks.
Egmont Group press release
Egmont Group report

IMF publishes global financial stability report
The IMF published on 19 October

The report includes an overview of

acknowledges the reduction in

its global financial stability report

operational, cyber, and governance

anti-money laundering and counter

entitled “Covid-19, Crypto, and

risks posed by the growing

financing of terrorism standards as

Climate: Navigating Challenging

cryptocurrency ecosystem, noting

a pull factor in adopting

Transitions”, which uses statistics

the ecosystem’s serious exposure

cryptocurrencies and cites FATF

from the Financial Action Task

to consumer fraud. The IMF also

reporting that some stablecoins

Force (FATF) and other bodies on

notes that revenue generated from

are being used as vehicles for

the impact of financial crime and

cryptocurrency mining has the

money laundering.

other illicit activity on global

potential to be used to evade

financial stability.

international financial sanctions.
Furthermore, the global body

9

IMF press release
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UN Special Rapporteur calls for lifting of
unilateral sanctions on Zimbabwe
and humanitarian crisis within the country, thus
facilitating informal and non-transparent mechanisms
of trade and payments by public and private
companies, institutions, banks and individuals aiming
to participate in international trade. According to
Douhan, such mechanisms are fuelling corruption and
money laundering, which contribute to the isolation of
the country, infringes the Zimbabwean population’s
right to development and undermines democracy, the
rule of law and its ethical values and justice.
The UN Human Rights Office of the High
Commissioner (OHCHR) published on 28 October a
report highlighting the preliminary findings of Alena
Douhan, UN Special Rapporteur on the negative
impact of the unilateral coercive measures on the
enjoyment of human rights, following her visit to the
Republic of Zimbabwe between 17-28 October. The
report calls on the US, the UK, Canada and Australia
to lift unilateral sanctions against Zimbabwe and
engage in structural dialogue on political reform,
human rights and the rule of law in the country.

The full report will be presented to the UN Human
Rights Council in September 2022.

Key recommendations
Stakeholders should avoid coercive measures
against natural and legal persons and should
ensure that the imposition of sanctions is
compliant with international law
The US government should cease the state of
national emergency concerning Zimbabwe, which

The report expresses concerns that existing unilateral

is not in accordance with the provisions of the

sanctions violate the obligations provided by regional

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

and international human rights instruments and
infringe procedural guarantees such as the

Banks and private entities should avoid over-

presumption of innocence of the prohibition of

compliance, while states and regional

collective punishment. Additionally, Douhan highlights

organisations should conduct due diligence checks

that many companies and foreign banks apply “zero-

to ensure that activities undertaken under their

risk policies” and conduct non-transparent procedures

jurisdiction and control do not affect human rights

in order to avoid penalties for breaching sanctions,
which extend the length and cost of bank transfers
and create challenges for accessing credit lines.
The report notes that unilateral sanctions targeting

The government of Zimbabwe should implement
an anti-corruption strategy to enable effective
activity of the anti-corruption commission and the
courts, as well as efficient investigations

natural and legal persons in Zimbabwe, as well as
secondary sanctions, are aggravating the economic

10

OHCHR press release
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Swiss Federal Department of Finance publishes
national evaluation of financial crime risks
The Swiss Federal Department of

Switzerland in 2019; TF, in relation

prevented regulators from drawing

Finance (FDF) published on 29

to which the number of suspicious

adequate conclusions.

October the second national

activity reports has increased since

evaluation report on money

2015; and cryptocurrencies, whose

Additionally, increased ML/TF risks

laundering (ML) and terrorist

popularity and development have

have also been identified in relation

financing (TF) risks, which

created new ML/TF risks.

to cryptocurrencies, which,

analyses the evolution of ML/TF

according to the report, have the

and provides an overview of

With respect to online casinos, the

potential to be exploited by

legislative developments since

report notes that the existing legal

criminal organisations to launder

the publication of the first report.

framework requests that operators

illicit proceeds or to finance

conduct customer due diligence

terrorist acts. The report also notes

The report concludes that ML/TF

(CDD), and apply enhanced CDD

that national authorities have been

risks to which the country is

measures when the player reaches

focusing on addressing the issue

exposed have not changed

the threshold of CHF 4,000

of terrorist groups who often

fundamentally since the

(£3,200), as well as to file

receive funding through hawala

publication of the 2015 report,

suspicious activity reports in

networks and through payments

however three particular areas

accordance with the Anti-Money

made via money transmitters to

have been identified as posing

Laundering Act. However, despite

high-risk countries.

significant risks compared to the

indicators showing low risks of ML

2015 assessment. Such areas

through online casinos, the short

include online casinos, which were

assessment period and the newly

authorised to operate in

established legal framework have

FDF press release

Trump ‘abused powers’, finds Senate committee
The US Senate Judiciary

influence DOJ officials to act in the

on his behalf, initiate probes, and

Committee published on 7

interest of his personal and

declare the election corrupt.

October its interim report

political goals. The report details

detailing attempts by former

calls and meetings with former

Concerns are also raised regarding

president Donald Trump to alter

acting attorney general Jeff Rosen,

the reported conduct of former

the results of the 2020 election by

former acting deputy attorney

White House chief of staff Mark

pressuring DOJ officials.

general Richard Donoghue, and

Meadows, who asked Rosen to

former attorney for the Northern

commence election fraud probes.

The committee states that Trump

District of Georgia Byung Jin.

“grossly abused the powers of the

The former president reportedly

presidency” by attempting to

requested that officials file lawsuits

11

Committee press release
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UK OFSI publishes 2020-21 annual review
The UK Office of Financial

99 jurisdictions to various degrees,

OFSI also notes an increase in

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

an increase from 83 previously; (3)

reports received from charity, legal,

issued on 14 October its annual

issued 43 new licences, an

insurance, real estate, telecoms

review for 2020-2021, providing

increase of 7.5 percent when

and the travel sector, as well as an

an overview of the regulator’s

compared to 2019-2020, and made

increase in referrals from

operational work, which highlights

75 amendments across 11

international governmental and

a significant increase in terms of

regimes; and (4) added 278 new

regulatory bodies.

designations, the implementation

designated persons to the

of the Sanctions and Anti-Money

consolidated list, 159 of which

Further, the OFSI commits to

Laundering Act 2018 following

implemented EU and UN

continue contributing “to wider

Brexit and the subsequent

legislation, with 119 designations

economic crime work, ensuring

transition to the new autonomous

under the Sanctions and Anti-

sanctions has a place alongside

UK sanctions framework, as well

Money Laundering Act 2018.

other financial crime measures

as new licensing grounds and

such as anti-money laundering

adjustments to existing licensing

Significantly, 75 licence

measures”. The regulator also

criteria under the new UK

amendments were made in 2020-

states that it considers issuing a

framework.

2021, with 64 of them relating to

general licence where appropriate

the Libya regime. The OFSI also

to “help ease any unintended

According to the review, in 2020-

notes that Libya is the largest UK

consequences on stakeholders”.

2021, the OFSI: (1) considered 132

regime in terms of the value of

reports of potential financial

frozen assets held by UK

sanctions breaches, which

businesses, with £11.53 billion of

represents a slight decrease from

Libyan assets reported as being

140 in 2019-2020; (2) engaged with

frozen in September 2020. The

OFSI annual review 2020-2021

Interpol publishes cultural property crime survey
Interpol published the results of

two or three individuals are the

with the resulting cultural property

its survey on 18 October on

main actors involved in the

being smuggled with the help of

worldwide cultural property crime

trafficking of counterfeit art both at

criminal networks and put on sale

trends and routes in 2020, noting

national and international level, but

on various platforms and

that illicit trafficking of cultural

that the same groups are also

sometimes used for money

property from conflict zones has

linked to legitimate cultural objects

laundering purposes.

been linked with terrorist

trafficking, with their modus

financing activities.

operandi varying according to

Interpol press release

market demand. The report finds
According to Interpol, organised

that multiple illicit excavations

crime groups usually consisting of

occur especially in conflict zones,

12

Interpol report
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OECD compilation of 2021 peer review reports
The Organisation for Economic

Inclusive Framework after 1

Russia should amend its legal

Cooperation and Development

December 2020 or because they

framework to ensure that

(OECD) published on 18 October a

withdrew from the peer review in

enforcement provisions and the

compilation of fourth phase peer

accordance with the peer review

monitoring of CbC reporting’s

review reports which assess the

terms of reference.

implementation are provided for

outcomes of the implementation

as requested by the terms of

of Base Erosion and Profit

Regarding BEPS Action 14 Mutual

reference from the first

Shifting (BEPS) Action 13 on

Agreement Procedure (MAP), the

reporting period

transparency of global operations

OECD notes that Bulgaria, China,

of large multinational enterprises

Hong Kong, Indonesia and Saudi

(MNEs). Additionally, the OECD

Arabia implemented a bilateral

published its Stage 2 peer review

negotiation and consultation

reports of BEPS Action 14 on the

process applicable in cases where

resolution of tax-related disputes

a taxpayer’s objection is deemed

between jurisdictions.

not justified by the competent
authorities. Additionally, Brazil,

With respect to BEPS Action 13,

Bulgaria, China, Hong Kong and

the OECD notes that over 100

Saudi Arabia have enhanced

jurisdictions have adopted

capacity building for handling MAP

legislation imposing a filing

cases in a more efficient manner.

obligation for country-by-country
(CbC) reporting on MNE groups

Key findings

with consolidated group revenue of
at least €750 million.

China should clarify the scope,
conditions and legal basis
under the minimum standard
and/or the exchange of
information concerning the
filing exemption with respect to
information relating to national
security, and should ensure that
local filing is required only when
contained in terms of reference
Eighty-nine of the jurisdictions
included in the review were
subject to an assessment by
the Global Forum on

The US should ensure that the

Transparency and Exchange of

definition of “revenue” in the
The assessment found that the

Information for Tax Purposes

context of applying its $850

implementation of CbC reporting is

regarding confidentiality and

million consolidated group

“largely consistent with Action 13

data security in the context of

revenue threshold is consistent

minimum standard” across

implementing the automatic

with the definition in the Action

countries which have adopted

exchange of information (AEOI)

13 minimum standard

standard and did not receive an

relevant legislation and that over
3,000 bilateral relationships for the

The UK, Germany, Ireland, Italy,

exchange of CbC reports have now

Australia, Canada and Japan

been established. Albania, Belarus,

are among the countries which

Burkina Faso, the Cook Islands,

have fully implemented the

Montenegro, Saint Kitts and Nevis,

BEPS Action 13 minimum

Samoa and Togo were not included

standard, thus meeting all the

in the peer review report either on

terms of reference

the grounds that they joined the

13

action plan, while 10
jurisdictions are currently
working on an action plan
issued by the Global Forum

OECD press release
2021 peer review reports
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EBA work programme includes AML database
The European Banking Authority

the areas of digital resilience,

authorities relating to weaknesses

(EBA) published on 5 October its

FinTech and innovation; and

they have identified in the

annual work programme for 2022,

fighting anti-money laundering and

processes and procedures,

which describes the authority’s

countering terrorism financing.

governance arrangements, fitness

tasks and key strategic areas of
work for the next year.

and propriety, business models and
In regards to AML/CFT, the work

activities of individual financial

programme for 2022 states that

sector operators in relation to

The authority has set five “vertical”

the EBA will continue to coordinate

AML/CFT. The EBA intends to use

priorities for 2022, including

and monitor the fight against

this information proactively to

monitoring and updating the

financial crime in the EU’s financial

ensure that ML/TF risks are

prudential framework for

sector by ensuring policy

addressed by competent

supervision and resolution;

development and consistent

authorities and financial

revisiting and strengthening the

implementation to support

institutions in an effective manner.

EU-wide stress testing framework;

AML/CFT supervisors. The EBA will

leveraging the European

also begin using its database to

centralised infrastructure for

ensure effective information flows

supervisory data; deepening

across the EU. The database will

analysis and information sharing in

contain information from national

EBA press release
EBA annual report

UK CIOT and ATT annual AML supervision report
The UK Chartered Institute of

The report details CIOT and ATT’s

compliance, the risk-based

Taxation (CIOT) and Association

supervisory actions between April

approach, suspicious activity

of Taxation Technicians (ATT)

2020 and April 2021. The

reporting and whistleblowing”.

released on 29 October a joint

pandemic impacted how the

annual report on their work as

bodies operated, with both moving

AML supervisors.

from physical supervisory visits to

The report states that through
CIOT and ATT’s supervisory activity

online visits, states to the report.

we “identified that most firms are

where a member is the sole

Online working meant CIOT and

with the requirements of the

proprietor or where there is at least

ATT were “able to reach vastly

one member who is an equity

increased numbers of members

partner, member of an LLP or

with our AML webinars compared

director listed at Companies House

with previous conference and

and where the firm includes the

branch meeting sessions. This has

provision of tax advice.

helped us to get messages out

CIOT and ATT supervise firms

successfully in relation to

14

compliant or generally compliant
legislation but on occasion it is
necessary to issue action plans”.
CIOT/ATT press release
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UK committee recommends 30-day suspension
of MP Owen Paterson accused of paid advocacy
prohibiting paid advocacy,

caused significant damage to

pursuant to the 2015 MP’s Code of

the reputation and integrity of the

Conduct, by: (1) making three

House of Commons as a whole”.

approaches to the Food Standards
Agency (FSA) relating to Randox
and the testing of antibiotics in
milk in 2016 and 2017; (2) making
The UK House of Commons

seven approaches to the FSA

Committee on Standards

relating to Lynn’s Country Foods in

published a report on 26 October

November 2017, January 2018 and

comprising the conclusions of an

July 2018; and (3) making four

inquiry opened in 2019 into

approaches to Ministers at the

allegations that Owen Paterson

Department for International

MP “repeatedly” lobbied for two

Development relating to Randox

companies for which he was a

and blood testing technology in

paid consultant. The companies

2016 and 2017. The committee’s

are clinical diagnostics firm

report notes that, even though

Randox Laboratories Ltd and meat

there was no immediate financial

product processor and distributor

benefit secured by Randox and

Lynn’s Country Foods Ltd.

Lynn’s, Paterson’s approaches

Emphasising that Paterson’s

could “clearly have conferred

actions represent an “egregious

significant benefits”.

case of paid advocacy” and that
he “repeatedly used his privileged

Following its own assessment of

position” to benefit the two firms,

the findings and evaluations of

the committee recommends a 30-

evidence submitted by Paterson

day suspension from service.

which supplement the publication
of the report, the committee

The outcomes of the inquiry

concludes that the MP “repeatedly

opened by Parliamentary

used his position as a Member [of

Commissioner for Standards

the Parliament] to promote the

Kathryn Stone OBE in October

companies by whom he was

2019 are summarised in the first

paid”. With respect to the breach of

part of the committee’s report.

the paid advocacy rule, the

According to the findings, while

committee agreed with the

holding the position of paid

Commissioner’s findings, stressing

consultant to Randox and Lynn’s,

that Paterson’s actions “are of

Paterson breached the rule

sufficient seriousness also to have

15

The committee considered as
aggravating factors the fact that
Paterson’s remuneration from
Randox and Lynn’s “amounted
to nearly three times his annual
parliamentary salary”, and that no
previous case of paid advocacy
has seen “so many breaches or
such a clear pattern of behaviour”
in failing to separate private and
public interests.
On 3 November, the BBC reported
that MPs voted for an amendment
to block the recommendation for
the suspension of Paterson, by 250
votes to 232, calling for an
overhaul of the Standards
Committee and drawing
attention to “a lack of an appeals
process”. Boris Johnson reportedly
stated that “paid advocacy is
wrong”, but “not the issue in
this case”, stating that the main
issue concerned whether a
member of the House had a fair
opportunity to make representation
to allow for a proper appeal. On 4
November, Paterson announced
his resignation as an MP, whilst
maintaining his innocence.
Written evidence
Committee report
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ESAs publish sectoral reports on supervisory
independence of competent authorities
The European Supervisory

cooling off periods by the ESMA

governing body composition; (2)

Authorities (ESAs) published on

and additional questions.

rules on conflicts of interest; (3)

18 October individual reports

consultation with government or

analysing the supervisory

Key findings show that NCAs

other entities; (4) funding models;

independence of national

usually ensure public transparency

and (5) delegation to external party.

competent authorities (NCAs),

through the publication of

with a particular focus on the

documents such as annual reports

EIOPA's report notes that the vast

operational and financial aspects,

and financial statements, such as

majority of NCAs report the

as well as accountability and

their annual report, budget or

existence of legal provisions

transparency.

financial statements, as well as

governing the avoidance of

their strategic plans and objectives,

conflicts of interest, whilst for

to a large extent.

many NCAs, these legal provisions

The reports from the European
Banking Authority (EBA), the

are supplemented by internal rules,

European Securities and Markets

The EBA's report notes that, overall,

codes of ethics and policies. The

Authority (ESMA) and the European

NCA self-assessments provide a

report underlines that a group of

Insurance and Occupational

"reasonably consistent" picture of a

NCAs that reported legal

Pensions Authority (EIOPA) aim to

good level of mechanisms being in

requirements for avoidance of

support NCAs in assessing

place to support supervisory

conflicts of interest provided

whether they might consider

independence, however the precise

additional explanations for their

seeking any legislative or

nature of the mechanisms varies.

consultations with the financial

regulatory amendments to further

The EBA aims to focus more on

industry, such as that the

improve the framework supporting

fostering the extension of those

commercial or sectoral interests

their independence.

practices and frameworks to

are free to lobby and make

supervisory areas where criteria in

representations to the NCA whilst

In order to compare NCAs, the

EU sectoral legislation do not exist

the NCA is under no obligation

ESAs used several sources of

and/or "international standards are

to act on them, or that NCAs

information provided by NCAs,

less well-established".

consult in order to collect views in

such as responses to a survey

the contexts of the adoption of

conducted by the IOSCO on some

ESMA's report also highlights that

resolutions or circulars, but without

of the principles relating to the

NCAs broadly report a high level of

interference into daily operations.

regulator, but also information

independence, however, it

gathered through ongoing

emphasises specific areas where

exchanges with NCAs on their

divergence has been identified,

organisation, resources and

with practices and approaches

responsibilities, a recent survey on

differing due to legal structures
and frameworks, such as: (1)

16

EBA press release
ESMA press release
EIOPA press release
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NGOs analyse 71 ‘revolving door’ cases involving
fossil fuel giants, lobby groups and institutions
Research by non-profit campaign

“more lucrative” roles in the

eradicate conflicts of interest and

group Corporate Europe

corresponding private sector,

revolving doors; (2) the cessation

Observatory (CEO) released on 25

which creates a risk of conflict of

of “placements, secondments,

October explores over 70 fossil

interest. According to the research,

internships, or sabbaticals” from

fuel ‘revolving door’ cases

568 meetings have taken place in

fossil fuel company staff in

involving the public sector, energy

2015-2021 between the six fossil

governments or vice-versa; (3) the

firms, including Shell and ENI, and

fuel giants – Shell, BP, Total,

implementation of a firewall to end

five lobby groups, including

Equinor, ENI and Galp, five of their

fossil fuel industry access to

Eurogas and Hydrogen Europe,

lobby groups – Hydrogen Europe,

decision-making, by prohibiting

between 2015-21. The research

Eurogas, FuelsEurope, IOGP and

meetings between fossil fuel

has been conducted by CEO along

CEFIC, and top level officials from

industry representatives and

with Fossil Free Politics members,

the European Commission.

decision-making parties; (4) the EU

Friends of the Earth Europe and

Furthermore, the same period saw

to support the development of a

Food & Water Action Europe.

a total of €170 million spent on

conflict of interest policy at the

fossil fuel lobbying in Europe.

United Nations Framework

The research analyses specific

Convention on Climate Change.

cases and alleges “privileged

The advocacy group calls for: (1) a

access, huge lobby spending and

cooling-off period of five years for

revolving doors”, resulting in public

regular officials and staff and 10

sector officials leaving office for

years for high-level positions to

CEO research

CFATF follow-up report on the Cayman Islands
The Caribbean Financial Action

concerning new technologies to

with 22 Recommendations and

Task Force (CFATF) published on

“largely compliant”.

“largely compliant” with 18

20 October its third enhanced

Recommendations. The country

follow-up report on the Cayman

CFATF notes that following the

will remain subject to the enhanced

Islands which assesses the

adoption and entry into force of the

follow-up process and will continue

country’s progress in addressing

Virtual Asset (Service Providers)

to report back on improvements to

the anti-money laundering and

Act 2020 (VASPs Act), the country

its AML/CFT mechanisms.

counter terrorist financing

has addressed most of the

(AML/CFT) technical compliance

remaining requirements of

deficiencies identified in its 2019

Recommendation 15.

mutual evaluation report (MER).
The country has been re-rated on
FATF Recommendation 15
17

CFATF press release
Follow-up report

According to CFATF, the Cayman
Islands is currently “compliant”
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World Bank sanctions system annual report
year 2021, which highlights the

Between 1 July 2020 and 30 June

evolution of the institution's

2021, the World Bank sanctioned

sanctions system aimed at

57 companies and individuals, of

ensuring accountability and

which 54 were debarred with

mitigation of fraud and corruption

conditional release, whilst three

in the development projects it

firms were sanctioned with

finances, as well as its

conditional non-debarment.

The World Bank Group released

commitment to supporting "the

on 18 October its sanctions

highest integrity and transparency

system annual report for fiscal

standards in public finance".

World Bank press release

NGO claims financial institutions profiting from
deforestation and human rights abuses
Global Witness published on 21

The report claims that the reason

According to the report, EU-based

October a report which claims

banks and asset managers in the

lenders account for $34.7 billion

that financial institutions

EU, UK, US and China are among

worth of deals with deforesters

including HSBC, Deutsche Bank,

those profiting from such abuses

since 2016. UK-based banks and

JPMorgan Chase & Co, BNP

concerns accountability and a

asset managers allegedly made an

Paribas, Rabobank and Bank of

failure to commit to sustainability

estimated $192 million from

China have made deals totalling

standards and conduct due

“deforestation-linked financing”.

$157 billion with entities accused

diligence on companies involved in

of deforestation in Brazil,

environmental harm.

Global Witness report

Southeast Asia and Africa.

Aperio Analysis by Vivien Li
The EU and UK are currently developing legislation to require companies to conduct due diligence on
deforestation risk within their supply chains. There has been pressure to extend similar requirements to
financial institutions, who have an important influence on deforestation through the finance they provide to
the companies in their portfolios. Financial institutions need to be more transparent on how they identify
and address their exposure to deforestation risk. Firstly, they should have policies covering production or
trade of deforestation-linked commodities. To implement these policies, financial institutions need to
engage with the companies in their portfolios on how they are addressing deforestation, as well as have a
clear process in place to identify non-compliance within their financial portfolios.
18
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Association for Financial Markets in Europe
publishes AML transaction monitoring report
The Association for Financial

the sector, the analysis shows that

analysis by highly skilled staff.

Markets in Europe (AFME)

only five percent of suspicious

Technical solutions can be more

published on 20 October a report

activity reports (SARs) are filed

effective when the legal framework

on transaction monitoring for

because of transaction monitoring

permits the open sharing of data

anti-money laundering (AML)

alerts. The report underscores that

between financial institutions.

purposes in the capital markets

only a small number of banks

sector. The document identifies

reported success in properly

The report also finds that firms

problems in converting analysis

identifying and reporting

lack feedback on SARs and there

into alerts to law enforcement and

suspicious activity.

exists a shortage of specific threat

offers examples of good practice

or intelligence-based guidance

that combine technical tools with

According to the paper, an effective

input from analysts.

approach consists of upgrading
traditional transaction monitoring

While approximately two thirds of

systems to use machine learning

respondents state that significant

and network analytics, in

amounts of money is laundered in

combination with proactive

from the public sector.
AFME press release
AFME report

US Senate Republicans accuse Seagate of
illegally exporting hard drives to Huawei
US Senate Republican members

The committee report, prepared by

quotes a spokesperson for

of the Commerce, Science, and

minority staff, presumes that hard

Seagate who states that the

Transportation Committee

disk drives with semiconductors

company complies with all export

published a report on 26 October

are included in the BIS net of

control regulations.

alleging that California-based

prohibited items.

Seagate Technology Holdings
violated the US Commerce

According to the Wall Street

Department’s Bureau of Industry

Journal, the Commerce

and Security (BIS) Foreign Direct

Department has not confirmed that

Product Rule by exporting hard

hard disk drives are considered

disk drives containing semi-

prohibited items nor that Seagate

conductor technology to Huawei

is under investigation but informed

Technologies Co.

the paper that any allegations of
BIS rule violations would be
investigated. The paper also

19

Committee member Senator Roger
Wicker of Mississippi sent a 11
August letter to BIS Acting Under
Secretary Jeremy Pelter seeking
clarification on how many
companies have requested and
been granted licences to ship to
Huawei under the BIS rule.
Senate committee press release
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Financial Stability Board progress report on
implementation of stablecoin recommendations
The Financial Stability Board

resilience, cybersecurity

Several jurisdictions have been

(FSB) published on 7 October a

safeguards and anti-money

reviewing and updating their

progress report analysing the

laundering and counter terrorist

legal and regulatory regimes to

regulation, supervision and

financing (AML/CFT) measures;

address specific risks arising

oversight of global stablecoin

and (4) ensuring transparency,

from the emergence of

arrangements, with an emphasis

recovery and resolution plans, legal

stablecoins, highlighting the EU

on the implementation of its high-

clarity and compliance with

Commission’s proposal for a

level recommendations in 48

national regulatory requirements.

regulation on markets in crypto-

assessed jurisdictions. The report

assets; the Monetary Authority

highlights that implementation of

The FSB also announced that it will

of Singapore’s consultation on

the recommendations is still “at

undertake a review of its

the interaction between money,

an early stage”.

recommendations in consultation

e-money, and cryptocurrencies,

with other relevant standard-

and the regulatory treatment of

The high-level recommendations,

setting bodies, which will be

stablecoins; and the UK’s public

which were published on 13

completed in July 2023. The

consultation on crypto-assets

October 2020, are addressed to

assessment will identify how gaps

and stablecoins in 2021

authorities at jurisdictional level

could be addressed by existing

and focus on privately issued

frameworks and will contribute to

global stablecoins predominately

updating the FSB’s

intended for retail use.

recommendations if necessary.

implementation of the

The recommendations primarily

Key findings include

warrant further consideration,

call for: (1) the comprehensive
utilisation of powers, tools and

Overall, the implementation of

resources, as well as compliance

the high-level recommendations

with international standards and

across jurisdictions is still in its

requirements to regulate, supervise

incipient form, and jurisdictions

and oversee stablecoin

have taken or are considering

arrangements proportionate to

different approaches towards

their risks; (2) multi-sectoral cross-

implementation. Certain

border cooperation, coordination,

jurisdictions are seeking to

and information sharing; (3)

implement the

comprehensive governance and

recommendations through the

risk management frameworks with

adoption of new regulations,

clear allocation of accountability

while others have amended or

for the functions and activities

intend to amend existing rules

within said arrangements, and with

so they apply to stablecoins

the aim of ensuring operational
20

Authorities have identified
issues relating to the
recommendations that may
including conditions for
qualifying a stablecoin as a
“global stablecoin”; prudential,
investor protection, and other
requirements for issuers,
custodians, and providers of
other stablecoin functions;
redemption rights; cross-border
and cross-sectoral cooperation
and coordination; and mutual
recognition and deference

FSB press release
FSB report
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OECD Working Group issues report on Bulgaria
The Organisation for Economic

The report highlights that Bulgaria

purpose of concealing a bribe.

Cooperation and Development’s

has failed to address the absence

However, the OECD calls for more

(OECD) Working Group on Bribery

of liability of legal persons for

adequate sanctions for awareness

published on 22 October its phase

foreign bribery and related

raising initiatives concerning this

4 report on Bulgaria’s progress in

offences and highlights that the

offence among relevant

implementing the OECD Anti-

maximum available sanctions

practitioners.

Bribery Convention, which raises

against legal persons for such

concerns about the lack of

crimes “are amongst the lowest in

Similarly, the report notes that

detection, investigation and

the Working Group”.

despite Bulgaria adopting its

prosecution of foreign bribery
cases within the country.

Measures against Money
The OECD recommends that

Laundering Act which provides

Bulgaria take proper measures in

various anti-money laundering

According to the OECD, Bulgarian

order to ensure that the sanctions

measures, such as customer due

private and public sector

imposed for such crimes are

diligence, disclosure of suspicious

stakeholders lack awareness

effective, proportionate and

transactions and evaluation of ML

regarding foreign bribery risks and,

dissuasive in practice and that

risks, the OECD found that the

considering the lack of action by

prosecutors seek confiscation of

national authorities have never

the national authorities, the private

the bribe, as well as other direct

sanctioned a legal person for ML

sector “remains little to not

and indirect proceeds of bribery.

predicated on foreign bribery.

foreign bribery risks or the

With respect to the related offence

Bulgaria will continue to report to

potential prosecutions for such

of false accounting, the report

the OECD Working Group orally in

offences. The OECD notes that

welcomes the enactment of the

October 2022 and in writing in

despite training being provided by

new provisions of the Law on

October 2023 on the steps taken to

the Bulgarian authorities to law

Accountancy which prohibit

implement the recommendations.

enforcement officials, the

accounting for business

effectiveness of such training

transactions which are not

cannot be assessed in the absence

included in accounting books or

of foreign bribery investigations

records, as well as fictitious

and prosecutions.

transactions carried out for the

concerned” about exposure to

OECD press release
OECD report

Aperio Analysis by Veronika Konecna
The report shows that Bulgaria still has a long way to go in terms of (foreign) bribery prevention. As the
private sector largely continues to ignore the issue, this can affect foreign investors and international
financial institutions operating in Bulgaria. While Bulgaria has adopted certain AML measures, any
business links to the country should be subject to thorough due diligence reviews.

21
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OECD tax report for G20 finance ministers
The OECD Secretary-General

countries and the OECD/G20

OECD Secretary-General Mathias

published on 31 October the tax

inclusive framework on BEPS, and

Cormann issued a statement

report to G20 leaders.

Tax and Fiscal Policies after the

welcoming the G20’s declaration

Covid-19 Crisis; and includes an

affirming the “historic” tax

The report provides an update on

update on recent developments on

agreement. “This reform will make

the G20’s international tax agenda,

tax transparency and BEPS.

our international tax system fairer

including work on addressing the

and work better in a digitalised and

tax challenges arising from the

The OECD's report highlights that

globalised world economy”, said

digitalisation of the economy

136 out of 140 members of the

Cormann. Adding that without

following the meeting of the

inclusive framework reached a

implementation is “de facto no

OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on

political agreement in early October

agreement at all, so countries must

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting

on the two-pillar solution as well as

move as quickly as possible to

(BEPS) on 8 October.

a “detailed implementation

bring both pillars into effect”.

plan”. The two-pillar solution aims
The report also summarises three

to ensure a fairer distribution of

reports requested under the Italian

profits and taxing rights among

G20 Presidency. The reports cover

countries with respect to the

tax policy and climate change

largest multinational enterprises.

OECD press release
OECD report

prepared with the IMF, developing

UK Solicitors Regulation Authority AML report
The UK Solicitors Regulation

vulnerabilities. Other identified

individuals to follow compliant

Authority (SRA) published its

irregularities include inadequate

policies, controls and procedures.

annual report on 13 October

training or supervision and poor

The SRA filed 39 suspicious

summarising the findings of its

AML/CFT policies, with 45 out of

activity reports linked to £180

supervisory activities concerning

85 firms visited considered only

million worth of suspicious funds.

solicitor compliance with

“partially compliant”.

AML/CFT regulations. The report
covers the 2020/21 tax year.

The authority states that it received
273 reports of potential AML

According to the SRA, the most

violations, with 29 enforcement

common reason for non-

actions resulting in £160,000 worth

compliance was the failure to have

of fines. Enforcement action was

a proper AML risk assessment in

purportedly linked to inadequate

place, with poor customer due

supervision or training of fee

diligence procedures and source of

earners, inadequate policies and

funds checks also identified as

procedures, and failure by

22

Looking forward the regulator will
carry out research into how firms
use money laundering reporting
officers and money laundering
compliance officers and will
publish related guidance.
SRA press release
SRA report
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FATF identifies “shortcomings” in South Africa
mutual evaluation report
South Africa’s anti-money laundering and counter-

advance their own interests. This has generated

terrorist financing regime has a “solid legal

“substantial corruption proceeds” and undermines key

framework” but requires progress to implement an

agencies with roles to combat such activity, the FATF

effective system, including a “failure” to pursue

report finds. Recent initiatives are starting to deal with

serious cases, the Financial Action Task Force

the problem, including replacing key staff and

(FATF) states in its mutual evaluation report for the

increasing resources at law enforcement and judicial

country published on 7 October.

agencies, according to the FATF.
Use of cash in South Africa is a high-risk for ML/TF,

South Africa must make better
use of financial intelligence,
FATF explains, adding that the
country also needs to improve
the availability of beneficial
ownership information

and the authorities need to boost efforts to block
undeclared cross-border currency movements. The
country’s FIU “effectively” produces operational
financial intelligence, the FATF states, adding that law
enforcement agencies “lack the skills and resources to
proactively investigate money laundering or terrorist
financing”. While authorities carry out some
successful money laundering investigations, the
proactive identification and investigation of laundering
networks and professional enablers is not really

The country is rated as “compliant” with three

occurring. The authorities have achieved “some good

recommendations, “largely compliant” with 17,

results” confiscating criminal proceeds, according to

“partially compliant” with 15 and “non-compliant” with

the FATF, however, assets from ‘state capture’

the remaining five recommendations. The

proceeds have moved to other countries.

International Monetary Fund staff-led assessment
reviewed the country’s level of compliance with the

“South Africa must also make better use of financial

FATF Recommendations as at the time of the on-site

intelligence”, FATF explains, adding that the country

visit in November 2019. The FATF adopted this report

needs to improve its collaboration with

at its June 2021 plenary meeting. South Africa is

international partners and improve the availability of

exposed to the laundering of domestic and foreign

beneficial ownership information. South Africa

crime proceeds and is exposed to foreign and

provides constructive mutual legal assistance, which

domestic terror financing risks.

has helped to resolve some criminal cases in other
countries, but it is “sometimes slow”, states the report.

The FATF has identified public sector corruption as a
serious issue in South Africa, calling for the country to

FATF release

pursue money laundering and terrorist financing “in
line with its risk profile”. State capture in South Africa
involves businesses and politicians conspiring to
influence the country’s decision-making process to

23

FATF report
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FATF publishes follow-up report on China
The Financial Action Task Force

“partially compliant” with three, and

after China launched the Second

(FATF) published on 7 October its

“non-compliant” with the remaining

Generation AML Monitoring and

second enhanced follow-up report

six recommendations. China will

Analysis System.

and technical compliance re-

remain subject to the enhanced

rating for China regarding

follow-up process.

improvements to the country’s

Recommendation 38 has been rerated from “partially compliant” to

anti-money laundering and

China has been upgraded from

“compliant” after China issued

counter financing of terrorism

“partially compliant” to “compliant”

measures which expedite requests

(AML/CFT) measures.

regarding Recommendation 18,

for foreign freezing, seizing, and

which involves mandating internal

confiscation of assets.

After seven technical compliance

controls for financial and payment

ratings were changed, the FATF’s

institutions.

FATF press release

“compliant” with regards to nine of

Recommendation 25 compliance

FATF report

its 40 original Recommendations,

has also been upgraded from

“largely compliant” with 22,

“partially” to “largely compliant”

re-evaluation finds that China is

Victoria Commissioner’s report allows Crown to
keep casino licence under two-year supervision
The Australian state of Victoria’s

The commissioner’s report terms

The findings that the casinos in

Commissioner of the Royal

the casino’s operational behaviour

Melbourne and Perth facilitated

Commission into the Casino

as “disgraceful” as well as “illegal,

millions of dollars of money

Operator and Licence on 15

dishonest, unethical and

laundering and permitted junket

October delivered his report on

exploitative”. Nevertheless,

customers affiliated with

Crown Melbourne Limited’s

Finkelstein wrote that revoking the

organised crime groups to gamble

licence review, finding the Crown

licence would cause undue harm

at their facilities were previously

Resorts Limited subsidiary unfit

to Victoria’s economy and many

established in the Bergin report.

to run its casino in Melbourne but

other individuals not at fault for the

nevertheless permitting it to

casino management’s failings.

maintain its gambling licence.
Commissioner Ray Finkelstein

Furthermore, James Packer, who

recommended the company be

reportedly owns 37 percent of the

granted a two-year reform period

company through Consolidated

under supervision.

Press Holdings, will be required to
sell his shares to hold five percent
or less by September 2024.
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The commissioner’s report offers
33 recommendations for how to
improve casino operations and
enhance regulation.
Royal Commission report
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

UK, US and Switzerland fine Credit Suisse for
due diligence failings over Mozambique loans
have conducted enhanced scrutiny with regards to the
transactions, given the high-risk of bribery and
corruption, according to which it had information.
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) and the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
announced on the same day that the case has been
resolved. According to statements from the DOJ and
the bank, Credit Suisse Group has entered into a
deferred prosecution agreement with US prosecutors
The UK's Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
announced on 19 October that it has fined Swiss
investment giant Credit Suisse Group AG
£147,190,276 in relation to "serious" financial crime
due diligence shortcomings concerning loans
arranged by the bank for the Republic of
Mozambique in the ‘tuna bonds’ scandal.
According to the FCA's final notice issued to Credit
Suisse International, Credit Suisse Securities (Europe)
Ltd (CSSEL), and Credit Suisse AG, the investment
conglomerate failed to properly assess, monitor and
manage risks associated with fraud, bribery, and
corruption. Between October 2012 and March 2016,
Credit Suisse's emerging markets business lacked an
anti-financial crime strategy, a weakness highlighted
by three transactions totalling over $1.3 billion.

relating to a charge of wire fraud conspiracy. CCSSEL
has pleaded guilty to the charge.
The DOJ states that court documents and the bank’s
admissions show that Credit Suisse conspired to
defraud investors by misrepresenting the use of loan
proceeds, engaging in a $50 million kickback scheme
through CSSEL and a $150 million bribery scheme for
the benefit of Mozambique officials.
The SEC order finds that the investment bank violated
anti-fraud and internal accounting controls and books
and records provisions of federal securities laws.
Credit Suisse has agreed to disgorgement plus
interest of over $34 million and a penalty of $65
million. The Commission granted a temporary waiver
on the prohibition on investment advising by affiliates.
FINMA’s proceedings conclude with the appointment

The transfers relate to two loans that Credit Suisse

of a third-party monitor tasked with reviewing

arranged, facilitated and for which it provided funds,

whether the bank complies with the regulator’s decree

concerning two infrastructure projects in

that transactions posing increased risk are escalated

Mozambique. The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory

at group level and that the decision-making process is

Authority (FINMA) identified the companies as

appropriately recorded. The Swiss markets authority

ProIndicus SA and Empresa Moçambicana de Atum

states that Credit Suisse breached its reporting

SA (EMATUM). According to the FCA, the bank should

obligation in relation to a suspicious $8 million
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payment to an adviser in connection with the loan.

transactions in these jurisdictions if the bank or the

The bank only reported its suspicions in 2019, after

borrower publicly disclose the details of the loan.

the DOJ had published the indictments of three
former Credit Suisse employees, among others.

The bank has agreed to forgive a $200 million debt
stemming from the loans, which resulted in a 30

In late 2018, the three top executives were charged

percent reduction of the financial penalty imposed by

with conspiracy to commit wire fraud, securities fraud,

the FCA. Credit Suisse will pay approximately $175

and money laundering, and conspiracy to violate the

million, the DOJ states. The bank further agreed to an

anti-bribery and internal controls provisions of the

event study methodology to calculate fraud loss, with

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). Andrew Pearse,

the restitution amount to be determined later.

a former CSSEL managing director, pleaded guilty to
wire fraud conspiracy in July 2019. Former senior

FCA press release

officers Surjan Singh and Detelina Subeva pleaded
guilty to money laundering conspiracy in May 2019.
FINMA will also assess the bank’s existing credit

FCA final notice
DOJ press release

arrangements with states posing a high corruption
risk. Credit Suisse will only be able to enter into new

Swedish FSA issues injunction ordering Danske
Bank to assess ML/TF risks of its products
The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (FSA)

In its decision, the regulator highlights its position that

issued on 20 October an injunction against Danske

the bank's action plans "do not rectify the deficiencies

Bank A/S ordering it to assess, no later than 30 June

promptly enough". According to the FSA, the bank's

2022, the potential use for money laundering and

model for risk classification of customers is deficient,

terrorist financing (ML/TF) of the bank's products

given that it failed to sufficiently consider potential

and services provided in Sweden, which have not

ML/TF circumstances pursuant to the AML/CFT Act.

been completely risk assessed.

Through to 31 May 2020, the bank did not have
sufficient CDD information for "a large majority of its

The action follows an investigation opened in June

customers", whilst failing to consider information on

2020 into compliance by the Swedish branch of

the nature and purpose of the business relationships.

Danske Bank with the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorist Financing Act and FSA's AML/CFT
regulations, with an emphasis on the bank's general
risk assessment, customer risk assessment and
customer due diligence (CDD) measures. In response
to the preliminary findings, the bank submitted action
plans on 8 February 2021 and 3 September 2021.
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The bank must submit a report to the FSA before 29
July 2022, which includes proof of implementation of
the measures and how they resulted in compliance.
Swedish FSA press release
FSA injunction
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NatWest pleads guilty to AML failings in the UK,
discusses resolution of US spoofing probe
part of the proceedings. The case has been referred to
Southwark Crown Court for sentencing which will be
determined at a subsequent hearing, expected to be in
four to eight weeks’ time, according to a statement
issued by the bank on the same day.
On 20 October, the Chair of the UK Treasury
Committee Mel Stride MP sent a letter addressed to
FCA CEO Nikhil Rathi, requesting clarifications with
respect to the five-year timeframe between the 2016
The UK's Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
announced on 7 October that National Westminster
Bank Plc (NatWest) has pleaded guilty to three
offences before Westminster Magistrates’ Court,
admitting that it breached the Money Laundering
Regulations 2007 (MLRs 2007), by failing to ensure
adequate AML controls with respect to the accounts
of a UK incorporated customer.
The offences concern operational weaknesses leading
to non-compliance with Regulations 8(1), and 8(3) and
14(1) of the MLRs 2007, which occurred between 7
November 2013 and 23 June 2016 and between 8
November 2012 and 23 June 2016, respectively.
According to media reports, the customer is alleged to
be gold and jewellery dealer Fowler Oldfield, which
deposited approximately £365 million into its
accounts over the five-year period, of which £264
million was in cash. It is also reported that the gold
dealer was liquidated after being subject to a police
investigation in 2016 into “an extremely sophisticated”
money laundering operation.
NatWest’s admission of the criminal charges
constitutes a further step in the first FCA criminal
prosecution against a bank under the MLRs 2007. The
FCA highlights that no individuals will be charged as
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investigation and the conclusion of the case. Rathi
responded on 22 October, stating that a more detailed
response will be provided “once sentencing is
complete”. According to Rathi, the sentencing hearing
at Southwark Court, which the FCA estimates will
occur in early December, will ensure the publication of
the agreed facts, however the FCA will also submit a
letter in full to address the Treasury’s questions.
The bank included a provision in its 29 October Q3
2021 interim management report, stating that even
though it made a provision on 31 September in
anticipation of a potential fine being imposed at the
hearing, it will not disclose the amount “as it remains
the matter of ongoing judicial proceedings”.
In the same 29 October statement, NatWest highlights
that it is “currently responding to a separate criminal
investigation” by the US Attorney for the District of
Connecticut (USAO) and the US Department of
Justice (DOJ) concerning alleged unrelated illicit
trading by certain former traders “involving alleged
spoofing” which is now “subject to prosecution for
securities fraud”. According to the statement, NatWest
received a letter on 30 August 2021 from USAO
informing the bank that it had “materially breached”
the terms of a $44 million non-prosecution agreement
(NPA) signed in October 2017.
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The bank provided details on the case in its 2019

Furthermore, NatWest states it has invested around

annual report, stating that the alleged spoofing

£700 million since 2016 in upgrading its transaction

occurred in 2018 and has resulted in four

monitoring systems, automated customer screening

extensions of the NPA. In its latest Q3 report, NatWest

and customer due diligence procedures, and intends

states that it is currently discussing resolution of the

to spend an additional £1 billion over the next five

purported activity and the USAO’s determination of the

years to further strengthen its financial crime controls.

breach of the NPA, “including why criminal
prosecution of the conduct underlying the NPA should

FCA press release

not be pursued”, noting that it is uncertain about the
precise duration and outcome of the matter.

NatWest Group press release

US BIS announces settlement with VTA Telecom
over alleged export control violations
The US Department of Commerce’s Bureau of

$3,930, all subject to the EAR. The entity also made

Industry and Security (BIS) announced on 12

false statements in relation to the attempted export of

October that it has entered into a $1,869,372

certain actuators worth $235,000 and a mass

settlement agreement, $200,000 of which is

properties instrument and related equipment valued at

suspended, with California-based VTA Telecom

$624,373, which are both subject to the EAR. The

Corporation over alleged violations of the Export

latter instrument and equipment are also controlled

Administration Regulations (EAR).

items under the UN embargo.

According to the agreement, between 2015 and 2016,

Under the terms of the agreement, VTA must dedicate

VTA allegedly provided false information to BIS and

$25,000 to ongoing or additional export control

other US officials in relation to export licence

compliance efforts over the next 12 months and retain

applications and other activities to conceal that some

a director of trade compliance to oversee its export

of its exports to Vietnam were intended to support a

activities for two years. Failure to pay the civil penalty

defence programme. VTA is a subsidiary of a state-

in a full and timely manner or to fulfil the other related

owned telecommunications company based in

export compliance obligations may entail a denial of

Vietnam, which media reports have identified as

VTA’s US export privileges subject to the EAR for a

Viettel. The Vietnamese term Viettel translates to

period of two years.

Military Telecommunications Industry Group and is
owned and operated by Vietnam’s defence ministry,
according to reporting by Kharon.
VTA purportedly provided false end-user statements
to export to Vietnam 12 transistors, two development
tools, and 20 computer processor chips worth around
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BIS press release
BIS order, settlement agreement and charging letter
Kharon article
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CJEU ruling provides guidance on EU freezing
and confiscation of instrumentalities directive
The Court of Justice of the

national court requested that the

However, the Court highlighted that

European Union (CJEU) delivered

CJEU clarify whether the directive

member states should establish

a judgment on 21 October which

allows for the confiscation of

that the proceeds subject to

provides guidance on the

property claimed to belong to

confiscation were obtained from

provisions of Directive 2014/42

persons other than the

the criminal offence for which the

on the freezing and confiscation

perpetrators, without the third

perpetrator has been convicted

of instrumentalities and proceeds

parties having the right to appear in

and that the offence is liable to

of crime in the EU, which notes

the confiscation proceedings.

generate economic benefits. In

that the possession of narcotics

order to determine these elements,

for trafficking purposes falls

The Court ruled that Article 8 (1),

the court highlights that member

within the scope of the directive

(7) and (9) of Directive 2014/42,

states should assess the modus

even when all the elements of the

read in conjunction with Article 47

operandi, including whether the

offence are confined within a

of the Charter of Fundamental

offence was committed in the

single member state, without

Rights of the EU, does not allow for

context of organised crime or

having a cross-border dimension.

the confiscation of property

whether it is disproportionate to

allegedly belonging to a third-party,

the convicted individual’s income.

The questions referred for

if that person is not allowed to

The judgment notes that Article 6

preliminary ruling arose during

appear as a party in the

of the Directive provides that the

proceedings before a Bulgarian

proceedings. The CJEU notes that

suspect has transferred the

court concerning the confiscation

member states must take all the

proceeds to a third-party to avoid

of funds discovered in the homes

steps to ensure that persons

confiscation and that the third-

of two Bulgarians convicted of

affected by confiscation measures

party is aware of this.

possession of “highly dangerous

have the right to an effective

narcotics”. After the defendants

remedy, a fair trial and are provided

argued that the funds belonged to

with all the necessary safeguards.

CJEU press release

members of their families, the

BaFin issues AML/CFT order to VTB Bank
The German Federal Financial

BaFin states that it has appointed a

framework and that the order aims

Supervisory Authority (BaFin)

special representative at the bank

to increase the effectiveness of its

announced on 8 October that it

to report on its progress.

AML/CFT measures.

has ordered the Frankfurt
subsidiary of Russian state-

A VTB spokesman reportedly

owned VTB Bank to implement

stressed that BaFin has not

“adequate” AML/CFT safeguards.

identified any violations of the
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BaFin press release (in German)
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Colombian and Saab associate among five
people charged in the US with money laundering
The US Department of Justice

is former Tachira governor Jose

Pulido Vargas is reportedly a close

(DOJ) unveiled on 21 October

Gregorio Vielma-Mora, who

associate of Alex Nain Saab Morán,

charges against a Colombian

purportedly secured contracts

a Colombian businessman and

businessman and four other

through a state-run food

Venezuelan envoy charged with

individuals for their purported role

distribution company.

money laundering by US

in a bribery and money laundering
scheme in Venezuela.

prosecutors. A July 2019
Pulido Vargas, also known as

indictment also names Pulido

German Enrique Rubio Salas or

Vargas. The two are accused of

According to the indictment

“Cuchi”, and his co-conspirators are

moving $350 million in illicit funds

Colombian businessman Alvaro

accused of abusing the system for

related to bribery of government

Pulido Vargas and his alleged co-

medicine and food distribution,

officials through the US in an

conspirators – including his son,

known as CLAP. Court documents

attempt to launder the proceeds.

Emmanuel Enrique Rubio Gonzalez

state that the sum subject to

– bribed Venezuelan officials to

forfeiture amounts to over $1.6

secure state contracts for the

billion. The five individuals are

import and distribution of food and

charged with one count of money

medicine in the country. One of the

laundering conspiracy and four

officials charged in the indictment

counts of money laundering.

DOJ press release
Indictment

Reward for information on Colombian launderer
The US Department of State

state-owned and controlled food

owned entities to import and

announced on 22 October a $10

and medicine programme, CLAP.

distribute food and medicine in

million reward in return for any

Venezuela through CLAP by bribing

information that could lead to the

According to the DOJ, between

Venezuelan public officials. The

arrest of Alvaro Pulido Vargas, a

2015 and 2020, Vargas and four

defendants purportedly laundered

Colombian national who was

other individuals, Colombian

the illegal proceeds through wire

recently charged by the

nationals Carlos Rolando Lizcano

transfers involving bank accounts

Department of Justice (DOJ) for

Manrique and Emmanuel Enrique

located in Antigua and Barbuda,

his involvement in laundering the

Rubio Gonzalez and Venezuelan

Panama, the United Arab Emirates

proceeds of an alleged foreign

nationals Jose Gregorio Vielma-

(UAE) and the US.

bribery scheme to obtain

Mora and Ana Guillermo Luis,

contracts through the Venezuelan

allegedly obtained contracts with
Venezuelan authorities and state-
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US court rules Turkey's Halkbank can be
prosecuted in Iran sanctions violations case
the charges, challenging the

One of Halkbank's alleged co-

authority of prosecutors and

conspirators, Reza Zarrab, a dual

seeking to have the case

citizen of Turkey and Iran, pleaded

dismissed prior to entering a

guilty before the Southern District

plea. Subsequently, the bank filed a

Court of New York on 26 October

recusal motion, arguing that

2017 to "designing the sanctions

Berman made comments during a

evasion scheme". In addition,

A 22 October ruling by the Second

2014 symposium on the rule of law

Mehmet Hakan Atilla was

US Circuit Court of Appeals allows

in Istanbul, "contradicting" the

convicted to 32-months

the prosecution of state-owned

bank's planned defence and

imprisonment on 3 January 2018

Turkish bank Turkiye Halk

"prejudging" evidence in favour of

over using his position at Halkbank

Bankasi A.S., otherwise known as

federal prosecutors. Berman

"to facilitate access to the US

Halkbank, over allegations of

refused to recuse himself from the

financial system and to conceal

facilitating evasions of US

case, rejecting the claims and

international financial transactions

sanctions against Iran, money

ruling that "no objective and

for Iranian entities in violation of US

laundering and fraud.

disinterested observer, knowing

sanctions". The Department of

and understanding all of the facts

Justice (DOJ) statement regarding

An indictment returned on 15

and circumstances, could

Atilla's conviction highlights that he

October 2019 charges the bank

reasonably question the court's

and Zarrab were co-conspirators.

with fraud, money laundering, and

impartiality".
On 22 October 2021, the Second

sanctions offences. The indictment
alleges that, from around 2012 to

On 10 August 2020, the bank

Circuit Court of Appeals upheld

2016, the bank illegally transferred

reportedly argued that it is immune

Berman's 1 October 2020 decision

approximately $20 billion in Iranian

from prosecution under the federal

to proceed with the case, ruling

oil and gas revenues, fraudulently

Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act

that even if the law "confers

designing the movements of funds

(FSIA), as it is "synonymous" with

sovereign immunity in criminal

as purchases of food and medicine

Turkey, which is immune to the

cases, the offense conduct with

to fall within the qualification of

said law. The District Judge denied

which Halkbank is charged falls

"humanitarian exception" to

Halkbank's motion in a decision

within FSIA's commercial activities

sanctions against Iran, with at least

and order dated 1 October 2020,

exception to sovereign immunity".

$1 billion laundered through the US

concluding that the bank is not

financial system. At the time, the

immune from prosecution

case was assigned to US District

"because FSIA confers immunity

Judge Richard M. Berman.

on foreign sovereigns only in civil
proceedings", whilst the bank's

According to reporting by

conduct also fell "within FSIA's

Bloomberg, on 31 March 2020,

commercial activity exception".

Halkbank pleaded not guilty to all
31
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DOJ press release (15 October …
Indictment (15 October 2019)
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UK Gambling Commission fines VGC Leeds for
AML and social responsibility failings
The UK Gambling Commission

The social responsibility failures

VGC has undertaken a gap analysis

announced on 13 October that

involve weak gambling controls

of its AML policies and controls

VGC Leeds Ltd will pay £450,000

and customer interaction

resulting in an update to its

in a regulatory settlement

procedures and policies. Examples

procedures and separately updated

following an investigation

of the AML failures include a

and put in place a new social

revealing that the company, which

customer who lost £275,000 over

responsibility policy which includes

trades as Global Gaming

22-months before VGC requested

improvements in identifying risk

Ventures, did not meet its social

evidence proving source of funds.

indicators. The company has also

responsibility and anti-money

Furthermore, income statements

strengthened its record keeping

laundering (AML) obligations.

subsequently showed an income

practices and introduced new

that was less than the losses,

reporting systems to determine

The Commission’s investigation

revealing that the evidence did not

when customers are spending

followed a July 2019 compliance

support affordability.

beyond their means.

the company handled 10

The Commission reports that the

The company’s payment consists

customers. The regulator states

company has offered numerous

of £241,000 as a divestment from

that it identified ML risk

commitments as part of its

its financial gains, £209,000 in

assessment and social

settlement, including committing

place of a financial penalty for

responsibility failures by VGC and

to an improvement programme for

admitting the failings, and £21,578

that the company, which holds

policy implementation, carrying out

to the Gambling Commission.

non-remote casino and ancillary

a full review of its customer

remote casino operating licences,

processes, and reviewing all

acknowledged that it did not meet

customers who have been

the obligations of its licence

approved through the enhanced

between 2017 and 2019.

due diligence process. Additionally,

assessment and examined how

Gambling Commission statem…
VGC Leeds case overview

UK SFO announces arrest of potential flight risk
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office

investigation into the Raedex

suspected fraud surrounding car

(SFO) announced on 20 October

Consortium car rental fraud case.

leasing schemes. The inquiry was

the arrest of a suspect by Surrey

announced in April and has already

Police whom the SFO determined

The consortium, which owns

to be a flight risk. The unnamed

Buy2Let Cars and PayGo Cars,

suspect has been arrested in

among others, received over £700

connection with the ongoing

million from more than 800 people,
and is now under investigation for
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seen one arrest and two raids.
SFO statement
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UK CPS secures £28m freezing orders against
South African law firm and Cypriot company
The UK's Crown Prosecution

orders, with Du Toit and Xiperias

through international money

Service (CPS) announced on 22

agreeing that the amounts held in

laundering and layered through the

October that it has secured two

two bank accounts were the

UK banking system.

account freezing orders worth

proceeds of unlawful conduct

£28.75 million against South

carried out by others, of which they

African law firm Du Toit & Co LLP

claim to have had neither

and Cyprus registered company

knowledge nor suspicion.

Xiperias Ltd over their alleged
connection to an international

The CPS assisted the City of

money laundering operation.

London Police in obtaining the
orders in 2020 and conducted the

According to the CPS, Westminster

investigation in collaboration with

Magistrates’ Court granted by

Europol partners, finding evidence

consent the account forfeiture

that the funds were obtained

This is purportedly the first time
that the CPS has used its powers
under the Proceeds of Crime Act
2002 to appear in court on
behalf of the police in an account
forfeiture order.
CPS press release

World Bank Group debars consultant involved in
Nigerian project over corrupt practices
The World Bank Group announced

corrupt practice under the World

training and to fully cooperating

on 20 October that it has issued a

Bank’s consultant guidelines. The

with the World Bank Group’s

38-month debarment against

project aims to provide access to

Integrity Vice Presidency.

Nigerian consultant Salihu Shehu

targeted cash transfers to poor and

Considering his cooperation and

Ahmad Tijani for his involvement

vulnerable Nigerian households

admission of the misconduct, the

in corrupt practices in connection

under an expanded national social

group has granted him a reduced

with the National Social Safety

safety net system.

period of debarment.

Under the debarment terms, Salihu

Salihu’s debarment qualifies for

According to the World Bank,

is not allowed to participate in

cross-debarment by other

Salihu paid “appreciation” sums to

projects and operations financed

multilateral development banks.

project officials for receiving a

by institutions of the World Bank

bank-funded consultancy services

Group. Salihu has committed to

contract, which qualifies as a

undertaking corporate ethics

Nets Project in Nigeria.
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Rolls-Royce reaches $27.8m agreement in Brazil
to settle Petrobras-related bribery allegations
The Brazilian government

(DOJ), the UK Serious Fraud Office

Meanwhile, the US agreement

announced on 26 October that UK

(SFO), and the Brazilian Federal

covers alleged commission

engineering company Rolls-Royce

Prosecution Service (MPF). As part

payments between 2003 and 2013

plc has reached a $27.8 million

of the global agreement, Roll-Royce

to an intermediary to bribe a

settlement with Brazil’s Office of

has agreed to pay over $800

Petrobras manager, as well as

the Comptroller General and the

million pertaining to bribery

payments to officials in Angola,

Attorney General’s Office over

accusations involving 12 countries

Azerbaijan, Iraq, Kazakhstan, and

allegations that the firm bribed

and has committed to improving

Thailand. The company's

public officials to secure public

its integrity programme.

settlement with the MPF covers

contracts with state-owned

alleged bribery of Brazilian officials

company Petroleo Brasileiro SA

The agreement signed with the UK

(Petrobras).

authorities resolves claims that

between 2005 and 2008.

Rolls-Royce failed to prevent its

Given that Roll-Royce has already

According to the Brazilian

agents from bribing public officials

paid $25.6 million to the MPF in

government, the settlement

in Russia, Indonesia, Nigeria, and

2017, under the latest settlement,

resolves allegations that between

China. Additionally, it covers

the company will only pay the

2003 and 2005, Rolls-Royce bribed

alleged agreements to pay bribes

difference of $2.2 million.

public officials to obtain contracts

to Thai and Indonesian officials

with Petrobras, which are already

between 1989 and 2006, as well as

covered in Roll-Royce’s 2017 global

make corrupt payments to Indian

deferred prosecution agreement

officials in 2006 and 2007.

Brazilian government press rel…

with the US Department of Justice

Two US citizens convicted over export violations
The US Department of Justice

jury of smuggling, conspiracy to

defendants that the items could

(DOJ) announced on 22 October

violate and attempting to violate

not be exported without a licence.

the conviction of two Florida

the International Emergency

residents for willfully exporting

Economic Powers Act (IEEPA).

advanced dual-use diving

The defendants were found to have
misrepresented the potential use

equipment to Libya in 2016

The equipment is included on the

of the equipment and information

despite warnings from the US

Commerce Control List of dual-use

provided by the federal agent to

Commerce Department.

civilian and military export-

shipping company Ramas LLC.

controlled items. The DOJ states
Peter Sotis and Emilie Voissem

that a Commerce Department

have been convicted by a federal

special agent instructed the
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Global darknet operation leads to 150 arrests
Switzerland, the UK and the US. Of

Addressing the outcomes of the

the total number of arrests, 65

operation on the same day, US

were made in the US, 47 in

Deputy Attorney General Lisa O.

Germany, 24 in the UK, with the

Monaco underlined that Dark

rest being distributed in the other

HunTor was launched with the

European countries involved.

purpose of “hunt[ing] down the

According to Europol, the action

vendors, buyers, and suppliers”

The US Department of Justice

also yielded over €26.7 million in

using the darknet to traffic illicit

(DOJ), Europol and Eurojust

cash and virtual currencies, as well

drugs, including “enough fentanyl

announced on 26 October the

as 234 kilograms of drugs.

for more than four million lethal
doses”. Furthermore, Assistant

arrest of 150 individuals allegedly
engaged in trading illicit drugs

Operation Dark HunTor follows the

Attorney General Kenneth A. Polite

and other unlawful goods on the

takedown of DarkMarket in

Jr stressed that results similar to

dark web, following a coordinated

January this year, wherein the

those illustrated in Dark HunTor

international operation which

German authorities arrested the

could be achieved “only through a

involved nine countries.

marketplace’s alleged operator and

whole of government and, […],

seized the criminal infrastructure,

global approach to tackling cyber-

The 10-month action, dubbed Dark

which has provided intelligence

enabled drug trafficking”.

HunTor and coordinated by

and evidence including to Europol’s

Europol and Eurojust, comprised

European Cybercrime Centre (EC3)

separate but complementary

which has since been “compiling

actions in Australia, Bulgaria,

intelligence packages” identifying

Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,

the key targets.

Europol press release
DOJ statement

UK secures funds linked to Albanian crime group
The UK’s National Crime Agency

According to the NCA, Shuyu and

underground banking (Daigou) and

(NCA) announced on 28 October

Shucheng Cao received multiple

the use of money service bureaus.

that a Chinese woman and her

cash deposits over a three-year

two UK-based sons have agreed

period from convicted money

to allow the agency to sell two

launderer Fen Chen and used the

London properties allegedly

money to acquire several

acquired with money from serious

properties in London. NCA officers

and organised crime, following a

found £60,000 in cash at Shuyu’s

High Court civil claim.

property, with analysed evidence
showing patterns of Chinese

35

Chen was jailed in 2017 for paying
£1.8 million in criminal cash into
high street banks over a two-week
period for an Albanian drugs gang.
NCA press release
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Odebrecht-related ruling in Dominican Republic
A tribunal in the Dominican

hundreds of millions of dollars in

Conamsa SRL, as well as assets of

Republic sentenced on 14 October

bribes to government officials

national and foreign entities.

Odebrecht SA commercial

around the world.

representative Ángel Rondón Rijo

Four other defendants, Conrado

and former public works minister

The court sentenced Rijo to eight

Enrique Pittaluga Arzeno, Porfirio

Víctor José Díaz Rúa to prison for

years imprisonment for money

Andrés Bautista García, Tommy

their involvement in a scheme to

laundering and corruption, while

Alberto Galán Grullón, and Juan

funnel $92 million worth of bribes

Díaz received a five-year sentence

Roberto Rodríguez Hernández,

to Dominican officials to secure

for illicit enrichment and money

were acquitted after the court

lucrative public contracts for the

laundering. The authorities also

found that prosecutors failed to

Brazilian conglomerate.

confiscated a property and a yacht.

bring enough evidence to justify a

Both defendants have been

conviction. Prosecutors intend to

The Dominican probe started in

ordered to pay the equivalent of

appeal over the acquittals.

December 2016, following the $3.6

200 basic salaries each.

billion Odebrecht and Braskem SA

Confiscation orders have been

agreement with the US Department

issued in connection with local

of Justice, in which the entities

entities Lashan Corp and

acknowledged having paid

Constructores y Contratistas

First Instance Tribunal ruling (i…
Dominican Republic Prosecuti…

Former Braskem CEO sentenced to 20-months
in prison in the US for foreign bribery offences
The former CEO of Brazilian

The ex-CEO must forfeit $2.2

payments were made through shell

public petrochemical company

million and pay a $1 million

companies controlled by Braskem.

Braskem SA was sentenced on 12

fine. Grubisich pleaded guilty on 15

October in the US District Court

April to conspiring to violate the US

In December 2016, Braskem and

for Eastern District of New York to

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act’s

Odebrecht pleaded guilty to

20 months imprisonment for

(FCPA) anti-bribery and books and

conspiring to violate the FCPA and

foreign bribery offences,

records provisions. Between 2002

agreed to pay $3.5 billion. Braskem

according to the US Department

and 2014, the former executive

simultaneously resolved civil

of Justice (DOJ). Jose Carlos

participated in a scheme to bribe

proceedings brought by the US

Grubisich, who also held several

Brazilian officials in exchange for

Securities and Exchange

positions at Braskem’s parent

lucrative public contracts.

Commission.

company, Odebrecht SA, and his
alleged co-conspirators

The funds were obtained through

misappropriated around $250

fraudulent contracts and the illicit

million of firm funds.
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Twenty years on: Assessing the CFT regime
changing funding environment with new payment
technologies and the rise of social media.
Post-9/11, a formal CFT regime emerges
While 9/11 was the catalyst for a new era of policies
to counter the financing of terrorism (CFT), it was not
the first time governments had instituted policies to
choke off the funds of terror groups. Countering Irish
Republican Army funding was an element of
successive UK government efforts to suppress
terrorism during the conflict in Northern Ireland, as
On 21 October, Ali Harbi Ali was charged in London
with the murder of British MP Sir David Amess at his
constituency surgery in Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Prosecutors accuse Ali, who had previously been
referred to the UK government’s counter terrorism
programme Prevent, of committing a terrorist act
with religious and ideological motivations. While the
complete set of facts are still yet to be fully
established, Amess’ killing appears to be an
instance of a "self-activating" (sometimes referred
to as lone actor or small cell) terrorist act - a
phenomenon that has become increasingly common
in the past decade in Europe and the US.
According to media reports, the killing of Amess is the
13th incident officially described as a terror attack in
Britain since March 2017, with authorities stating that
they have foiled 31 plots during the same period.
Experts told the Financial Crime Digest that the rise of
self-activating attacks has highlighted a gap in
governments’ counter terror financing responses
since the 9/11 attacks in 2001. In particular, some say,
systems largely established to respond to the
methods of a specific group – Al-Qaeda – need to
adapt to new threats like self-activators, and a
37

was the Spanish government’s crackdown on Basque
separatist group ETA.
In 1999, the United Nations General Assembly
adopted the International Convention for the
Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism. But by the
time of the attacks two years later, only Sri Lanka,
Botswana, the UK and Uzbekistan had ratified the
convention. Following 9/11, the US government
moved swiftly to institute domestic legal changes, to
enhance the Department of Treasury’s role in the fight
against terrorism. The Treasury sought to exclude
terrorist groups from using the legitimate financial
system. A key component of this was Executive Order
13224, which authorised the US government to
designate and block the assets of individuals and
entities that posed a terrorist threat.
Former US Treasury official Juan Zarate was working
on enforcement of anti-money laundering (AML) laws
at the time of 9/11. Speaking to the Compliance
Podcast Network shortly before the 20th anniversary,
Zarate said his team sought to reshape the
Treasury Department into a part of the national
security establishment. "We went after terrorist
financing to try to disrupt Al-Qaeda's terrorist
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networks and infrastructure, and disrupt how illicit

is pursuing terrorist investigations and prosecutions

financing was flowing through the international

beyond purely the financial aspect.”

system", he said. The regime that emerged used
existing anti-money laundering tools such as

In a 2017 article in Foreign Affairs, King’s College

sanctions, asset freezes and suspicious activity

terrorism researcher Peter Neumann attacked the CFT

reports (SARs) to cut off the finances of terrorists.

regime stating that more than 15 years on from 9/11,

The US government also encouraged other countries
to join its approach. In October 2001, the US was a
driving force in expanding the mandate of the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) – the global antifinancial crime standard setter – to include terrorist
financing. Following a week-long meeting, FATF
adopted eight (later expanded to nine) "special
recommendations" on countering the financing of
terrorism. The special recommendations were
subsumed into FATF’s 40 Recommendations.
The taskforce had previously only focused on other
aspects of financial crime, but it was seen as an agile
organisation that could reach consensus on important
terrorist financing issues that would not require years
of treaty negotiations at such organisations as the UN,
said former FATF Evaluation and Compliance Group
Co-Chair Richard Chalmers. “The FATF
recommendations by that stage were established as
the international standards on money laundering”,
explains Chalmers. “It was felt that having special
recommendations on terrorist financing would set an
international standard on those issues."

“the war on terrorist financing has failed”. Neumann
cited the fact that there are “more terrorist
organizations, with more money, than ever before”,
and that small cell terror groups often derive funds
from licit sources such as savings, welfare payments,
or personal loans – as well as petty crime. “As long as
governments are unwilling to share more intelligence
about suspects and suspicious entities with banks,
calls for the financial sector to crack down on terrorist
financing serve as little more than political rhetoric”,
Neumann wrote.
Weeks later two former US Treasury officials, Matthew
Levitt and Katherine Bauer, responded to Neumann,
arguing that the solution to the CFT regime is “not to
throw the baby out with the bathwater”, pointing to
examples of law enforcement thwarting plots and
tracking down terrorists following successful financial
investigations. Levitt and Bauer called for
governments to “work even harder to understand
terrorists' financial structures and to design
sophisticated ways of countering them”.
Is a new approach needed for self-activators?
While the current CFT regime focuses solely on

“The US, and other jurisdictions - there was a lot of

cutting off the financing of terrorists, two decades on

sympathy for the US at this stage - felt they needed to

from the 9/11 attacks, questions remain over the best

act quickly on this, get something high-profile on the

approach. Preventing finances getting into the hands

agenda, get countries motivated to take action. The

of terrorists proves incredibly difficult, and forms of

FATF was considered the most suitable means. It had

terrorism have emerged in recent years that appear to

a history of dealing with financial issues”, adds

evade the current CFT architecture. Some

Chalmers. “The primary focus that the FATF takes is

experts have pushed for an adjusted strategy that

that the objective is to choke off the money and to

better integrates financial information with other

take a broad-brush approach to choke off the funds

forms of intelligence.

and the support - to make terrorist acts less likely and
more difficult to bring to fruition”, said Chalmers. “The
FATF is not benchmarking a country on exactly how it
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Stephen Reimer, a Research Fellow at the Royal
United Services Institute's Centre for Financial Crime &
Security Studies, recently co-authored a paper with
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Matthew Redhead focused on the challenges of using

institutions are now finding it much more difficult to

financial information to combat self-activating

identify when potential self-activating terrorists have

terrorists in Europe. Following interviews with law

purchased components for an improvised explosive

enforcement and counter terrorism officials, the

device, or a weapon such as knife.

authors note a perception among practitioners that
there are few meaningful financial elements to many

In France, the names of individuals listed as known

self-activating terror attacks. But the paper finds that

terrorists or persons of interest get passed from the

attack planning can have a financial and commercial

French Ministry of the Interior to the financial

component that is not fully appreciated, and that

intelligence unit Tracfin. Financial institutions then

attackers “use a range of financial channels and

monitor those accounts with increased scrutiny and

products, including cash, digital payments and in a

report activity they consider to be of interest to the

small number of cases, financial technologies, to

unit. Reimer explains that if financial institutions have

undertake their activities”. The paper highlights that in

a name to search for, “they can do a lot more than if

Europe there is no requirement for most businesses to

they are looking for what would otherwise be

monitor and report purchases that could be linked to

innocuous financial activity”. However, he adds that

terrorist financing.

the French model might be considered overly invasive
in some countries, and that states have to make

In response to questions for this article, Reimer

political decisions about the appropriate level of

explains that as the ambition of an attack increases,

scrutiny of financial data to meet the security

the likelihood that a digital payment will be used also

challenge posed by lone actors.

increases. “Most of the most ambitious attacks that
we were able to identify involved some sort of credit

Since 2015, public-private financial information

or debit card transaction or even the use of different

sharing partnerships (FISPs) in more than

fintech products, and of course they leave financial

20 jurisdictions have sprung into existence, with the

traces which then can be used to hopefully identify a

UK’s Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce

potential lone actor before they commit the attack.

(JMLIT) being one of the earliest examples. By

This happens only if the intelligence can be picked up

June 2020, countries with national FISPs accounted

from the pile and hopefully integrated with other

for over 40 percent of global GDP. Twenty out of the

forms of intelligence that the public sector may hold

top 30 global financial centres have a FISP. The

on to”, adds Reimer.

partnerships are voluntary and exist in parallel to the
obligations arising from national AML/CFT regimes.

He explains that European financial institutions are
keen to participate in dealing with lone-actor terror
financing, but struggle to tailor their scrutiny of
transactions and accounts. “They are not really fed the
intelligence they need from the public sector to know
what they are exactly looking for”, adds Reimer.
The private sector has experienced some CFT
successes in recent years, Reimer explains, notably in
the period of 2014-15 when it cooperated with law
enforcement to identify individuals seeking to make
last minute arrangements to travel to Turkey. However,
these cases were “quite specific”, and financial
39

The JMLIT, through its information "gateway"
contained in Section 7 of the Crime and Courts Act,
provides a legal basis for sharing information
between entities in the private and public sectors that
would otherwise be impossible. The taskforce
meets regularly, gathering over 40 financial
institutions, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and
non-profit fraud prevention service Cifas. Five law
enforcement agencies attend including the National
Crime Agency (NCA), HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC), the Serious Fraud Office (SFO), the City of
London Police, and the Metropolitan Police Service.
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Reimer said that it may take time for confidence in the

enhanced financial institution due diligence, sanctions

partnerships to develop and for institutions to move

and SARs – may have directly or indirectly prevented

from merely sharing anonymised typologies to more

mass-scale atrocities, Keen explains that it is hard to

sensitive data on terrorist financing. “This is further

evaluate the success of the regime.

complicated when there is seemingly, among the
private actors I’ve spoken with, more and more

“We still don’t have any clear measures of

interest in getting involved. […] Cryptocurrency

effectiveness. In the grand scheme of things, the

exchanges, different payment services providers, even

money that has been seized from terrorists is

some of the big ones, want to get involved in this

still pretty minimal compared to the amount that they

system. But you have financial institutions and the

are raising and able to use. Prosecutions for

public sector just beginning to become more

terrorist financing have been low across the board –

comfortable with each other. There is potentially a

that doesn’t matter if you’re in the West, or the

concern that letting people into the kitchen right away

Middle East.” Keen explains that the preventative

might spoil the soup or might not get to that level of

nature of the CFT regime means evaluating its

trust that we would get otherwise.”

effectiveness is “almost like trying to measure the
absence of something”.

Cutting off funds, using fintel, or both?
The challenge of using financial information to prevent
self-activating terrorists is closely related to a broader
issue within the CFT regime that is rooted in its post9/11 origins, say some researchers. That is the risk
that too strong a focus on “cutting off” the finances of
terrorists can overlook the ways financial information
can be used to understand and break up terrorist
networks. The focus on blocking funds from reaching
terrorists is contained “even in the way we say it –
counter-terror financing,” said Florence Keen, a
research fellow at the International Centre for the
Study of Radicalisation based at King’s College
London. Keen adds, integrating financial information
into intelligence to tackle terrorism is “very useful, and
underrated. But it’s not a soundbite that politicians and
governments are going to start making in public. […] In
the aftermath of an attack, emotions are running high,
and people want strong words from their leaders.
After 9/11, Executive Order 13224 was all about
disrupting funds, and politically it’s hard to argue with.”
The notion that money to terror groups can simply be
cut off, thus disrupting terrorism, is “in reality not true”,
adds Keen. “It overplays the hand of what CFT can do.
And because of that, it’s why so many people criticise
the regime.” While acknowledging that CFT regime
measures – like the FATF special recommendations,
40

Richard Chalmers said measuring the cost benefit of
the CFT regime at reducing the prevalence
and lethality of terrorism is extremely difficult. “The
FATF has tried in the past to come up with a measure
of cost-benefit, but it has been unable to establish a
methodology for that assessment”, Chalmers
explains. With regards to the problem of lone actors,
there is a “general recognition that it is almost
impossible” to prevent them through the FATF
Recommendations, adds Chalmers. “They are selffunded, operating independently, they have no
connections other than ideological networks - but
they are not reliant on third-party monies. Often, they
are using weapons which are easily obtainable and
may have dual-purposes. How do you stop someone
wielding a knife?”
Chalmers said that some self-activating terrorists
“may have some linkage to networks which are reliant
on funding – for instance, the Manchester
bomber clearly had linkage to other people.
That would need to be investigated, to see whether
there were other lone actors reliant on support in
some way through that network. But that would be a
case where there was a third-party financing aspect.
When you've got pure lone actors, it's virtually
impossible for the FATF standards to address.”
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Improving information sharing

So, when the Westminster Bridge attack happened,

Former regulatory and law enforcement officials that

and certainly when London Bridge attack happened,

Financial Crime Digest spoke to acknowledged that

access, identification and passing of intelligence was

the difficulty of sharing confidential information

a lot faster because of what we had learned.”

between law enforcement and financial institutions
remains a barrier to proactive use of financial
intelligence to stop terror attacks. Andy McDonald,
who retired in January 2017 as head of specialist
investigations and of the UK National Terrorist
Financial Investigation Unit (NTFIU) within SO15
Counter Terrorism Command at New Scotland Yard
said: “The sensitive nature of some of the intelligence
we can and can't share is always going to be a
frustration in the TF arena. That doesn't mean we
should just give up. Wider sharing of data, trends, and
typologies, can be a really good basis to get really
positive work done.”
The period of investigation following an attack is when
JMLIT routinely provides substantial value, McDonald
said. “When something bad has happened, all parties
get together and sort it out. It's a great approach to
financial investigation - everyone helps and it's
fabulous. It's the proactive side which is more of a
challenge, particularly with [terrorist financing]. If you
look at radical Islamist terrorists, particularly those
deemed to have been ‘successful’ like the 2017
attacks - financial intelligence on its own, would not
have predicted or stopped the terrorists from
committing those attacks.” McDonald, who helped
launch the terrorist financing element of JMLIT, said
that the taskforce had learned quickly from the
November 2015 Paris attacks on the Bataclan. Shortly
after Paris, the taskforce came to an “on-call”
arrangement between private sector and law
enforcement to better develop information sharing
particularly in times of crisis.
“That on-call approach was developed after we did
table-top exercises following Paris”, he said. “As
a result, agreements and gateways were formalised
between the private sector and law enforcement.

41

“We've got good infrastructure, great tech and
systems, and most importantly great people in public
and private sectors. We can get stuff done in fast
time. That's really positive, it's simply one of the best
things that JMLIT's done - but it's not a panacea
that's going to solve all things TF. Getting in front of
them is so tricky because the current threat remains these are spontaneous, volatile extremists”, McDonald
said. He adds that for law enforcement, identifying
and acting on terrorist financing could be
“hugely difficult” compared to money laundering and
fraud. “It still is very hard to see how financial
investigation alone can lead to identifying and
stopping terrorism. It's really difficult”, McDonald said.
McDonald explains that while great strides have been
made in information sharing since JMLIT’s
establishment, greater resources are required to make
it and the UK’s financial intelligence unit more
effective. The UKFIU has more than 130 staff now,
and in 2019/2020 received a record of nearly 575,000
reports. The NTFIU has a small staff embedded within
the UKFIU, as well as a small number of detectives
within the Met handling as many as 100 SARs per day.
Meanwhile, banks have been known to complain at
the lack of useful feedback on the quality of SARs.
Banks and law enforcement have nominees that
attend JMLIT, but there remains an ad-hoc nature to
the organisation which could be improved by more
permanent staff, adds McDonald. “Every couple of
years we get great soundbites from the government
saying, ‘we’re tough on financial crime
and illicit finance is a priority.’ It’s not, simple as that.”
Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial Services Journalist
roger.hamilton-martin@aperio-intelligence.com
Oana Irimia, Content Writer
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LEGISLATION

US lists IRGC drone programme commander
allegedly involves directing the

Concurrently, IRGC Brigadier

planning, equipment, and training

General and Chief of the IRGC ASF

for UAV operations, the IRGC ASF

Research and Self-Sufficiency

UAV Command orchestrated the

Jihad Organization (SSJO)

29 July attack on the commercial

Abdollah Mehrabi, Oje Parvaz

shipping vessel Mercer Street

Mado Nafar Company and its

which was off the coast of Oman

Managing Director Yousef

The US Department of the

at the time, that resulted in the

Aboutalebi, are also being

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

death of two crewmen.

designated for allegedly procuring

Assets Control (OFAC) announced

Furthermore, OFAC alleges that

UAV engines for the IRGC Navy and

on 29 October the designation

Aghajani is also responsible for a

entities facilitating weapons

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

UAV attack targeting a Saudi

development for the Iranian

13224 of the commander of the

Arabian oil refinery in 2019.

military, including Iran’s Qods
Aviation Industries (QAI) and

military drone unit of Iran's
Islamic Revolutionary Guard

In addition, the Treasury is

Aircraft Manufacturing Industries

Corps (IRGC ASF) Saeed Aghajani

designating Iran-based company

(HESA). Mehrabi, Aboutalebi and

along with a number of other

Kimia Part Sivan Company (KIPAS)

Mado Company are being

individuals and entities that have

and component provider

designated pursuant to EO 13382.

allegedly “provided critical

Mohammad Ebrahim Zargar

support” to Iran's Unmanned

Tehrani for purportedly conducting

Aerial Vehicle (UAV) programme.

UAV flight tests for the IRGC-QF
and providing technical assistance

According to OFAC, under

to IRGC-QF UAVs transferred to

Aghajani’s leadership, which

Iraq for operational use.

OFAC press release
Identifying information
Department of State press rele…

US extends emergency with respect to Sudan
US President Joe Biden

pursuant to the International

threatens these achievements. The

announced on 29 October the

Emergency Economic Powers Act.

situation in the Darfur region also

continuation for another year of

continues to be a threat to the US.

the national emergency with

According to the notice, despite

respect to Sudan, which was

progress in Sudan’s transition

initially declared through

towards democracy beginning in

Executive Order (EO) 13067,

2019, the military takeover

42

White House notice
White House letter
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US FinCEN renews GTOs for combatting money
laundering through residential real estate
The US Financial Crimes

coverage of the GTOs includes

title insurance company’s

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

counties within Boston, Chicago,

subsidiaries or agents are involved

announced on 29 October the 6-

Dallas-Fort Worth, Honolulu, Las

in a covered transaction on behalf

month renewal of its Geographical

Vegas, Los Angeles, Miami, New

of the company.

Targeting Orders (GTOs)

York City, San Antonio, San Diego,

concerning money laundering

San Francisco and Seattle.

risks linked to all-cash purchases
of residential real estate.

Furthermore, pursuant to the
GTOs, title insurance companies

The GTOs, effective between 1

are required to retain all records

November 2021 and 29 April 2022,

with respect to compliance with

The renewed GTOs are identical to

require US title insurance

the GTOs for at least five years

the May 2021 GTOs, which covered

companies to conduct “reasonable

from the last day of their

major metropolitan areas in nine

due diligence” in order to identify

effectiveness.

states, continue the lower

and report the ultimate beneficial

monetary threshold of $300,000 as

owners of legal entities conducting

the covered transaction for all

certain all-cash real estate

jurisdictions, and include virtual

transactions. FinCEN notes that

currency as a targeted payment

the recordkeeping and reporting

method. The geographical

requirements are triggered when a

FinCEN press release
GTO
FAQs

US renews emergency with respect to Syria
US President Joe Biden

According to a White House notice

The administration also declares

announced on 7 October the

and letter, the situation in and in

that the deteriorating situation

continuation for another year of

relation to Syria, specifically the

undermines the campaign against

the national emergency with

Turkish military offensive in

the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria

respect to Syria, which was

northeast Syria, threatens to

(ISIS) and endangers civilians.

initially declared in 2019 though

undermine the peace, security and

Executive Order (EO) 13894,

stability in the region and continues

pursuant to the International

to represent an “unusual and

Emergency Economic Powers Act.

extraordinary threat” to US national
security and foreign policy.
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White House notice
White House letter
Federal Register entry
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US listings for undermining Lebanon rule of law
The US Department of the

According to OFAC, by using his

including a $142 million 2016

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

political connections, between

contract from the CDR to operate

Assets Control (OFAC) designated

2014 and 2018 al-Arab’s company

the Bourj Hammoud landfill, in

on 28 October Lebanese

won multiple contracts, including a

relation to which he and his

businessmen Jihad al-Arab and

$18 million contract for the

company were accused of

Dany Khoury and member of the

rehabilitation of a bridge in Beirut in

discharging toxic waste and refuse

Lebanese Parliament Jamil

relation to which he overruled

into the Mediterranean Sea.

Sayyed who have allegedly

safety-related issues, and a $288

participated in corrupt acts and

million contract from the Council

Furthermore, Sayyed allegedly

actions contributing to

for Development and

abused his position to avoid

undermining the rule of law in

Reconstruction (CDR) for the

domestic banking policies, and as

Lebanon. The action is being

building of a landfill. Additionally,

a result transferred over $120

taken pursuant to Executive Order

he purportedly secured two public

million to overseas investments

(EO) 13441 concerning restrictive

contracts valued at $200 million,

with the aim of his own enrichment

measures against persons

after he “served as an intermediary

and of his associates.

undermining the sovereignty of

[…] to broker a meeting between

Lebanon or its democratic

top Lebanese officials in advance

processes and institutions.

of the […] presidential election”.

OFAC press release
Department of State press rele…

Al-Arab and Khoury allegedly used

Concurrently, due to his business

their personal connections to

relationship with US sanctioned

political elites to gain benefits from

Lebanese politician Gibran Bassil,

public contracts, without fulfilling

Khoury is believed to have been

all the terms of the contracts.

awarded “large public contracts”,

OFAC press release – Brassil d…
Updated SDN list

US extends national emergency with respect to
significant narcotics traffickers in Colombia
US President Joe Biden

pursuant to the International

economy of the US”, as well as the

announced on 12 October the

Emergency Economic Powers Act.

threat of high level violence and

continuation for another year of

corruption in the US and abroad.

national emergency with respect

According to the White House

to significant narcotics traffickers

notice, the actions of Colombia-

centred in Colombia, which was

based narcotics traffickers

initially declared through

“continue to pose an unusual and

Executive Order (EO) 12978,

extraordinary threat to the national
security, foreign policy and

44
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OFAC issues new Kingpin Act designations in
coordination with Mexican government
The US Treasury’s Office of

OFAC Director Andrea Gacki states

Fracisco Javier Gudino Haro,

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

that CJNG occupies a unique

designated on 6 April.

added four Mexican citizens

position amongst Mexican cartels

accused of leading the Cartel de

because of its influence over the

The Treasury claims that CJNG’s

Jalisco Nueva Generacion (CJNG)

Pacific port of Manzanillo in

expanded influence across

to its specially designated

Colima. The group purportedly

strategic points of drug trafficking

nationals (SDN) list on 6 October

facilitates significant imports of

in Mexico has involved violence

in action coordinated with

fentanyl and drugs manufactured

targeting both rival cartels and

Mexico’s Financial Intelligence

in Asia and bound for the US.

Mexican authorities, including the

Unit (UIF) and the US Drug
Enforcement Administration.

June 2020 murder of a Colima
OFAC notes that Mexico’s UIF took

judge. The US State Department

action against the named CJNG

continues to offer a reward of up to

The four individuals identified as

members in June 2020 by blocking

$10 million for information leading

high-profile CJNG members and

Mexican bank accounts under their

to the arrest of the group’s leader,

designated pursuant to the Foreign

control. The four are believed to be

Ruben Oseguera Cervantes.

Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act

subordinate to another trafficker

are: Cesar Enrique Diaz de Leon

already on the SDN list, Julio

Sauceda, also known as Lobito,

Alberto Castillo Rodriguez, who

Aldrin Miguel Jarquin Jarquin, also

was designated in October 2016,

known as Chaparrito, Jose Jesus

and are identified as working with

Jarquin Jarquin, who goes by R32,

alleged assassination plotters

and Fernando Zagal Anton.

Carlos Andres Rivera Varela and

Treasury press release
Updated SDN list
CJNJ organisation chart

US extends emergency with regards to the DRC
emergency pursuant to Executive

which prompted the issuance of

Order (EO) 13413 with respect to

the EO on 27 October 2006,

the situation in the Democratic

“continues to pose an unusual and

Republic of the Congo (DRC),

extraordinary threat to the foreign

renewing the associated

policy of the United States”.

restrictive measures for one year.
White House notice

US President Joe Biden extended
on 25 October the national

45

In his letter addressed to the US
Congress, Biden highlights that the
regional instability in the country,

White House letter
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US, UN list Libyan facilitator of rights abuses
The UK Office of Financial

been listed for being intrinsically

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

linked to the human trafficking

also released a notice announcing

activities of the Zawiyah

the designation of Al Kuni pursuant

network. Kashlaf and al Milad were

to the Libya (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

both designated by the UN in 2018.

Regulations 2020.
OFAC also adds that Al Kuni “or the
The US Department of the

The actions concur with the

individuals under his direction”

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

addition of Al Kuni to the United

have been involved in or facilitated

Assets Control (OFAC) announced

Nations Security Council’s

the killing, exploitation, abuse and

on 26 October the designation

sanctions list of individuals and

extortion of migrants at the

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

entities subject to restrictive

detention centre, including through

13726 of Libyan national Osama

measures imposed through

sexual violence, starvation, and

Al Kuni Ibrahim, for serious

resolutions 1870 (2011) and 1973

other forms of mistreatment.

human rights abuse against

(2011). According to the UN, Al

migrants in Libya, including

Kuni has been identified as the de

through “acts of violence,

facto manager of the Al-Nasr

abduction, forced displacement,

Detention Centre in Zawiyah, Libya,

or attacks on schools, hospitals,

and described as “a migrant-

religious sites, or locations where

smuggling kingpin”, purportedly

civilians are seeking refuge”.

acting for, at the direction or on

OFAC press release
Updated SDN list
UN Security Council press rele…
UK OFSI notice

behalf of Mohamed Kashlaf and
Abdulrahman al Milad, who have

EU committee adopts draft cybersecurity law
A draft legislative text that would

according to an EU Parliament

The requirements include “incident

tighten cybersecurity obligations

briefing note.

response, supply chain security,

in terms of risk management,
reporting and information sharing
was adopted by members of the
European Parliament’s Industry
Committee on 28 October.
Cyber-attacks, besides being
among the fastest growing forms
of crime worldwide, are growing in
scale, cost and sophistication,
46

The text would require EU
countries to meet stricter
supervisory and
enforcement measures, and

encryption and vulnerability
disclosure, among other
provisions”, according to the
European Parliament.

harmonise sanctions regimes.

The directive also seeks to create a

Compared to existing legislation,

European vulnerability database.

the directive would oblige more
entities and sectors to adopt
cybersecurity measures.

EU Parliament press release
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EU Council exploring possible joint cyber unit
The European Council adopted on

In June, the European Commission

communities. The Council states

19 October conclusions inviting

published a recommendation on

that it has “an instrumental role” in

the European Union and member

building a cyber unit to deal with

developing policy over the EU’s

states to further develop the EU

the “rising number of serious cyber

cybersecurity crisis management

cybersecurity crisis management

incidents impacting public

framework and will monitor the

framework. The Council states

services, as well as the life of

progress and provide guidance for

that this could include exploring

businesses and citizens across the

complementing the framework.

the potential of a joint cyber unit.

European Union”. Under the
recommendation the unit would

Participation in the unit would be

In a statement, the Council calls for

bring together resources from

voluntary, the Council adds, and

“further reflection on individual

“different cyber communities” in

governance would need to allow

elements of the recommendation

the EU, to support member states

for the participation of all member

on the joint cyber unit, including

efforts to prevent and respond to

states in decision-making.

regarding the ideas of EU

mass cyber incidents.

cybersecurity rapid reaction teams

European Council press release

and an EU cybersecurity incident

The adopted conclusions highlight

and crisis response plan”.

the need to “consolidate existing
networks” and map information
sharing gaps across different cyber

European Council conclusions
European Council policy

UK provision increasing maximum sentence for
insider dealing comes into force on 1 November
The UK's HM Treasury published

sentence for conviction on

According to Section 31, the

on 21 October the Financial

indictment for insider dealing

amendments do not apply with

Services Act 2021

offences from seven to ten years.

regards to offences committed

(Commencement No. 3)

before 1 November 2021.

Regulations 2021, which establish

The new statutory instrument sets

the entry into force on 1

out the commencement date for

November of Section 31 of the

Section 31 which amends Section

Financial Services Act (FSA) 2021

61 of the Criminal Justice Act 1993

which increases the maximum

and Section 92 of the FSA 2012.

47
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UK adopts amendments to Belarus sanctions
The UK adopted on 14 October new legislation

The new legislation clarifies issues related to

amending its sanctions regime on Belarus. The

transferable securities or money market instruments,

legislation, entitled the Republic of Belarus

loan credit arrangements, insurance and reinsurance

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) (Amendment) (No 2)

services, trade, interception and monitoring services,

Regulations 2021 (SI 2021/1146), is the second

export of restricted goods and tobacco industry

amendment to the Belarus sanctions regime.

goods, brokering services, potash and petroleum
products, and aircraft, among others.

The legislation revokes and replaces the Republic of
Belarus (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (Amendment)

UK legislation

Regulations 2021 (SI 2021/922), which introduced
new financial, trade and aircraft sanctions.

UK statutory instrument timeline

EU renews ISIL/Da'esh and Al-Qaida sanctions
of sanctions against associated persons, groups,
undertakings and entities until 31 October 2022.
The sanctions regime which enables the imposition of
asset freezes and travel bans against entities and
individuals affiliated with the two groups was
introduced in September 2016 through the adoption of
Council Decision (CFSP) 2016/1693 and Council
Regulation (EU) 2016/1686. Currently, six individuals
are listed pursuant to the regime. The renewal of the
The Council of the EU announced on 18 October its
decision to extend the sanctions regime with respect
to ISIL/Da'esh and Al-Qaida, renewing the existing
restrictive measures and allowing further imposition

48

regime entered into force on the day following its
publication in the Official Journal of the EU.
EU Council press release
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EU sanctions over Ukraine's territorial integrity
The Council of the EU announced

economic sanctions targeting

Crimea and the city of

on 11 October the designation of

sectors of the Russian economy,

Sevastopol

eight individuals over actions

as well as restrictive measures in

threatening Ukraine’s territorial

response to Russia’s annexation of

integrity, sovereignty and

Crimea and Sevastopol.

independence, pursuant to
Council Decision (CFSP)

The designated individuals

2021/1792 and Implementing
Regulation (EU) 2021/1791.
The designated individuals, which

Mozhelianskiy, Vice-Chairman
of the Central District Court in

Chairman of the Kievskiy

“for enforcing Russian law in the

District Court in Simferopol

Ukraine’s territorial integrity,
sovereignty and independence

Anti-Terrorism Committee

Court in Simferopol

officers, are allegedly responsible

undermining or threatening

Sevastopol and of the regional

Viktor Anatolyevich

Andrey Nikolaevich Dolgopolov,

EU sanctions for actions

Service (FSB) in Crimea and

Judge at the Kievskiy District

judges, prosecutors and security

Sevastopol”.

Head of the Federal Security

Mikhail Nikolaevich Belousov,

include law enforcement officials,

illegally-annexed Crimea and

Leonid Vladimirovich Mikhailiuk,

Yevgeniy Sergeevich Kolpikov,
Prosecutor of the Military
Prosecutor’s Office of the

Simferopol and former judge of
the Kievskiy District Court in
Simferopol
Galina Vladimirovna Redko,
Judge of the Supreme Court of
the Republic of Crimea

Southern Military District of the

Vladimir Nikolaevich Terentev,

Russian Federation in Rostov-

Head of the Main Investigation

on-Don

Department of the Investigative

were initially adopted on 17 March

Magomed Farmanovich

2014, pursuant to Council Decision

Magomedov, Special Cases

2014/145/CFSP and Council

Investigator within the Main

Regulation (EU) 269/2014.

Investigation Department of the

Measures in response to the

Investigative Committee of

situation in Ukraine include

Russia for the Republic of

Committee of Russia for the
Republic of Crimea and the city
of Sevastopol

EU Council press release

EU renews sanctions against chemical weapons
The EU Council decided on 11

chemical weapons has been

responsible for the development

October to renew for a year the

extended through the adoption of

and use of chemical weapons,

restrictive measures against the

Council Decision 2021/1799.

and those assisting them.

development and use of chemical
weapons until 16 October 2022.
The sanctions regime for

49

The restrictive measures include
travel bans and asset freezes
targeting persons and entities

EU Council press release
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EU Council amends DRC sanctions criteria
Republic of the Congo (DRC),

applicable to individuals and

which amend Regulation (EC)

entities designated by the

1183/2005 and Decision

Committee for “planning, directing,

2010/788/CFSP, respectively. The

sponsoring or participating in

amendments are designed to

attacks […] against medical

enable the EU Council to impose

personnel or humanitarian

financial sanctions as required by

personnel”. Council Regulation (EU)

The Official Journal of the

UN Security Council (UNSC)

2021/1863 and Council Decision

European Union published on 25

resolution 2582.

(CFSP) 2021/1866 came into force
on 26 October.

October Council Regulation (EU)
2021/1863 and Council Decision

The two instruments allow the EU

(CFSP) 2021/1866 concerning

to implement its obligations under

restrictive measures against

paragraph 3 of UNSCR 2582,

persons acting in violation of the

according to which travel ban and

arms embargo on the Democratic

asset freezing measures provided
in UNSCR 1807 (2008) are

Council Regulation (EU) 2021/…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2021/…
UNSC resolution 2582 (2021)

EU Council amends CAR sanctions criteria
The Council of the EU adopted on

which extended the exemptions to

Council Decision (CFSP)

18 October Council Decision

the arms embargo, as well as the

2021/1823 and Council Regulation

(CFSP) 2021/1823 amending

scope of the CAR-related restrictive

(EU) 2021/1819 came into force on

Decision 2013/798/CFSP and

measures. The new provisions

20 October.

Council Regulation (EU)

include the possibility of imposing

2021/1819 amending Regulation

asset freezes and travel bans

(EU) No 224/2014 concerning

against individuals or entities

restrictive measures in view of

involved in “planning, directing,

the situation in the Central African

sponsoring or committing acts […]

Republic (CAR).

that violate international
humanitarian law, including attacks

The amendments have been made

against medical personnel or

with the aim of aligning the EU

humanitarian personnel”.

legal framework with UN Security
Council resolution 2588 (2021)
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Council Regulation (EU) 2021/…
Council Decision 2013/798/CF…
Council Regulation (EU) 224/2…
UNSC resolution 2588 (2021)
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EU Council renews sanctions on Burundi
The Council of the European

search for a political solution in

Minister of Interior, Community

Union renewed on 18 October the

Burundi as well as those involved

Development and Public Security

restrictive measures in respect of

in planning, directing, or

Gervais Ndakugarika, National

Burundi for another year, until 31

committing acts that violate

Intelligence Service officer Mathias

October 2022, amending Council

international human rights law or

Joseph Niyonzima Kazungu, and

Decision 2015/1763.

international humanitarian law in

former army general Léonard

Burundi since the 2015 coup d’état.

Ngendakumana.

The sanctions are continued
pursuant to Decision (CFSP)

The list of designated individuals

2021/1826 and are directed

includes the chief police

against those undermining

commissioner of the National

democracy or obstructing the

Police Godefroid Bizimana,

EU Council Decision (CFSP) 20…
Council Decision 2015/1763 (c…

EU Council extends Nicaragua sanctions
The EU Council renewed on 11

deteriorating political and social

American States (OAS) adopted a

October the sanctions framework

situation within the country.

resolution on the situation in

with regards to the situation in

Currently, the sanctions apply to 14

Nicaragua which raises concerns

Nicaragua until 15 October 2022,

individuals who are subject to

about the “ongoing deterioration of

pursuant to Council Decision

asset freezes and travel bans, while

the political and human rights

(CFSP) 2021/1800. The regime

EU persons and entities are

situation in Nicaragua”. The

targets individuals and entities

prohibited from making funds

resolution was adopted with 26

responsible for undermining

available to them.

votes in favour, and seven

democracy and the rule of law, as

abstentions. OAS calls on the

well as those responsible for

The EU Council notes that the

Nicaraguan government to ensure

“human rights violations or

Nicaraguan government has

that the elections scheduled for 7

abuses, or for the repression of

continued its repression, despite

November are “free, fair and

civil society and democratic

the EU’s call on the national

transparent” and compliant with

opposition in Nicaragua”.

authorities to cease the crackdown

the principles of the Inter American

on political opponents, civil society

Democratic Charter and the

The sanctions regime was initially

organisations, human rights

Charter of the Organisation of

introduced in October 2019,

defenders and independent media,

American States.

pursuant to Council Decision

and ensure compliance with the

(CFSP) 2019/1720 and Council

rule of law and respect for human

Regulation (EU) 2019/1716

and political rights in the country.
OAS press release

concerning restrictive measures in
view of the situation in Nicaragua,

On 20 October, the Permanent

in order to address the

Council of the Organisation of
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EU Council press release
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GUIDANCE

OFAC sanctions guidance for the virtual currency
industry, FinCEN ransomware trends analysis
The action follows the first designation of a virtual
currency exchange targeting SUEX OTC on 21
September pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13694
for allegedly facilitating financial transactions
involving illicit proceeds related to at least eight
ransomware variants.
OFAC's sanctions guidance for the virtual industry
aims to serve as a resource for members of the
As part of the US campaign to counter ransomware

industry, providing an overview of OFAC sanctions

threats, the US Department of the Treasury's Office

requirements and procedures, including licensing and

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) published on 15

enforcement processes. The guidance also provides

October guidance on compliance with US sanctions

examples of best practices tailored to the virtual

for the virtual currency industry, whilst the Financial

currency industry, including the use of geolocation

Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) released its

tools, transaction monitoring and investigation

report on ransomware trends in Bank Secrecy Act

software and sanctions screening.

data. OFAC also updated related FAQs 559 and 646
to provide further clarification with respect to virtual

Key recommendations highlighted by OFAC include:

currency related definitions and associated

(1) implementing a robust compliance programme,

requirements and procedures.

covering sanctions lists and geographical screening,
investigation, and transaction monitoring; (2) setting
up adequate internal controls to identify, interdict,

The guidance also identifies
potential risk indicators of a
sanctions nexus for virtual
currency companies, to be
considered in addition to
screening transaction and other
know-your-customer (KYC)
identifying information

escalate, and report transactions prohibited by OFACadministered sanctions; (3) conducting routine risk
assessment exercises to identify potential areas for
improvement; and (4) ensuring senior management
commitment to compliance efforts.
The guidance also identifies potential risk indicators of
a sanctions nexus for virtual currency companies, to
be considered in addition to screening transaction and
other know-your-customer (KYC) identifying
information, which relate to individuals or entities who:
(1) are non-responsive or provide inaccurate or
incomplete KYC information when attempting to open

52
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an account; (2) attempt to access a virtual currency

and ensure compliance with OFAC regulations. The

exchange from an IP address or VPN connected to a

guidance also includes best practices for ensuring

sanctioned jurisdiction; or (3) attempt to transact with

compliance, which includes management

a virtual currency address associated with a blocked

commitment, risk assessment, training, auditing, and

person or sanctioned jurisdiction.

internal controls.

FAQ 559 provides clarification with respect to terms

According to FinCEN, out of 68 total variants of

such as 'digital currency', 'digital currency wallet',

ransomware observed in the six-month period, the

'digital currency address', and 'virtual currency', whilst

most common were REvil/Sodinokibi, Conti, DarkSide,

FAQ 646 advises on how US persons can block digital

Avaddon and Phobos. In addition, the report also

currency following a designation.

notes a rise in "anonymity enhanced cryptocurrency"
like Monero, which is considered harder to track than

The publication of the OFAC guidance coincides with

Bitcoin (BTC), as well as an increased prevalence of

the release of FinCEN's report, which is based on

cryptocurrency mixers for laundering and threat

analysis of suspicious activity reports (SARs) filed

actors changing cryptocurrency wallet addresses after

between 1 January and 30 June 2021. The report

perpetrating attacks. FinCEN's analysis of the 177

finds that SARs related to ransomware have increased

blockchain wallets most associated with ransomware

by 30 percent, with 635 SARs filed and 458

payments found "approximately $5.2 billion in

transactions reported, compared to 487 SARs filed for

outgoing BTC transactions potentially tied to

the entire 2020 calendar year. In addition, the total

ransomware payments".

value of suspicious activity reported in SARs was
$590 million, exceeding the value reported for the

OFAC press release

entirety of 2020, which was $416 million.
OFAC guidance

OFAC notes in the guidance that blocked virtual
currency must be reported within 10 business days
and that once a US person determines they hold

FinCEN financial trend analysis
White House factsheet

virtual currency that must be blocked pursuant to
OFAC sanctions, they must deny access to all parties

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The US Treasury's sanctions compliance guidance for the virtual currency industry, a first, is a welcome
and timely step at a time when 1) a growing number of malicious actors are turning to crypto-assets in
order to skirt compliance controls at well-equipped international financial institutions many of which have
been embroiled in money laundering and sanctions evasion facilitation scandals in recent years and have
thus gone the extra mile to up their game; and, at the same time, 2) many virtual currency firms lack robust
internal processes and controls, if not basic governance structures, to fight financial crime effectively. The
guidance itself does not really add anything dramatically new to the knowledge base of US financial
services firms, yet it serves as an official notice by the Treasury of its high expectations regarding
sanctions compliance within the still relatively loosely regulated virtual assets industry, which will have
willy-nilly to invest more resources into policing financial crime.
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UK OFSI updates guidance on counter terrorism
sanctions and export controls
The UK Treasury’s Office of

offence (DAO), following its

the guidance defines the DAO as

Financial Sanctions

inclusion in the Counter-Terrorism

referring to “entering, or remaining

Implementation (OFSI) published

and Border Security Act 2019. The

in, an area outside of the UK that

on 11 October updated guidance

document clarifies that the UK

has been designated in regulations

on counter terrorism legislation,

sanctions list maintained by the

made by the Home Secretary” and

including related sanctions and

Foreign Commonwealth and

details the exceptions for travelling

export controls, to assist

Development Office (FCDO) only

to designated areas.

international non-governmental

contains individuals, entities or

organisations (INGOs) involved in

ships designated under the SAMLA

The paper includes a series of

providing development and

and does not include other

FAQs to assist INGOs and financial

humanitarian assistance in high-

provisions, such as the Anti-

institutions in complying with

risk jurisdictions, as well as the

Terrorism, Crime and Security Act

counter terrorism sanctions and to

financial sector.

2001 (ATCSA).

provide clarity on sanctions
categories, licences and export,

The update includes revisions to

With respect to export controls, the

trade and transit controls. The

the previous sections on export

guidance notes that SAMLA also

guidance also answers several

control and sanctions in order to

applies to activities related to

questions regarding proscribed

better reflect the UK’s sanctions

military or dual-use items, as well

organisations.

framework provided by the

as to those regarding internal

Sanctions and Anti-Money

repression, interception and

Laundering Act 2018 (SAMLA), and

monitoring of communications or

also introduces a new section

energy-related and petroleum

regarding the designated area

goods and products. Additionally,

UK OFSI guidance

EBA issues regulatory technical standards on
disclosure of investment policy by firms
The European Banking Authority

help address uncertainties related

voting guidelines, explanation

(EBA) published on 19 October its

to potential conflicts of interest.

of votes, and the ratio of approved

final draft regulatory technical
standards (RTS) on disclosure of
investment policy by investment
firms, putting forward templates
and noting that the RTS should

54

According to the EBA, class two
investment firms with total assets
above €100 million over a four-year
period will have to disclose
information on voting behaviour,

proposals. The RTS are issued
pursuant to Regulation (EU)
2019/2033. The first disclosure
date is scheduled for 31 December.
EBA press release
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US grants limited ID verification relief to casinos
The US Financial Crimes

establishment and implementation

FinCEN recognises that the

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

of Customer Identification

onboarding procedures for online

published a notice on 19 October

Programmes (CIPs).

customers used by many brick and

granting limited exceptive relief to

mortar casinos, which may include

casinos from certain customer

FinCEN explains that casinos’ anti-

non-documentary identity

identity verification requirements

money laundering (AML)

verification, can provide more

in the context of online gaming.

programmes must state when

comprehensive verification than

customer identification needs to be

the procedures currently required

Under the exceptive relief, a casino

made through documentary

by its rules. Meanwhile, the

may use suitable non-documentary

methods, non-documentary

regulator stresses that

methods to verify the identity of

methods, or a combination of

stakeholders have confirmed that

online customers before each

both. Non-documentary methods

the use of third-party databases is

deposit of funds, account opening,

may include contacting the

widespread and can provide more

or extension of credit. These

customer and comparing the

comprehensive verification.

methods must be carried out to the

information provided with details

extent consistent with the risk-

obtained from a consumer

based approach set forth in

reporting agency, public database,

FinCEN’s regulations governing the

or other source.

FinCEN notice

UK NCA guidance on payment diversion fraud
The UK National Crime Agency

However, the NCA warns that

based firm lost nearly £340,000

(NCA) published on 15 October

individuals are also targeted by this

after fraudulent emails sent via a

guidance on payment diversion

type of fraud, especially those

Czech-based spoofing website

fraud (PDF), also known as

involved in large financial

managed to impersonate a staff

business email compromise (BEC)

transactions such as real estate.

member in order to obtain approval

or mandate fraud, raising

for payment of 30 fake invoices.

concerns about the “significant

The regulator notes that PDF

threat to the UK economy” posed

increased during the Covid-19

On 25 October, the National

by this type of crime which has

pandemic and that fraudsters

Economic Crime Centre

led to reported losses of nearly

involved in PDF display “increased

announced the launch of an

£152 million in 2021.

sophistication” in diverting

awareness raising campaign about

payments to various bank

the risk associated with PDF.

According to the guidance, PDF is

accounts under their control, by

usually associated with financial

impersonating individuals or

year-ends and therefore occurs

creating false invoices. The

mainly in March and November,

guidance also provides a case

affecting all types of businesses.

study which notes that a London-
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US Treasury publishes 2021 sanctions review
The US Treasury Department

seek ways to tailor sanctions to

of illicit funds to oppressive

published its review of US

avoid unintended economic,

regimes, terrorist groups, or

sanctions on 18 October, which

political, and humanitarian impacts

criminals. Adeyemo summarised

notes that although sanctions

and ensure that sanctions are

the outcomes of the sanctions

remain an essential and effective

easily understood, enforceable, and

review and stated that some

policy tool, having increased in

reversible. US authorities are urged

proposed changes may be

use and scope over the last 20

to consider investment in

implemented in the near-term,

years, challenges exist stemming

modernising Treasury’s

while others will require further

from risks linked to new payment

technological capabilities,

deliberation and analysis in

systems, the growing use of

especially covering digital assets

collaboration with the State

digital assets, and cybercriminals.

and services, as well as its

Department and others.

workforce and infrastructure.
According to the Treasury, relevant

US Department of Treasury pre…

stakeholders should consider the

Deputy Treasury Secretary Wally

adoption of a policy framework

Adeyemo stressed during a 19

that links sanctions to a clear

October hearing of the US Senate’s

policy objective, with the US, allies,

Committee on Banking, Housing,

and partners coordinating to

and Urban Affairs that the

magnify their economic and

country’s economic objectives

political impact. The review finds

cannot succeed if the international

that Treasury should continue to

financial system facilitates the flow

US Department of Treasury pa…
Deputy Treasury Secretary spe…
US Senate committee hearing r…

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
Earlier in the year, US President Joe Biden promised a strategic review of US sanctions policy following
four years of continuous ramp-up of economic sanctions under his predecessor Donald Trump. The review
has now been completed and delivered in the form of a succinct document which, despite its brevity,
contains many interesting and worthwhile recommendations. Not unsurprisingly at all, the Biden
administration's Treasury Department headed by Janet Yellen has concluded, among other things, that,
being a powerful and often indiscriminately used tool of foreign policy, sanctions must at all times be
closely aligned with US national objectives and priorities, have quantifiable impacts and benefit from
coordination with friends and allies. Time will tell whether future sanctions actions will really be driven by
these pragmatic postulates. It is already clear, though, that President Biden and his national security team
are keen to restore the transatlantic dialogue to its pre-Trump level and are willing to sacrifice short-term
objectives (such as stopping the Nord Stream 2 pipeline for good) for longer-term strategic considerations
(in the case of Nord Stream 2, re-establishing strategic cooperation with Germany).
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UK HMRC updates AML/CFT guidance for trusts
and company service providers
The UK’s HM Revenue and

box” approach and put in place

has significant control over a

Customs (HMRC) updated its

policies, controls, and procedures

trust’s income and assets can also

guidance on 8 October on money

to assess and address the varying

trigger red flags.

laundering (ML) and terrorist

levels of risk. Additionally, they

financing (TF) risks associated

must perform customer due

Meanwhile, director or shareholder

with trust and company service

diligence verifications, while their

services including confidentiality to

providers (TCSPs) in line with the

policies, controls and procedures

protect the identities of actual

latest 2020 national risk

should document the business’

owners or controlling interests and

assessment (NRA).

approach when dealing with

acting for multiple companies with

intermediaries and sub-contracting

common owners should also

due diligence verifications.

trigger alerts, according to the

According to the 2020 NRA, TCSPs
pose a high ML risk, increased

guidance. In the case of virtual

when providers also offer financial,

The guidance comprises higher

office provision services, supply to

legal or accountancy services, with

and lower risk characteristics for

offshore intermediaries, minimal

businesses being advised to

several TCSPs activities, including

face-to-face contact and multiple

understand and appraise the risk

services related to company

addresses supplied to the same

presented by each business

formation, directors, shareholders,

and/or connected business should

activity, customer, or class of

and trusts. Wholesale type sales,

be qualified as posing high ML risk,

customer. Meanwhile, TCSPs

sale of ready-made off the shelf

according to HMRC.

purportedly pose a low TF risk.

companies and supply to offshore
intermediaries are identified as

HMRC stresses that it expects

posing high ML risks. Unclear

trusts and TCSPs to perform risk

source of funds or cases when the

assessments that surpass the “tick

settlor, beneficiary or other person

HMRC press release
HMRC guidance

US Treasury issues Venezuela-related FAQ
The US Department of the

FAQ 933 clarifies that the activities

paragraph (b) of GL 7C which

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

described in paragraph (a) of the

concerns the purchase and

Assets Control (OFAC) published

two GLs which were authorised for

importation of petroleum and

on 1 October a new Venezuela-

an 18-month period, are

petroleum products from state-

related frequently asked question

automatically renewed for an

controlled company Petróleos de

(FAQ) 933, which clarifies that the

additional 18 months on the first

Venezuela SA expired in April 2019.

authorisations in paragraph (a) of

day of each month, unless the GLs

General Licenses (GLs) 7C and

are modified or revoked. FAQ 933

20B remain in effect.

notes that the authorisation in
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G7 ministers endorse principles for CBDCs
During a meeting hosted by UK

illicit finance concerns and be

minimisation, transparency, and

Chancellor Rishi Sunak in

energy efficient”. With respect to

user consent

Washington DC on 14 October, G7

stablecoins, the G7 reaffirm their

Finance Ministers and Central

commitment to ensuring

Bank Governors endorsed a set of

“continued coordination and

13 public policy principles

cooperation to ensure that

governing retail central bank

innovation in private digital money

digital currencies (CBDCs)

and payments is responsible, safe

intended to “support and inform

and consistent with […] policy

policy deliberations” within

objectives”, reiterating that “no

jurisdictions and international

global stablecoin project should

organisations considering CBDCs.

begin operation until it adequately
addresses relevant legal, regulatory

The document released by the G7

comply with anti-money
laundering, counter terrorist
financing and counter
proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction obligations –
such safeguards should be built
into the design of CBDCs and
advancements in technology
should be harnessed to

and oversight requirements”.

accurately authenticate and

Key takeaways include

Furthermore, when designing

states – the UK, the US, Canada,
France, Germany, Italy and Japan –

It is essential that CBDCs

divides the principles into two
categories, which are: (1)

Central banks would need to

“foundational issues” covering

manage the impact of any

monetary and financial stability,

additional innovation

legal and governance frameworks,

opportunities CBDCs may

data privacy, operational resilience

provide to banks and financial

and cybersecurity, competition,

intermediaries during any

illicit finance, spillovers, energy and

transition phase for CBDCs,

environment; and (2)

through appropriate design

“opportunities” which focus on

such as built-in safeguards

supporting the digital economy and

which would moderate risks

innovation, financial inclusion,

from rapid adoption with policy

payments to and from the public

objectives and benefits around

sector, cross-border functionality,

meaningful use of CBDCs

and international development.

verify transactions.
CBDCs, public authorities
should look to include ways
of countering fraud and other
forms of illicit finance by
looking to incorporate
advancements in technology
and innovative solutions that
may improve the authentication
and verification of transactions
The energy use of any CBDC
infrastructure should be as
efficient as possible to
support the international
community’s shared

Privacy of CBDC users must be

commitments to transition to a

In a concurrent statement, G7

protected and the processing of

‘net zero’ economy

Finance Ministers and Central Bank

their data should be subject to

Governors state that “any CBDC

the privacy and data protection

ecosystem must be secure and

laws of each jurisdiction which

resilient to cyber, fraud and other

may vary but would generally be

operational risks, must address

governed by the principles of
legality, purpose limitation, data
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UK FCA sets out expectations for hybrid working
lack of a centralised location or

and legal risks entailed by staff

remote working will not increase

working from abroad. The FCA

the risk of financial crime or affect

stresses that it has powers to visit

their ability to meet and continue

any location where work is

the threshold conditions for the

performed, business is carried out,

activity it is regulated for. Remote

and employees are based.

or hybrid working should not
The UK Financial Conduct

reduce the Financial Services

The FCA also clarifies that firms

Authority (FCA) published on 11

Register’s accuracy, prevent the

applying to be authorised or

October its expectations for

FCA from receiving information, or

registered must ensure their

regulated firms considering

affect consumers, competition, or

application covers aspects

remote or hybrid working in the

market integrity.

including how they expect to
address issues such as the

wake of the pandemic, noting that
evaluation will be made on a

Firms must also prove that they

location of senior managers,

case-by-case basis and that the

can implement policies and

consumer access and contact, and

expectations will evolve as more

procedures to prevent financial

systems and controls. Firms are

is understood about how firms

crime and that they can continue to

reminded that they should notify

intend to operate in the future.

carry out control functions in the

the FCA of any material changes to

same manner. Relevant entities

their working environment.

According to the FCA, firms will

must demonstrate “satisfactory”

need to be able to prove that the

planning in relation to data, cyber

FCA notice

and security risks, and operational

Aperio Analysis by Gunita Thethy
According to the NCA's suspicious activity reports (SARs) annual report 2020, the UK FIU received a record
number of SARs totalling 573,085 for the 2019-20 period, a 20 percent increase on the previous year, the
bulk of which came from banks at 75 percent. Further, AML submissions increased in every month
throughout the year. This illustrates that financial crime has been a significant challenge for regulated
firms whilst operating teams remotely through lockdown. With firms still deciding what the new work
arrangements will be post-Covid, many are aware that there is likely to remain an element of remote
working. At the time when working from home was a relatively new concept, many companies did not have
proper contingency plans in place to support the external functioning of their services. As working from
home has become an acceptable norm, companies need to ensure they have more permanent fixtures
in place around their IT infrastructure and security, but equally that employees are trained and practiced in
good IT hygiene and data security. This includes making sure that senior managers have appropriate
oversight and governance, and that the right culture and control functions are in place. Regulated
companies, in particular, may be expected to demonstrate not only to the regulator, but also to clients that
the framework they employ to prevent those issues that the FCA has outlined above are robust enough.
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SPEECHES

UK PSR urges industry to up anti-fraud efforts
UK Payment Systems Regulator

period last year and is the first time

victims through their platforms. He

(PSR) Managing Director Chris

that authorised push payment

notes that the PSR is currently

Hemsley stated during a 5

(APP) scams have exceeded card

moving forward with plans to bring

October Payments Leaders’

fraud. He also stresses that the

greater transparency in payment

Summit that open banking

current voluntary Contingent

providers’ measures to prevent

represents an opportunity to

Reimbursement Model (CRM) code

fraud, protect victims, and increase

lower fraud risks, urging senior

must be further improved, urging

information sharing. The PSR

payment leaders, decisionmakers,

payment firms who have not

intends to press for amendments

and budget holders to push

signed up and who are not offering

that would make fraud protection

forward with confirmation of

similar levels of protection to step

mandatory and introduce

payee across the market.

up their efforts.

differentiation for transactions in
terms of payment processing

Hemsley recalls recent UK Finance

According to Hemsley, both

figures that fraudsters stole over

sending and receiving banks must

£350 million in six months, which

verify funds and social media firms

represents a more than 70 percent

should enhance measures to

increase compared with the same

prevent fraudsters from seeking

speed based on their level of risk.
PSR speech transcript

US SEC to require entities to admit wrongdoing
in future settlements, states SEC Director
US Securities and Exchange

Grewal stated at a conference held

Enforcement Division Deputy

Commission (SEC) Enforcement

by the Practising Law Institute that

Director Sanjay Wadhwa added

Director Gurbir Grewal announced

the required acknowledgement will

that the SEC will pursue corporate

on 13 October that the SEC will

serve as a more effective deterrent

admissions of guilt in egregious

soon be requiring companies that

to other market participants and

cases involving either significant

settle civil enforcement actions

potentially lead to more self-

harm to investors or obstruction by

with the regulator to admit

reporting. He also stated that the

the accused, according to reporting

wrongdoing, bringing back an

regulator will consider when it

by the Wall Street Journal.

enforcement policy previously

should pursue attempts to prohibit

adopted in 2013 under former

certain company officers from

president Barack Obama’s tenure.

working as directors or officers.

SEC remarks
WSJ article
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UK House of Commons debates modern slavery
risks to investment industry
and publish it on their website. Proposed changes to
the law suggested in September 2020 include
mandating areas that these statements need to cover,
centralising the statements on a government
reporting platform, weighing potential penalties for
non-compliance, and extending the statement
publishing requirement to public organisations.
Davies and MP Anthony Mangnall are also calling for
the supply chain reporting requirement to be extended
The UK House of Commons held a debate on 26
October on the investment industry’s exposure to
modern slavery. The debate was brought by MP
Gareth Davies, who cited figures suggesting there
are up to 136,000 modern slavery victims in the UK
alone and called for strengthening the Modern
Slavery Act 2015 with financial investment
disclosure requirements and the creation of an
international taskforce on modern slavery in finance.

to include financial investments. The MPs assert that
of the 795 financial organisations publishing modern
slavery statements, most meet minimum reporting
requirements but do not disclose related investments.
The research briefing cites the 2020 statement by the
UK’s largest investor, Legal & General, which
addresses supply chain due diligence but does not
discuss targeting modern slavery amongst its over
£1.25 trillion in asset investments.
The MPs taskforce proposal, they suggest, would be

During the 26 October debate,
Davies noted that only 27
percent of the 79 asset
managers that submitted a
modern slavery statement
offered disclosures about due
diligence on related risks

based on the Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures. During the 26
October debate, Davies noted that only 27 percent of
the 79 asset managers that submitted a modern
slavery statement offered disclosures about due
diligence on related risks. He proposes that the UK
government adopt Australia’s model for including
investment portfolios, publish specific statutory
guidance addressing investor assessment of modern
slavery risks, and create an international taskforce.
The UK government is due to publish a new modern

A House of Commons library research briefing

slavery strategy in the spring.

published on 25 October notes that the existing
legislation does not require action from businesses to

Research briefing

address modern slavery, but rather obliges companies
to issue a statement about any action they have taken
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US DOJ to crackdown on financial crime
Deputy Attorney General Lisa

change to give prosecutorial

prosecutors to further consider

Monaco on 28 October delivered a

leeway in considering all past

outcomes of settlements with

speech to the American Bar

misdeeds by a given company in

other regulators, such as the US

Association’s 36th National

reaching a resolution. In her

Securities and Exchange

Institute on White Collar Crime in

remarks, Monaco notes that this

Commission (SEC), whose director

which she reveals that the US

change in policy will “harmonise

recently signaled the SEC’s

Department of Justice (DOJ) will

the way we treat corporate and

intention to require that companies

be enhancing punitive measures

individual criminal histories” and

acknowledge wrongdoing in

in corporate prosecutions by

ensure that no relevant prior

settlement agreements.

targeting accused executives and

misdeeds are overlooked.

other company officials for

Additionally, prosecuted

In another example of increasing

criminal activity in addition to

companies will be required to turn

prosecutorial scrutiny, the Deputy

their organisations. This

over any information of

Attorney General states that non-

represents one of three new

wrongdoing by individuals within

prosecution deals whose mandate

measures Monaco states the DOJ

the organisation before leniency

is still in place will be reviewed

is putting forward to crackdown

measures are considered, which

alongside company activity to

on financial crime.

the Wall Street Journal reports

ensure that corporations are not

represents a return to policy

violating their agreements.

Unlike the current practice of

previously put in place under

federal prosecutors only examining

former president Obama’s tenure.

DOJ Deputy AG remarks

wrongdoing by a company that

Prosecutorial consideration,

SEC Director remarks

aligns with current allegations,

Monaco informed the ABA, will

Monaco states that the policy will

also be expanded to allow

past illicit behaviour or other

WSJ article

US official discusses enforcement priorities
US Principal Associate Deputy

prevention rather than prosecution

recordkeeping policies that govern

Attorney General John Carlin

to be the mark of success.

the interaction between clients and

announced in a 5 October speech

Correspondingly, the DOJ needs to

traditional financial institutions

a “surge [in] resources for

continue working on

while focusing on the point of

corporate enforcement” as part of

communicating expectations that

conversion for financial crime

the plan to redouble efforts to

translate into successful

prevention. “[BSA] compliance is

combat white collar crime.

compliance programmes.

going to be a key tool in the crypto

The senior Department of Justice

On crypto, Carlin stated that the

(DOJ) official stated that the Biden
administration considers
62

administration will work to ensure
the application of KYC and

space”, he added.
Carlin speech
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UK LSB Head of Insight discusses APP scams
The Head of Insight at the UK’s

types of business models in the

the scammer, which in most cases

Lending Standards Board (LSB)

financial sector.

is funding organised crime.

October conference held by

According to Roughley, APP scam

Roughley points out that the LSB

Collaboration Network that only

cases have increased significantly

will review the wording of the CRM

nine financial services firms have

in recent years, with scams often

code to ensure that a wider range

joined the Contingent

being part of wider serious

of firms are able to sign up and

Reimbursement Model (CRM)

organised crime activity. She

implement its vital provisions, with

code for authorised push

underlines the importance of the

a report on the LSB’s related call

payments (APP) scams, stressing

CRM code and confirmation of

for input from March 2021 due to

that the LSB is currently working

payee for protecting consumers

be published later this autumn.

on how the code can be applied

and that even though victims get

more broadly across different

reimbursed, the money still goes to

Anna Roughley stated during a 14

LSB speech transcript

UK FCA delivers speech on pensions regulation
UK Financial Conduct Authority

Pritchard, who formerly led the

consumers on the web through

(FCA) Markets Executive Director

National Economic Crime Centre

paid advertising. Pritchard also

Sarah Pritchard delivered a

(NECC), informed the body that her

noted the FCA’s ScamSmart

speech on 14 October to the

prior experience in combatting

campaign in conjunction with the

Pensions and Lifetime Savings

financial crime has reinforced the

Pensions Regulator, which has

Association in which she

importance of partnership between

been accessed by over one million

discusses frameworks for

organisations representing multiple

individuals since its 2014 launch.

effective pensions regulation.

levels and mandates of relevance

She further stated that the FCA will

to ensure positive change.

soon launch a multi-year campaign

Pritchard stated that the three

Regulatory cooperation is

alerting young consumers to

primary FCA priorities in the field

particularly important when

investment harms.

are ensuring that pension products

considering that one third of UK

offer value for money, offering

adults do not know who their

advice to consumers, and keeping

pension provider is, the Markets

the pensions market free of scams.

Executive Director stated.

more assertive, adaptive,

increasing its focus on innovation

On scam prevention, the FCA

accommodating a rising focus on

and adaptability and asserts that

official reiterated the authority’s

effective regulation requires

view that the Online Safety Bill

sustained cooperation between

must expand its scope to include

policymakers and regulators.

preventing scams from reaching

She adds that the FCA is

63

Looking ahead, Pritchard stated
that the FCA will aim to become
and innovative, including through
ESG in the financial sector.
FCA speech
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UK BoE speech on crypto-asset stability risks
Deputy Governor for Financial

considering the “unbacked and

Concurrently, Cunliffe discussed

Stability at the Bank of England

volatile” particularities, as well as

decentralised finance (DeFi), calling

Jon Cunliffe stated during a

the cyber vulnerabilities of crypto-

for national and international

speech delivered at the SIBOS

assets, one of the main concerns

regulators to assess the risks

event on 13 October that there

about their use refers to investor

associated with DeFi platforms

has been an increase of 200

protection and the threat of a

and to explore ways for ensuring

percent in the value of crypto-

“massive collapse” in price.

that DeFi risks are managed based

assets in 2021, from $800 billion

on the same standards as those

in 2020 to $2.3 trillion, which

With respect to stablecoins,

applied to traditional finance.

raises financial stability concerns.

Cunliffe states that despite them

According to Cunliffe, the DeFi

making up only five percent of all

sector is “opaque, complex” and

Cunliffe highlights that while crypto

crypto-assets, regulatory

risky, and poses challenges for

technologies could bring “radical

authorities must ensure that the

market integrity, considering the

improvements in financial

standards that are presently

lack of investor protection and anti-

services”, the unregulated nature of

applied to systemic payment

money laundering obligations.

crypto-assets can lead to a rapid

systems are also applied to “any

increase in financial stability risks,

systemic or likely to be systemic

depending on the position adopted

payment system (SPS) using

by regulatory and supervisory

stablecoins”.

Bank of England press release

authorities. Furthermore,

ESMA Director presents priorities for year ahead
European Securities and Markets

reduce compliance costs by

broader guidance on the definition

Authority (ESMA) Executive

granting authorities real-time

of inside information is needed.

Director Natasha Cazenave

access to transactions.

presented on 8 October the
regulator’s priorities for the
forthcoming year, which include
supporting the EU Commission’s
(EC) Digital Finance package, the
Capital Markets Union, and the
Sustainable Finance agenda.
The ESMA is also following the
EC’s proposed distributed ledgers
technology (DLT) pilot regime, with
Cazenave stressing that DLT could
64

Meanwhile, the authority will report

In terms of risk monitoring and

on the follow-up to the peer review

analysis, Cazenave states that the

on the collection and use of

ESMA will identify opportunities

suspicious transaction and

and risks related to crypto-asset

order reports (STORs) under MAR

market developments and

as a source of information in

follow FinTech, RegTech, and

market abuse investigations and

artificial intelligence developments.

follow-up in 2022 and 2023 on its

The ESMA intends to provide

Wirecard peer review report.

guidance in areas identified in the
2020 Market Abuse Regulation
review report and assess whether

ESMA speech transcript
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FATF plenary conclusions include additions to
grey list, updates to virtual assets guidance and
beneficial ownership consultation
access to BO information

terrorism (AML/CFT) regimes.

requirements. The consultation

Jordan, Mali and Turkey have

runs until 3 December.

issued high-level political
commitments to strengthening

The Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) published the conclusions
from its three-day plenary on 21
October, which include adding
Jordan, Mali and Turkey to the list
of jurisdictions subject to
increased monitoring and
removing Botswana and Mauritius
from the list. In addition, FATF has
published a consultation paper on
Recommendation 24 on the
transparency of beneficial
ownership of legal persons.
The FATF consultation on
beneficial ownership follows the
June white paper on the matter,
building on feedback received to
proposed amendments mainly
linked to the collection of BO
information, bearer shares and
nominee arrangements.
FATF also questions whether a
risk-based approach should be
applied to foreign-created legal
persons and to BO information
verification, and asks questions on

65

FATF President Marcus Pleyer

their AML/CFT regimes by working

issued a statement on the Pandora

on specific action plans, with FATF

Papers, stressing that the

urging Turkey to apply a risk-based

watchdog has long warned of the

approach to the supervision of

dangers linked to anonymous shell

non-profit organisations (NPOs) in

companies and legal

line with its standards.

arrangements. Pleyer highlights
that the FATF’s Global Network has

During the plenary, delegates

revealed that out of more than 100

finalised updated guidance for a

mutual evaluations, only one-third

risk-based approach to virtual

of countries have laws and

assets (VAs) and virtual asset

regulations compliant with the

service providers (VASPs) and a

FATF’s BO standards and only 10

final report on its 2020 survey on

percent take effective measures to

the implementation of the FATF

ensure these standards.

Standards on cross-border
payments.The updated guidance

In terms of high-risk jurisdictions,

explains the application of FATF

FATF clarifies that it has paused its

standards to stablecoins, non-

review process for high-risk

fungible tokens, decentralised

jurisdictions due to the Covid-19

finance, and decentralised or

pandemic. FATF has also provided

distributed applications and multi-

updated statements for 18

signature arrangements.

jurisdictions, with Burkina Faso,

Additionally, FATF emphasises that

Haiti, and South Sudan being given

countries that ban or prohibit VA

the opportunity to choose to defer

activities or VASPs should regularly

reporting. Botswana and Mauritius

assess related ML/TF risks, defines

have been removed following their

transaction fees, and clarifies the

“significant progress” in improving

application of the travel rule to

their anti-money laundering and

certain transactions involving

countering the financing of

automatic refunds.
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The guidance refines the

Standards project, agreeing to

in some selected FSRB mutual

description of VASPs licencing and

publish the results linked to de-

evaluations, in order to strengthen

registration, clarifies that the

risking, financial exclusion, undue

their capacity to conduct such

definitions of VAs and VASPs are

targeting of NPOs, and the

evaluations.

expansive, and provides additional

curtailment of human rights. FATF

guidance on the risks and tools

published details on the first phase

FATF calls on all jurisdictions’

available to countries to address

of the project on 27 October.

competent authorities to provide

ML/TF risks linked to peer-to-peer

advice and facilitate information

transactions. Meanwhile, the

In addition, FATF discussed a

sharing with the private sector on

updated guidance comprises a set

confidential FATF-Egmont Group

assessing and mitigating AML/CFT

of non-binding principles for

paper on ways that financial

risks associated with the situation

information sharing and

intelligence units can leverage

in Afghanistan. Additionally, it

cooperation among supervisors.

technologies to strengthen their

urges all countries to protect NPOs

AML/CFT operations, with a

from misuse for TF purposes and

summary being published on 27

recalls that despite its territorial

October. According to the

defeat, ISIL is still able to raise and

summary, it is important to

receive funds, through legal and

formulate key strategic

illegal sources, and maintains

considerations prior to the

around $25-50 million in reserves.

introduction of digital initiatives,

FATF stresses that both Islamic

while increased data utility from

State of Iraq and Syria (ISIL) and Al-

new and more data sources,

Qaeda have streams of revenue

strengthening analytical and data

generated from various sources,

handling capacities, and better

including from financial crime, with

understanding and management of

online propaganda and VAs being

ML/TF risks are identified as key

used to raise funds. The watchdog

opportunities. Meanwhile,

will produce related updated risk

digitalisation and digital

indicators to help the public and

transformation purportedly have

private sectors detect TF.

The cross-border payments survey
conducted between December
2020 and March 2021 finds that
there is friction caused by
AML/CFT measures implemented
at national level related to
jurisdictions establishing rules
based filing expectations, limited
use of innovative services and new
technologies and inconsistent
national application of or over
compliance with the requirements.
In addition, areas where
inconsistent national approaches
seem to cause the biggest
obstacles for the private sector
purportedly include customer and
beneficial ownership identification
and sanctions screening. Other
areas include sending and
receiving customer and transaction
information and establishing and
maintaining correspondent
banking relationships, according to
the FATF survey.
Meanwhile, delegates considered
the conclusion of phase one of
mitigating the unintended
consequences of the FATF
66

the potential to improve data
collection, triage, and analysis.

FATF press release on plenary …

The plenary also resulted in the

FATF press release on high risk…

agreement to add examples of
environmental crime to the FATF
Glossary to help countries identify

Cross-borders payments survey
FATF press release on jurisdicti…

related offences, depending on
their risk and context. FATF
delegates also agreed to intensify
support for higher priority FATF
style regional bodies (FSRBs),
including through FATF Secretariat
mentoring and direct participation

FATF consultation paper
High-Level Synopsis of the Sto…
Updated VA and VASPs guidan…
Executive summary of Digital T…
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G20 leaders adopt anti-corruption action plan
The 30-31 October G20 Summit in Rome concluded

on big multinational businesses with the aim of

with the adoption of the Rome Declaration, through

hindering multinational corporations’ efforts towards

which the leaders reached agreement on a range of

avoiding taxation by establishing offices in low-tax

issues, including the adoption of the 2022-2024

jurisdictions. The Organisation for Economic

Anti-Corruption Action Plan and supporting the

Cooperation and Development (OECD), which

enhancement of the Financial Action Task Force

launched the tax negotiations, estimates the minimum

(FATF) Recommendations to improve beneficial

tax will generate $150 billion in additional global tax

ownership transparency, legitimate cross-border

revenues annually. The G20 leaders call on the

payments and financial inclusion.

OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting (BEPS) to “swiftly develop the model

The G20 leaders express their commitment to fighting

rules and multilateral instruments” with a view to

“any new and sophisticated forms of corruption”, by

ensuring that the minimum tax rule comes into effect

endorsing the G20 High-Level Principles on Corruption

at a global level in 2023.

related to organised crime, tackling corruption in
sport, and preventing and combatting corruption in
emergencies. The High-Level Principles and the Action
Plan have both been approved during the third
meeting of the G20 Anti-Corruption Working Group
between 28 September and 1 October, introducing a
series of new commitments relating to the role of
gatekeepers, audit and compliance in the prevention
of corruption, as well as future corruption related
areas of focus including trade, investment and gender.
Leaders pledge to provide competent authorities with

Leaders pledge to provide
authorities with accurate and
up-to-date information by
adopting measures to improve
beneficial ownership
transparency of legal persons,
arrangements and real estate

adequate, accurate and up-to-date information “by
adopting legally appropriate measures to improve

Separately, the G20 recognised the responsibility of

international and domestic beneficial ownership

digital service providers, committing to working in

transparency of legal persons and arrangements and

2022 towards enhancing confidence in the digital

real estate, especially trans-national flows”, in line with

environment by improving internet safety and

the FATF Recommendations. Concurrently, the

countering online abuse, hate speech, online

possible adherence of all G20 countries to the OECD

violence and terrorism.

Anti-Bribery Convention is outlined as one of the
agreed concrete efforts towards criminalising foreign

G20 Rome Declaration

bribery and enforcing foreign bribery legislation in line
with Article 16 of United Nations Convention against
Corruption (UNCAC).
In addition, the Summit concluded with the
endorsement of a global minimum tax of 15 percent
67

G20 final press conference
OECD press release
OECD press release (8 October 2021)
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UK HMRC publishes policy paper setting out the
new Economic Crime Levy for AML
The UK's HM Revenue and

exception is the around 450 firms

respectively, with HMRC also

Customs (HMRC) published on 27

who are regulated or supervised by

acting as levy collector for

October its policy paper setting

professional body supervisors

entities currently regulated by

out the new Economic Crime Levy

(PBSs), which will need to declare

any of the 22 legal and

(ECL) on entities regulated for

their status and make their levy

accountancy PBSs

anti-money laundering (AML)

payment to HMRC.

purposes, which follows the
conclusion of its technical

In its Autumn Budget and Spending

consultation on the ECL draft

Review 2021 released on the same

legislation on 15 October. The

day, HM Treasury highlights that

ECL establishes an annual charge

the levy will have an exchequer

of between £10,000 and £250,000

impact of £95 million in tax for the

based on the annual UK revenue

first period of collection for 2022-

of the institution.

23, and £505 million in total by the
end of the five-year period in 2027.

According to the policy paper, the
government has opted for a fixed
fee system which is reflected in the
new policy paper, which indicates
that the levy will amount to
£10,000 for medium entities (UK
revenue between £10.2 million and
£36 million), £36,000 for large
entities (between £36 million and
£1 billion) and £250,000 for very
large entities (more than £1 billion).
Small entities with UK revenue
below £10.2 million will not be

The new ECL will be
integrated into the Finance
Bill 2021-2022, which will
establish it in legislation
through clauses including
Setting out that AML regulated
entities, as defined by the
Money Laundering, Terrorist
Financing and Transfer of
Funds Regulations 2017, with

subject to the levy.

UK revenue over £10.2 million

HMRC underlines that the new

accordance with their size

legislation will impact an estimated
4,000 businesses, which will need
to self-declare their levy status to
their relevant collector, or be
invoiced by their collector.
According to the policy paper, the

68

must pay the levy in

Establishing that the levy will be
calculated and charged at entity
level, and that partnerships will
pay at partnership level and that
the levy will be payable and
reportable on an annual basis
Defining revenue as turnover, as
defined by the Companies Act
2006, adding any other
amounts not included within
turnover, which, in accordance
with generally accepted
accounting practice, is
recognised as revenue in the
entity’s profit and loss account
or income statement
Enable the Treasury to
introduce further provisions
about the assessment,
payment and collection of the
levy, as well as regarding the
enforcement of the levy

Economic Crime Levy AML poli…

Establishing that the levy will be
collected by HMRC, the
Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) and the Gambling
Commission, for their existing
AML-regulated firms

HM Treasury Autumn Budget a…
Draft ECL AML legislation
Explanatory note
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UK relaunches Joint Fraud Taskforce, publishes
charters for banking, accountancy and telecoms
The UK government’s Joint Fraud

Significantly, the banking sector,

public and private sector

Taskforce was relaunched on 21

government and regulators

bodies, and the victims of card-

October, announced Home

commit to working together to

not-present fraud using stolen

Secretary Priti Patel, who cites in

identify and assess potential

bank details or APP or remote

a 28 October press release a 24

options for operational or policy

banking fraud, should undertake

percent rise in fraud over the

changes to tackle vulnerabilities,

in the event of a data breach

Covid-19 pandemic and stresses

with consideration of possible

the importance of public-private

legislative and regulatory changes

UK Finance will coordinate the

partnership.

where appropriate.

banking sector to cross-

The taskforce will be chaired by

The Joint Taskforce and charters

at the point of a fraud being

Minister for Security Damien Hinds

form part of the Fraud Action Plan

reported or recognised, which

and held its first meeting on 21

framework agreed by the

will be used to produce analysis

October to address raising

Economic Crime Strategic Board.

of banking related fraud

reference data points identified

awareness of fraud, countering
fraud online, and changing public

illustrating points of origination

Key action points include

behaviour. Three fraud charters

Telecommunications providers

were published the same day for

Producing a fraud toolkit

the retail banking, accountancy,

will: (1) identify and implement

including advice and guidance

and telecommunications sectors

techniques to block scam calls

to accountants on current fraud

to be overseen by Hinds and which

and share data on the source of

risks, verification procedures

will commit companies to working

such calls across the sector; (2)

they can take to help identify

with government and law

identify and implement

red flags with respect to clients

enforcement agencies on new

techniques to block smishing

and engagements

texts; and (3) work with banks

initiatives to protect consumers
and target fraudsters.

Cooperation between the
Department for Business,

to strengthen authentication
checks at the point a device
contract is applied for and at

Each of the three charters provides

Energy and Industrial Strategy

an overview of specific fraud risks

(BEIS), Companies House and

related to the assessed industries,

the accountancy sector to

and sets out actions to be taken by

ensure an open dialogue for the

the government and signatory

purpose of Companies House

bodies and organisations to tackle

enhancements

UK government press release

The government will explore the

Economic Crime Strategic Boar…

the risks. Progress on all the
charters will be overseen by the
Joint Fraud Taskforce Boards.
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development of a set of actions
that law enforcement and other

the moment a customer
requests to move their number
to a new provider

Joint Fraud Taskforce collectio…
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Online companies respond in writing to UK
Treasury Committee on economic crime policies
The UK House of Commons

consumers online. As a

credits to support industry scam

Treasury Select Committee

Committee, we’re calling for online

awareness campaigns”. Google did

published on 29 October letters

technology companies to stop

not outline how much the FCA had

from Amazon, Facebook, Google

taking advertising pounds from

previously spent advertising on its

and eBay as part of its inquiry into

these fraudsters – and to act to

platform, however. Amazon and

fraud and economic crime.

better protect their users as a

eBay state that the FCA does not

matter of urgency.”

advertise with their companies.

response to a request by the Chair

The committee has proposed that

MPs asked Google and Facebook

of the Committee Rt Hon Mel

the UK government includes

how much they received in

Stride MP, for the companies to

fraudulent advertisements within

advertising and what actions they

outline their policies to tackle

the scope of the Online Safety Bill.

are taking to avoid featuring

The letters were written in

economic crime and protect

unregulated products in paid slots.

consumers from fraud. The

In its letter, Google reveals it

Facebook states that it does not

request was made following an

offered the UK Financial Conduct

have a date for the implementation

evidence session on 22 September.

Authority (FCA) £2.2 million in

of any policy changes.

credits to advertise anti-fraud
Stride stated that with fraud cases

services and consumer protection

“rising rapidly, it’s clear that further

advice. It states that it has

action is needed to protect

“pledged a further $2 million in ads

HM Treasury Committee release

G7 trade ministers statement on forced labour
The UK Department for

million victims and calls for

The group calls on countries and

International Trade published on

enhanced cooperation and joint

entities to make commitments to

22 October the G7’s joint

efforts to end all forced labour in

follow the labour standards

statement by trade ministers

global supply chains through trade

established in the ILO’s Declaration

expressing concern about forced

policy and other tools. The G7

on Fundamental Principles and

labour in global supply chains,

trade ministers note the

Rights at Work. G7 ministers also

including state-sponsored forced

importance of international

state their commitment to

labour involving minorities and

organisations such as the

promoting human rights

vulnerable groups in agriculture,

International Labour Organisation

due diligence in line with UN

solar, and garment sectors.

(ILO), UN, and Organisation for

Guiding Principles.

Economic Cooperation and
The statement notes that daily

Development in leading collective

global forced labour involves 25

efforts and upholding standards.

70

G7 statement
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Honeywell expects potential $160m resolution
concerning FCPA investigations in US and Brazil
compliance with the US Foreign

The company first announced that

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and

it was subject to the investigations

similar Brazilian laws.

by the US and Brazilian authorities
in an 18 July 2019 quarterly report

The investigations allegedly focus

filed with the SEC. The company

on the company’s use of third

states that it is currently discussing

parties that previously worked for

with the authorities a potential

Aerospace and industrial

its Brazilian oil products business

resolution. Honeywell highlights

conglomerate Honeywell

concerning a 2010 contract with

that, even though it is unable to

International Inc stated in its

the country’s state-controlled oil

predict the outcome of the matters

latest quarterly report filed with

company Petróleo Brasileiro SA

or the impact on its business, it

the US Securities and Exchange

(Petrobras). The filing also notes

estimates a potential resolution

Commission (SEC) on 22 October

that the two agencies are currently

would result in a probable loss of

that it is continuing to cooperate

examining a matter involving a

at least $160 million.

with the investigation by the US

foreign subsidiary’s contract with

Department of Justice (DOJ), SEC

Unaoil S.A.M. in Algeria that was

and Brazilian authorities in

executed in 2011.

Honeywell Form 8-K report

connection with the company’s

Iraq claims capture of former ISIS finance chief
Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa Al-

al-Mawla, who replaced Abu Bakr

Control (OFAC) designated al-

Kadhim announced on 11 October

al-Baghdadi after his death during

Jaburi in 2015 for providing

that the country’s National

a 2019 US raid. An Iraqi official

financial, material, or technological

Intelligence Service has captured

reportedly stated that the finance

support for, or financial or other

former ISIS financial chief Sami

chief was captured in Turkey.

services to or in support of ISIS by

Jasim al-Jaburi.

supervising its oil and gas,
The US offered a $5 million reward

The BBC reported that al-Jaburi is

for information leading to al-

believed to have run both the

Jabur’s capture as part of its

jihadist group’s finances and its

Rewards for Justice programme.

cross-border operations in Syria

According to the US authorities, al-

and Iraq. Iraq's Security Media Cell

Jaburi has been “instrumental” in

reportedly claim that al-Jaburi was

managing funds for ISIS terrorist

close to new ISIS leader Amir

operations. The US Department of

Muhammad Sa’id Abdal-Rahman

Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets

71

antiquities, and other operations.
Iraqi Prime Minister Twitter post
BBC news article
Rewards for Justice’s entry for …
OFAC press release (25 Septe…
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US FINRA notice on national AML/CFT priorities
The US Financial Industry

national priorities. FINRA notes

firms to begin the evaluation

Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

that the AML/CFT priorities do not

process to determine how the

issued an 8 October regulatory

immediately change existing Bank

priorities can be incorporated into

notice encouraging member firms

Secrecy Act (BSA) requirements or

their existing AML programmes,

to consider how they can bring

supervisory obligations for NBFIs.

including by reviewing current red

the US government’s anti-money

flags laid out in their risk-based

laundering and countering the

However, final regulations will be

compliance programmes to

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

issued within 180 days of the

consider new factors and

priorities in line with their own

priorities’ publication as required by

technological changes that could

AML programmes.

the BSA, with FinCEN stating that

be relevant to the national

its final regulations will provide

priorities. Firms should be prepared

The private self-regulatory group

specifics on how financial

to review and incorporate these

also alerts firms to the Financial

institutions can incorporate the

changes on publication of the final

Crimes Enforcement Network’s

priorities into their programmes.

regulations, states FINRA.

(FinCEN) statement offering
guidance to covered non-bank

Ahead of FinCEN's impending

financial institutions (NBFIs) on the

regulations, FINRA encourages

FINRA notice

UK closes Liberty Steel and Watchstone probes
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office

audit revealed potentially

practices. The company’s annual

(SFO) announced on 13 October

fraudulent certificates verifying the

report for the year ending 31

that it has closed two long-

quality and composition of the

December 2014 contained

running investigations without

company’s steel. Tata informed the

major corrections and revisions to

bringing charges. The probes

SFO of its findings. Before the

its revenues and profits involving

concern manufacturer Speciality

probe was publicly known,

hundreds of millions of pounds. In

Steels, now a business unit

the Guardian reported in April 2016

April 2020, the SFO informed

ultimately owned by British

that the documents under scrutiny

Watchstone that it was no longer a

industrialist Sanjeev Gupta’s GFG

concerned sales to around 500

suspect in the investigation, while

Alliance Ltd, and insurance claims

customers. The SFO reportedly

the larger probe remained open

manager Quindell plc, rebranded

informed Reuters that its

until this latest announcement.

as Watchstone Group plc.

investigation did not reveal
sufficient evidence to pass its

The SFO’s investigation into
Speciality Steels, then a part of
Tata Steel (UK) Ltd, was launched
in December 2015 after an internal

72

SFO case page for Speciality S…

threshold for levelling charges.
SFO case page for Watchstone…

The Watchstone probe was
opened in August 2015 and
concerned the firm’s accounting

Reuters article
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UK introduces new ESG disclosure requirements
to combat greenwashing
products with the goal of

that many authorisation

supporting a net zero carbon

applications from ESG-related

emissions economy.

funds which have been submitted
to the Financial Conduct Authority

Additional information about the

have not passed scrutiny.

new UK Green Taxonomy finance
rulebook is also provided in the

The roadmap notes that

UK Chancellor of the Exchequer

roadmap to streamline green

International Financial Reporting

Rishi Sunak introduced the

definitions, with the requirement

Standards Foundation, the only

country’s greening finance

for certain entities and financial

global organisation overseeing

roadmap on 18 October, following

products to report their

international accounting standards,

up on its 2019 Green Finance

environmental impact in

is expected to launch an

Strategy and providing an

comparison with the taxonomy.

International Sustainability

overview of sustainability

The roadmap defines sustainability

Standards Board (ISSB) by the end

disclosure requirements (SDR) for

as synonymous with environment,

of the year and propose a climate-

UK investors, including all

social, and governance (ESG),

related standard in early 2022.

pension schemes, investment

specifically including modern

products, and asset managers.

slavery within the framework of the
social third of ESG.

In a press release, HM Treasury
declares that the SDR represents

According to HM Treasury, the

the UK’s regulatory response to

roadmap represents regulatory

greenwashing, stating that 70

commitments beyond the UK’s

percent of UK citizens “want their

pledge to follow through on Task

money to go towards making a

Force on Climate-Related Financial

positive difference to people or

Disclosures (TCFD) reporting

planet” but noting that a lack of

guidelines. The environmental

common definitions is leading to

impact of all investment products

greenwashing. Sunak adds that the

will be required to be assessed, as

new roadmap will serve as “an

well as clear justifications for all

opportunity to set new global

sustainability claims. The roadmap

standards for sustainability”. These

also cites the 2021 Schroders

standards include HM Treasury’s

Institutional Investor Study’s

expectation that the pensions and

findings that 60 percent of ESG

investment sector will utilise the

investors named greenwashing as

SDR to increasingly move

a challenge they face in their

investments towards sustainable

industry. HM Treasury also writes

73

HM Treasury states
that a lack of
common definitions
is leading to
greenwashing
The roadmap came less than two
weeks before the UK was due to
host the COP26 in Scotland from
31 October to 12 November.
HM Treasury press release
Greening finance overview
Greening finance roadmap
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European Parliament calls for investigation into
wrongdoing exposed by Pandora Papers
The European Parliament voted

Commission against member

on the blacklist and was withdrawn

on 21 October overwhelmingly in

states failing to execute existing

from the grey list in February 2020.

favour of a resolution urging

laws. The Parliament urges

national EU authorities to launch

member states and the

The resolution describes the

investigations into any

Commission to do more on

Pandora Papers as having

wrongdoing revealed in the

beneficial owners, and notes that

“exposed how the UK, through its

Pandora Papers involving their

“numerous” member states have

Crown Dependencies and

jurisdictions, including audits on

delayed implementation of existing

Overseas Territories, continues to

individuals mentioned.

rules on countering money

be used as a hub for tax

laundering and tax avoidance.

avoidance and secretive offshore

MEPs “identified what they see as

dealing”. It also condemns the fact

the most urgent measures the EU

The resolution describes the

that several US states, "have

needs to take to close loopholes

current EU blacklist of tax havens

become hubs of financial and

that currently allow for tax

as a “blunt instrument”. The

corporate secrecy”.

avoidance, money laundering and

resolution notes that two-thirds of

tax evasion on a massive scale”,

Pandora Papers shell companies

according to the EU Parliament.

are located in the British Virgin

The Parliament also calls for legal

Islands, which has never featured

EU Parliament press release
EU Parliament resolution

action to be taken by the

EU Parliament adopts resolution on Belarus
The EU Parliament (EP) adopted

funding Alexander Lukashenko’s

as persona non grata and to report

on 7 October a resolution on the

regime, such as the steel, wood

to the EP on any suspicious

situation in Belarus which calls on

and chemicals sectors and state-

financial flows from Belarus, as

the Council to agree on a

owned financial institutions,

well as on assets linked to

“comprehensive and strategic

including Belaruskali OAO and RUE

Lukashenko’s entourage.

approach to sanctions” against

Beltelecom. The paper highlights

Additionally, the resolution raises

individuals and entities involved

threats posed by the Belarusian

concerns about the

in repression and human rights

Astravyets nuclear power plant

“continuous investments” by

violations in the country.

(NPP) as an emerging focal point,

Russia and China in Belarus.

and states energy imports from the
The resolution notes that the EU
should extend its sanctions regime
to include key economic sectors
and companies supporting and
74

NPP into the EU should be banned.

EP press release

MEPs also call on member states

EP resolution

to declare Belarusian KGB officials
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Ericsson issues statement over US claims it
breached the terms of its FCPA DPA
world, including in China, Djibouti,

Ericsson undertook certain reforms

Indonesia, Kuwait and Vietnam.

and continued to cooperate with
prosecutors for a three-year period.

On 26 November 2019, Ericsson

In an annual report released on 24

subsidiary Ericsson Egypt Ltd

January 2020, Ericsson announced

pleaded guilty to a one-count

its plans to “take significant steps”

Swedish multinational

criminal information charging it

to improve its ethics and

telecommunications company

with violating anti-bribery

compliance programme.

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson

provisions of the FCPA. Ericsson

(Ericsson) stated in a press

Egypt's admissions stated that,

In recent action related to the same

release on 21 October that it has

beginning in 2000 and continuing

scheme, the DOJ unsealed a 3

received correspondence from the

until 2016, Ericsson conspired with

June 2020 indictment charging

US Department of Justice (DOJ)

others to violate the FCPA by

former Ericsson employee Afework

informing the company that its

“engaging in a longstanding

Bereket for his alleged engagement

failure to provide specific

scheme to pay bribes, to falsify

in the scheme to bribe high-level

documents and factual

books and records and to fail to

officials in Djibouti and to launder

information requested by the DOJ

implement reasonable internal

the proceeds. The DOJ announced

constitutes a breach of its

accounting controls”.

on 8 September 2021 that Bereket

obligations under its 26

had been charged with conspiring

November 2019 deferred

Separately, Ericsson also entered

with other employees and agents

prosecution agreement (DPA) with

into a parallel agreement with the

to pay $2.1 million in bribes to two

the US agency.

US Securities and Exchange

Djibouti officials and an executive

Commission (SEC) over allegations

at the country’s state-owned

The DPA, which was announced by

that it bribed officials in Saudi

telecommunications company to

the DOJ on 6 December 2019,

Arabia, China and Djibouti through

secure a public contract.

obliged Ericsson to pay over $1

intermediaries. According to the

billion in total penalties to resolve

SEC complaint, Ericsson allegedly

allegations of violations of the anti-

secured lucrative contracts from

bribery, books and records, and

state-owned telecommunications

internal controls provisions of the

entities in the countries valued at

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

$427 million through the

(FCPA). The DOJ said at the time

scheme. The criminal penalty

that the penalty arose from

comprised over $520 million for

Ericsson’s involvement in a scheme

the DOJ DPA and $540 million

to make and improperly record

related to the SEC agreement.

tens of millions of dollars in
unlawful payments around the

The 2019 DPA suspended the
criminal charges, provided that

75

Ericsson states in its latest press
release that “at this stage it is
premature to predict the outcome”
of the recent allegations by the
DOJ and that it intends to respond
and to continue to cooperate with
the DOJ “consistent with the terms
of the DPA, including requirements
regarding production
of documents”.
Ericsson press release
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Austrian Chancellor Sebastian Kurz steps down
amid corruption investigation
Wolfgang Fellner’s Österreich
media company. The payments
were allegedly made in exchange
for positive media coverage
between 2016 and 2018, including
through polls designed to make
Kurz appear highly favourable in
Austrian Chancellor Sebastian

Austria. In a warrant, the

Kurz resigned from office on 9

authorities reportedly cite text

October, three days after Austrian

messages from Schmid sent in

anti-corruption prosecutors

2018 to Kurz’s then-press

announced he was under

spokesperson in which he states

investigation for his role in an

that his investment with Fellner

alleged scheme to pay a media

was “ingenious” and “whoever

company for positive coverage

pays, procures”.

using state funds.

Authorities
conducted raids in
connection with its
investigation into
Kurz, nine other
individuals, and
three entities over
alleged bribery and
breach of trust
In a 13 October press conference,
MP Kai Jan Krainer of the Social

The Financial Times reported on 7

Democratic Party of Austria

Austria’s Central State Prosecutor

October that it has seen a copy of

(SPÖ) joined by other members of

for Economic Crimes and

the WKStA’s 104-page warrant

Austrian opposition parties,

Corruption (WKStA) announced on

which names Kurz as a suspect

announced the formation of a

6 October that authorities

and reportedly accuses him of

parliamentary committee to

conducted raids in connection with

abetting the alleged corrupt

investigate corruption allegations

its investigation into Kurz, nine

payments in 2016 and 2017.

concerning ÖVP. Krainer informed
the press that the initial

other individuals, and three entities
over alleged bribery and breach of

Offices in two federal ministries

investigation appears to have

trust. Kurz reportedly denies any

were reportedly searched as well

revealed "mafia-like structures" in

wrongdoing and states that he will

as ÖVP headquarters, according to

certain individual ministries that

fight the allegations against him

a WKStA press release, with

the parliamentary inquiry

while he remains the leader of the

technical assistance reportedly

committee will investigate.

Conservative People’s Party (ÖVP).

provided by the Federal Office for
the Prevention and Fight against

One of the suspects, Thomas

Corruption (BAK). Kurz remains

Schmid, Kurz’s political ally and

subject to a second WKStA

formerly general secretary of the

investigation for alleged perjury

Finance Ministry, is accused of

committed during a parliamentary

illegally diverting €1.2 million of

hearing on corruption.

public funds from the Ministry to
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EU Parliament committee adopts resolution on
organised crime in the Western Balkans
The European Parliament’s (EP)

related prosecutions. Western

and EU integration efforts are

Committee on Foreign Affairs

Balkan countries are identified as

“mutually reinforcing processes”. In

(AFET) adopted on 26 October a

providing transit corridors for

a 19 October presentation of the

resolution on cooperation in the

migrants and refugees, with

2021 enlargement package to

fight against organised crime in

corruption, disinformation, and

AFET members, the Commissioner

the Western Balkans, with

Russian and Chinese interference

for Neighbourhood and

members calling on governments

making their societies vulnerable to

Enlargement Olivér Várhelyi

in the region to step up their fight

criminal activity.

expressed support for Albania and

against corruption and organised
crime and rule of law reforms.

North Macedonia in their efforts to
The resolution urges national

start EU accession talks as soon

governments to address

as possible. Christian Democrats

According to MEPs, Western

shortcomings in criminal law

MP David McAllister also stressed

Balkan countries are countries of

systems, eradicate political and

the importance of focusing on the

origin, destination and transit for

administrative links to organised

consolidation of democracy, rule of

human trafficking, as well as being

crime, and establish confiscation

law and reconciliation as part of

used as locations for money

of proceeds and instrumentalities

the EU's enlargement process.

laundering and firearms trafficking.

of crime as priorities. MEPs also

While welcoming efforts by local

condemn the national authorities’

governments to address money

lack of will to open the former

laundering through revised

Yugoslavian archives.

frameworks, MEPs note that
adequate implementation is

MEPs call for an accelerated

lacking, encouraging an increase in

integration process, stressing that

capacity to fight cybercrime and

the fight against organised crime

EP press release
Motion for a resolution
EP press release (19 October)
EU enlargement package (27 O…

Aperio Analysis by Veronika Konecna
The EU has been putting pressure on Western Balkan countries to improve their track record regarding
trafficking and money laundering for quite some time. While Albania, Serbia, North Macedonia and
Montenegro are all eager to join the EU, some of the existing EU member states, such as France, are
opposed to their accession without significant progress on several issues. When it comes to money
laundering, sectors such as construction and real estate are particularly at risk. What is needed is more
transparency in major construction projects, but governments have been resisting the push from both the
EU and local civil society organisations to improve the situation. While joining the EU may ultimately help
Western Balkan countries combat money laundering more effectively, local governments will need to take
action first to convince the EU that their intentions are serious.
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EU Parliament resolution on EU-US relations
names AML and sanctions toolkit as a priority
The European Parliament passed

Congress to respond to incidents

counter coercive actions by third

a resolution on 6 October on the

involving the persecution of human

countries, such as sanctions

future of EU and US relations,

rights defenders. The EP lauds the

targeting EU companies.

which includes calls for a joint

Joe Biden administration’s lifting of

transatlantic defence toolkit to

sanctions on International Criminal

Particular attention is paid to

include cooperation on sanctions

Court officials.

cybersecurity, with an emphasis on

and anti-money laundering

close cooperation between the

policies. Further coordination on

Attention is directed to the

bloc and the US on countering

foreign and security policy is

challenges that cyber-attacks and

disinformation campaigns, election

called for through the creation of

emerging and disruptive

interference, and engaging in

a Transatlantic Policy Council.

technologies (EDTs) pose to the

increased intelligence sharing and

transatlantic space as well as to

cyber defence efforts. Other topics

The resolution also calls for

the need for cooperation with the

of cooperation include targeting

bilateral cooperation on reforming

US on coordinated policy

cultural smuggling, antiquities

corporate tax systems, including

responding to actions by China and

trafficking, and technology used to

through the elimination of tax

Russia, including targeting supply

repress democratic activists,

havens and base erosion and profit

chains linked to forced labour. The

engaging with greater unity in

shifting (BEPS) options that

US is urged to support binding due

pursuit of the Joint Comprehensive

entities employ to avoid taxes. It

diligence legislation regarding

Plan of Action, and on restoration

also urges joint commitment to

international businesses and

of democracy in Venezuela.

upholding human rights standards

supply chains and to ensure that

worldwide, in part through creating

public procurement procedures

a toolbox to counter human rights

remain transparent. To the EU

violations and fostering future joint

Commission, the resolution calls

efforts between the EP and US

for a proposed instrument that will

EP resolution
EP press release

US DOJ's new crypto-focused enforcement team
Deputy US Attorney General Lisa

asset misuse, focusing on crimes

as being the “primary demand

Monaco announced on 6 October

committed by virtual currency

mechanism” in ransomware

the creation of a new enforcement

exchanges, mixing and tumbling

attacks, representing the favoured

team dedicated to cryptocurrency

services, and providers of

means of exchange across several

related investigations. The

infrastructure for laundering.

illicit markets.

National Cryptocurrency
Enforcement Team (NCET) will

According to the press release, the

tackle complex cases of digital

DOJ identifies digital assets
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Resolution on EU policy on harmful tax practices
The European Parliament (EP)

and enables “notorious tax havens

measures, has not evolved to meet

adopted on 7 October a resolution

to be delisted after de minimis

emerging challenges, and that it

on reforming EU policy on harmful

reforms”. Additionally, MEPs

requires improvement to ensure

tax practices, which calls on the

demand that the European

more efficient application,

European Commission (EC) to

Semester is further developed as

especially in light of the recent tax

conduct regular assessments of

an instrument to tackle aggressive

scandals, including LuxLeaks, the

the scale of tax evasion and tax

tax planning within the EU through

Panama Papers, the Paradise

avoidance within the EU and to

annual country-specific

Papers and OpenLux, but also to

issue guidelines on the

recommendations. Moreover, the

address current challenges arising

development of “fair and

resolution requests that the EC

from digitalisation, globalisation

transparent tax incentives” to help

evaluate the effectiveness of

and the increasing significance of

prevent Single Market distortions.

patent boxes and other intellectual

intangible assets.The resolution

property (IP) regimes and make

urges the CoC to fully utilise its

The document calls for a definition

additional proposals in case its

mandate and the Council to reform

of a ‘minimum level of economic

assessment concludes that there

the mandate’s scope as well as to

substance’ requirement and

is a lack of impact of IP regimes on

follow-up on the EC's July 2020

requests that the EC explore new

real economic activities.

communique on Tax Good

requirements and indicators of real

Governance.

economic activity and substantial

The resolution notes that the EU

economic presence for taxation

Code of Conduct on Business

purposes, noting that the ‘fair

Taxation (CoC), which sets out

taxation criterion’ is “too vague”

criteria to prevent harmful tax

EP resolution

EU passes resolution on AI in criminal matters
The European Parliament on 6

technologies in tackling financial

The text calls for a moratorium on

October passed a non-binding

crime, especially money

the use of facial recognition in

resolution calling for the

laundering, terrorist financing, and

criminal matters except in cases

establishment of strict rules on

fraud, the document states that

where it is used for recognising

the use of artificial intelligence

mass surveillance is too high a

victims of crime. MEPs also

(AI) and related technologies such

cost to pay.

request a ban on the use of private

as facial recognition in criminal

facial recognition databases, such

matters by law enforcement

The European Parliament further

as the database operated by US-

agencies and the judiciary.

calls for the carrying out of

based Clearview AI Inc.

compulsory risk assessments
While the resolution’s preamble

regarding the impact on

recognises the potential

fundamental rights prior to the use

applications of AI-powered

of AI by law enforcement.
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European Ombudsman asks Commission for
clarification as part of revolving door inquiry
inquiry by the European

activities of staff members that

Ombudsman into potential

could pose risks associated with

conflicts of interest generated by

conflicts of interest, and how it

senior Commission staff moving

ensures compliance with the

into the private sector.

restrictions imposed through these
decisions, as well as what

The letter raises concerns that

measures have been established to

The European Ombudsman Emily

actions taken by a staff member

mitigate such risks.

O'Reilly sent a letter on 19

before moving to a new role “may

October to the President of the

lack impartiality” and requests that

The European Ombudsman

European Commission (EC) Ursula

the EC clarify its decision-making

launched the inquiry into how the

von der Leyen, requesting

process with respect to new jobs

EC manages revolving door

information on how the EU

of former staff members who may

situations in February.

executive body manages

pose potential conflict of interest

‘revolving door’ moves of its staff.

risks. Additionally, O'Reilly calls on

The clarifications are being

the EC to provide information on

requested in the context of an

how it ensures consistency in its

EU Ombudsman letter
EU Ombudsman press release

decisions regarding “outside”

UK FRC probes Crowe UK over Akazoo audit
The UK’s Financial Reporting

special purpose acquisition

Management LLC released a report

Council (FRC) announced on 4

company (SPAC) merger. In

on Akazoo, alleging that the

October that it has launched a

September 2020, the US SEC filed

company’s real subscriber base

probe into accounting firm Crowe

a civil complaint against Akazoo

and revenue figures were negligible

UK LLP over its audit of music

SA concerning alleged false

compared to publicly declared

streamer Akazoo Limited between

statements made prior to the

numbers. The music streamer

2016 and 2018. The regulator did

merger which purportedly induced

announced a probe into the

not provide details regarding the

investors to purchase nearly $41

allegations led by a special

scope of the investigation, to be

million worth of shares and

committee, with a 21 May SEC

led by its enforcement division.

convertible warrants. The company

filing on the results stating that the

allegedly made further fraudulent

company’s former management

claims after listing on the Nasdaq.

defrauded investors.

The on-demand music service
company is a subsidiary of
Luxembourg-based Akazoo SA and

In April 2020, activist hedge fund

was publicised in 2019 through a

Quintessential Capital
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Cyprus to revoke 45 ‘golden passports’
A spokesperson for the government of Cyprus

that revealed that top public officials were allegedly

announced on 15 October that the country’s Council

willing to grant ‘golden passports’ to convicted

of Ministers has determined to revoke the

individuals in exchange for money. The programme

citizenship of 39 investors and six of their family

granted Cypriot citizenship to individuals investing €2

members obtained through the since halted

million or more in real estate.

citizenship-by-investment programme.
Shortly after the investigation aired, the European
The decision stems from recommendations made in a

Commission announced the launch of infringement

June report by an investigative committee tasked with

procedures against Cyprus and Malta, which remain

reviewing the ‘golden passport’ scheme. At the time,

ongoing. The country’s citizenship-by-investment

recommendations included investigating the

programme was terminated in November 2020. A

possibility of revoking several passports and other

reformed programme grants individuals investing at

associated actions in 102 cases, according to the

least €300,000 residency but not citizenship.

statement. Relatedly, the Council will further
investigate six cases and place 47 other individuals

Spokesperson statement

under continuous monitoring, the spokesperson
added. The government's decision is due to be
communicated to the European Commission.
The announcement comes one year after Al Jazeera

Investigative committee report (7 June 2021)
EU Commission press release (20 October 2020)
Al Jazeera investigation (12 October 2020)

broadcasted the results of an undercover investigation

Aperio Analysis by James Tytler
Since 2013, Cyprus has granted citizenship to several thousand high net worth individuals, including
politically exposed persons and businesspeople who have been accused of corruption. The scandal was a
major embarrassment for the island’s government, as Al Jazeera’s investigation revealed that service
providers were willing to obtain passports with false names and for individuals convicted of money
laundering, casting doubt over the entire system. This latest announcement is a step towards addressing
the damage caused by the controversial scheme. Such ‘golden visa’ programmes granting citizenship or
residency in exchange for substantial investments have come under increased scrutiny in recent years. In
the UK, the Home Office is currently conducting a review of Tier 1 visas granted before the system was
reformed in 2015 and 2019 to tighten due diligence controls.
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Singapore oil trader denies UN allegations of
DPRK sanctions evasion complicity
Singapore-based Winson Group

vessels, which is believed to have

The company further puts distance

issued a statement on 5 October

subsequently made two STS oil

between itself and Winson

denying allegations included in an

transfers in May 2020 and June

Shipping Taiwan Co Ltd, stating

8 September UN Panel of Experts

2020 with a ship of unknown

that the entity, “a technical ship

report that the company is a

origins named the Diamond 8.

management arm of Winson”, is

major actor in facilitating ship-to-

not a part of the fleet’s commercial

ship (STS) transfers of fuel from

The panel reports that it requested

operations or oil trading. Winson

legitimate vessels to sanctions

records and trade documents in

Group criticises the panel’s

evading North Korean ships.

April 2021 from Winson Group and

apparent reliance on social media

received a response stating that

posts to establish a link between

The Panel of Experts stated that it

the company is complying with UN

an unnamed employee and Chien.

was continuing to investigate the

sanctions regulations. In its public

entity regarding Winson Group

October statement, Winson Group

employee’s business relationship

denies facilitating oil to North

with Chien Chih-wei, the apparent

Korea, adding that it dealt with Sino

director and sole shareholder of

Global “on an arms-length basis”

Sino Global Trade Co Ltd. Sino

and noting that Diamond 8 is not

Global reportedly contracted with

named on any sanctions lists.

Winson Group statement
UN Panel of Experts report (8 S…
Reuters article (5 October)

Winson Group to charter one of its

Wizz Air fires chief supply officer over trading
In a 28 October regulatory filing

purchases and £300,000 of sales

Conduct Authority (FCA).

on the disclosure of share

in September 2020.

According to the company, Sebok

transactions made by persons

bought and sold shares in 114

discharging managerial

The company states that it was

different transactions between

responsibilities, Wizz Air Holdings

“unaware” of the transactions at

April 2019 and November 2020.

Plc announced that it has

the time of their occurrence,

terminated the employment of its

underlining that Sebok failed to

Wizz Air added that it will continue

Chief Supply Officer Andras

notify the company in accordance

to cooperate with the FCA in

Sebok “with immediate effect”

with applicable regulatory

relation to any further enquiries or

over undisclosed trading in the

obligations. Wizz Air further

investigations.

company’s shares which includes

highlighted that it became aware of

approximately £400,000 worth of

the transactions following an
enquiry by the UK's Financial
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UN experts warn of harm to Iranian population
from over-compliance with US sanctions
sanctions against Iran in 2018 directly led the
company to end its ties with the country to avoid
risking secondary sanctions. Other affected entities
purportedly include banks and pharmaceutical and
medical companies, despite sanctions exemptions for
humanitarian goods.
Experts stress that the Swedish company has violated
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights, which requires entities to avoid human rights
Several experts from the Special Procedures of the
UN Human Rights Council group issued a statement
on 19 October warning that over-compliance with US
sanctions measures against Iran causes harm to
Iranian patients requiring medication from foreign
companies, violating their right to health and
freedom from inhumane treatment.
According to a press release issued by the Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), a
Swedish medical bandage maker’s decision to halt
shipments to Iran affects patients with a rare and lifethreatening skin condition, including many children.

infringements in their operations and wherever they
do business. They state that while “companies are
free to decide where to sell their products, companies
that produce critical medical and humanitarian goods
have a special responsibility".
The Swedish government is also accused of
breaching the UN principles by failing to ensure the
bandage company’s compliance, with the experts
stating that they have contacted both the government
and the company to discuss human rights due
diligence processes.
OHCHR press release

The experts point out that the resumption of US

Aperio Analysis by James Tytler
This case once again demonstrates that when forced to balance the gains from trade with Iran against the
threat of US secondary sanctions, most European companies will opt to avoid all contact with Iran even if
they are ostensibly covered by exemptions to the US sanctions regime. With the EU’s INSTEX mechanism
designed to facilitate legitimate trade having proved to be essentially inoperable, this situation looks set to
continue as European companies have no means of avoiding the long arm of the US Treasury.
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CONSULTATIONS

UK PSR sets out next steps to implement the
second phase of Confirmation of Payee
The UK’s Payment Systems

is a need for a consistent payment

whether it needs to launch a

Regulator (PSR) published on 21

journey and standardised wording

further consultation to direct PSPs

October the responses received to

for CoP warning messages, with

that do not offer CoP to do so

its May call for views on the

the PSR stressing that it expects

and/or direct secondary reference

implementation of Confirmation

Pay.UK to investigate whether it

data sending and/or responding in

of Payee (CoP) standards, setting

needs to make changes to the

CoP requests.

out its plans to facilitate the

current rules and standards.

transition to the second phase,

The PSR Head of Policy Genevieve

noting that the first phase has had

The payments regulator intends to

Marjoribanks stated during the 19

a positive impact in reducing

push forward with the CoP

October Annual Payment Systems

misdirected payments that occur

standard across the market and

Regulation and Innovation Summit

accidently and preventing an

improve the Contingent

that the regulator wants to make

increase in authorised push

Reimbursement Model (CRM) code

the CRM code mandatory.

payments (APP) scams.

for APP scams. Additionally, the

According to Marjoribanks, the CoP

PSR calls on social media firms,

standard should be adopted across

According to the PSR, respondents

payment service providers (PSPs)

the financial services market to

to the survey stated that the

that are not signatory to the CRM

protect consumers and reduce the

migration of APP scams towards

code, and institutions offering

opportunities for fraud, with the

institutions that have not

banking services to criminals to

implementation of the CRM code

implemented CoP standards yet is

step up their efforts to fight fraud

being necessary to achieve

continuing, while fraudsters have

and protect victims. The PSR

consistency in protection.

been increasingly using social

intends to publish “in due course”

engineering to convince victims to

further consultations on the next

ignore warnings. Additionally, some

steps for implementation of CoP

fraudsters may purportedly use

and on fighting APP scams.

CoP to encourage victims to send
money to money mule accounts,

The regulator intends to consult on

with some respondents stressing

the end of the dual running period

that warnings issued during CoP

between phase one and phase two

checks might cause confusion for

as well as on revoking Specific

customers. Significantly, some

Direction 10 (SD10) in December.

respondents highlighted that there

The PSR will decide in 2022
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UK PSR interbank payments review outcome
The UK’s Payment Systems

the future as the use of bank

The PSR recognises that fraud

Regulator (PSR) published on 11

transfers increases, while

associated with other types of

October the outcome of its review

businesses offering these services,

payments has increased and

of consumer protection in

especially Faster Payments

states that it will publish further

interbank payments, noting that

Services (FPS), should be able to

consultations on next steps for

existing protections, particularly

identify payment risk levels and act

implementation of Confirmation of

for unauthorised or wrongly

quickly to minimise customer harm

Payee (CoP) and authorised push

executed payments, are sufficient

if risk levels for interbank payments

payments (APP) scams.

for now. The call for views ran

heightens. Additionally, the PSR

between 11 February and 8 April.

stresses that it wants to see the

On 7 October, the PSR published

industry continue to inform

stakeholder submissions to its call

The payments regulator stresses

customers about their protections

for views on interbank payments.

that for the time being it will not

and prioritise improved

intervene to introduce additional

coordination between FPS

purchase protection for bank

participants to reduce the

transfers. According to the PSR,

immediate risk of payments fraud.

PSR press release

more protection could be needed in

UK Law Society states that AML/CFT efforts
should be more risk-based and proportionate
The UK Law Society published its

According to the Law Society, the

effectiveness and proportionality of

19 October responses to HM

current regime places

AML/CFT efforts and increases the

Treasury’s consultation on

disproportionate compliance

costs for consumers.

amendments to the Money

obligations on the legal profession,

Laundering, Terrorist Financing

especially on small firms, and

The Law Society proposes several

and Transfer of Funds

requires activity which has a small

changes to the ML Regulations

(Information on the Payer)

role in preventing money

relating to policies, controls,

Regulations 2017 (ML

laundering. Additionally, it states

procedures, training, prohibitions,

Regulations) and the call for

that AML/CFT reforms must be

and approvals for ML reporting

evidence on the country’s

based on an evidenced

officers. Other proposed revisions

AML/CFT regulatory and

assessment of the risks and what

are linked to customer

supervisory regime. The

works to mitigate them, while

due diligence, corporate bodies

consultation, together with the

considering the FATF's risk-based

obligations, and record keeping.

call for evidence, ran between 22

approach. It also expresses

July and 14 October.

concern that the current “tick box”
approach undermines the
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US BIS consults on interim rule to tighten export
controls of cybersecurity items
The US Department of Commerce’s Bureau of

item would be used to affect the confidentiality,

Industry and Security (BIS) announced on 20

integrity or availability of information or information

October that it is seeking feedback on an interim

systems without authorisation.

final rule which establishes new export controls on
cybersecurity items for national security and anti-

BIS clarifies that controls are necessary to prevent the

terrorism reasons and introduces a new licence

use of cybersecurity items for surveillance, espionage,

exception for authorised cybersecurity exports

or other actions that disrupt, deny, or degrade the

(ACE). BIS is accepting comments until 6 December,

network or devices on it. The regulator encourages US

with the rule entering into force on 19 January 2022.

exporters to consult the US State Department’s
Guidance on Implementing the UN Guiding Principles

According to the interim rule, BIS authorises certain IP

for Transactions Linked to Foreign Government End-

network surveillance products under the ACE licence

Users for Products or Services with Surveillance

and clarifies that no items subject to the International

Capabilities and minimise the risk that their products

Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) are being

or services are misused by governments.

transferred to the Export Administration Regulations
(EAR). The interim rule introduces three new Export

The interim rule is consistent with the Wassenaar

Control Classification Numbers (ECCNs) related to the

Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional

generation, command and control, or delivery of

Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies

“intrusion software”, namely 4A005 (systems,

decisions on cybersecurity and with the comments

equipment, and components), 4D004 (software), and

received to a 2015 BIS related notice of proposed

4E001. c (technology) and also clarifies the

rulemaking, which expressed concerns about the

classification of some items.

impact of such rules on legitimate cybersecurity
research and incident response activities.

The licence exception allows the export, re-export, and
in-country transfer of cybersecurity items to most

US BIS press release

destinations, but activities concerning countries of
national security or weapons of mass destruction
concern or that are subject to US arms embargoes will
require a licence. The licence also imposes an end-use
restriction in cases in which the exporter, re-exporter,
or transferor knows or has reason to know that the
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CPMI and IOSCO consult on principles for
financial market infrastructures to stablecoins
The Committee on Payments and

novel features”, including: (1) the

systemically important SAs on

Market Infrastructures (CPMI)

potential use of settlement assets

which stakeholders are invited to

and the International Organization

that are neither central bank money

submit their comments. The

of Securities Commissions

nor commercial bank money and

deadline for comments on the

(IOSCO) published on 6 October

carry additional financial risk; (2)

consultative report is 1 December.

for public consultation

the interdependencies between

preliminary guidance on the

multiple SA functions; (3) the

During the 8 October UK G7

application of the ‘Principles for

degree of decentralisation of

Presidency Conference on Safe

financial market infrastructures’

operations and/or governance; and

Openness in Global Trade and

(PFMIs) to systemically important

(4) a potentially large-scale

Finance, Member of the Executive

stablecoin arrangements (SAs),

deployment of emerging

Board of the European Central

including the entities integral to

technologies such as distributed

Bank Fabio Panetta stated that

such arrangements.

ledger technology (DLT).

regulators and supervisors “should
not wait for another crisis to

The report was prepared in

The consultative report specifically

regulate increasingly digitalized

response to calls from the G7, the

includes guidance for systemically

finance with new global players”,

G20 and the Financial Stability

important SAs in respect of: (1)

stressing that “stablecoins can

Board (FSB) for international

their governance arrangements,

become a vehicle for money

standard-setting bodies to revise

such as by taking into account the

laundering and terrorism

existing standards and principles

fact that governance could be

financing”. He noted that it is

or provide further guidance in

partially or fully decentralised; (2)

necessary to “start looking at

respect of stablecoins and their

guidance on risks specific to SA,

financial stability from a wider

role in enhancing cross-border

such as the fact that they may

perspective and construct effective

payments. Preliminary analysis

perform a range of different,

cooperation with the

conducted by CPMI and IOSCO as

independent functions; and (3)

relevant authorities to build well-

part of an October 2020 FSB report

discussion of issues around

defined regulatory, oversight and

found that the PFMIs “apply to

settlement and potential

supervisory frameworks”.

stablecoin arrangements that

misalignment between technical

perform systemically important

settlement and legal finality.

Consultative report

financial market infrastructure

The report includes a set of nine

ECB Board Member Fabio Pane…

(FMI) functions".

questions relating to the specific

payment system functions or other

principles which cover importance,
Comparing SAs to other types of

governance, interdependencies,

FMIs, the report notes that SAs

money settlements, and settlement

“may present some notable and

finality with regards to the
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Singapore regulator consults on new AML/CFT
information sharing platform
The Monetary Authority of

combatting financial crime

and delivered securely and in a

Singapore (MAS) announced on 1

purposes. The platform could be

timely manner. Failure to do so

October that it intends to

used for example, when a

may lead to a fine of up to S$1

introduce a digital platform to

customer has exhibited some red

million (£542,152). Illicit disclosure

foster information sharing

flag behaviour and a FI requires

of information will also result in

between financial institutions

more information to assess

fines up to S$1 million or

(FIs) and was seeking feedback

whether there are reasons to

imprisonment. The regulator will

until 1 November on a proposed

suspect the customer is involved in

require all participants to

legislative framework for the

illicit activity, as such a request for

implement measures to safeguard

platform, as well as on its

information can be made to other

unauthorised use and disclosure of

features. The platform aims to

FIs linked to the activity/customer

COSMIC information.

help fight money laundering (ML),

via the COSMIC platform.

terrorist financing (TF) and
proliferation financing (PF).

According to MAS, a statutory
Where the customer’s unusual

protection from civil liability will be

activities cross a higher threshold,

guaranteed for FIs that participate

The new digital platform, named

indicating a greater risk of the

in COSMIC, in respect to the

Collaborative Sharing of ML/TF

customer being involved in illicit

disclosure of information on the

Information & Cases (COSMIC), is

activity, a FI would have to

platform, provided firms have

the co-creation of the regulator and

proactively provide risk

exercised reasonable care and

Citibank, HSBC, Standard

information. Additionally, when the

acted in good faith. The regulator

Chartered Bank, DBS Bank, OCBC

FI has filed a suspicious

intends to amend AML/CFT

Bank, and United Overseas Bank.

transaction report (STR) and has

notices to require that, prior to

The regulator plans to launch the

decided to terminate the

exiting a customer relationship, a

platform in the first half of 2023

relationship with a customer, it

FI must offer the customer an

and will initially focus on abuse of

must place a corresponding alert

adequate opportunity to address

shell companies, misuse of trade

on the COSMIC platform.

the concerns.

finance for illicit purposes, and PF,
with the six banks involved in the

MAS expects that information

initial stages.

sharing will become mandatory
after the initial non-mandatory

MAS intends to stipulate in

phase. The regulator will be able to

legislation the type of information

issue notices requiring FIs to

that can be shared and clarify that

ensure that the information

the process is permitted only for

provided is accurate and complete
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PRESS AND MEDIA

FBI reportedly raids Deripaska US residences
The US Federal Bureau of

providing details related to the raid.

A representative for Deripaska

Investigation (FBI) reportedly

Deripaska remains subject to US

confirmed the raid on both homes

conducted raids on houses owned

sanctions along with other

and stated that they belonged to

by Russian businessman Oleg

influential Russians because of

the businessman’s family rather

Deripaska on October 19,

their ties to Russian President

than the executive himself. The

according to reporting by Reuters.

Vladimir Putin after alleged

representative reportedly stated

Russian interference in the 2016

that the searches were carried out

The US Attorney’s Office for the

US election. At the time, the US

based on two court warrants

Southern District of New York is

Treasury Department reportedly

related to US sanctions.

reportedly leading an investigation

stated that Deripaska was

related to Deripaska. FBI agents

designated because he acted, or

sealed off and searched the

claimed to act, for the Russian

houses, carrying out boxes and

government, and that he had been

rolls of bubble wrap.

investigated for money laundering
and accused of threatening rivals,

The reasons for the searches are

illegal wiretapping, extortion and

unclear, with the FBI reportedly not

racketeering.

Reuters article
Open Secrets article
The Guardian article

Luckin Coffee settles investor fraud claims
A US District Court judge in New

Despite the settlement, Luckin

fabricating the numbers, Jian Liu,

York reportedly approved on 26

denies that it intentionally misled

was suspended and Luckin claims

October a $175 million settlement

its shareholders by

to have undertaken an internal

between Luckin Coffee Inc and

misrepresenting its actual revenue

review. Luckin was removed from

shareholders led by the Louisiana

to inflate share prices. It also paid

the Nasdaq over the accounting

Sheriffs’ Pension and Relief Fund

the SEC a $180 million fine in

fraud allegations.

and Sjunde AP-Fonden in an

December 2020 for falsifying its

investor fraud case instigated by

annual sales figures by over $190

Muddy Waters Research and the

million. The SEC stated that the

US Securities and Exchange

Chinese company set up a fake

Commission (SEC).

database and altered record books
and account statements. The Chief
Operating Officer accused of
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Cambridge University suspends £400m deal
with UAE over Pegasus spyware allegations
According to the investigation, other phone numbers
included on the list belonged to UAE Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum’s daughter
Princess Latifa bint Mohammed Al Maktoum and his
ex-wife Princess Haya bint al-Hussein, who came to
the UK in 2019. A recent decision by the UK High
Court of Justice published on 6 October confirmed
that Rashid al-Maktoum used “covert surveillance
software licenced for the use of […] UAE to target [the]
phones” of al-Hussein and five other individuals
The Guardian reported on 14 October that
Cambridge University has purportedly suspended
discussions with the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
over a £400 million donation amid allegations that
the UAE used the Israeli Pegasus hacking software
to spy on UK nationals.
According to the media outlet, the proposed deal
between Cambridge University and the UAE aimed to
develop innovation in the educational sector, by
creating a large number of academic positions and
developing research and educational opportunities. In
an interview with the Varsity student newspaper,
Stephen Toope, Vice-Chancellor at Cambridge
University, stated that in light of the revelations about
Pegasus, the UK institution decided it is “not the right

connected to her.
In response to a parliamentary question on the
measures taken by the UK to prevent investment in UK
universities by “hostile states”, Minister of State for
Higher and Further Education Michelle Donelan stated
on 22 October that universities have been instructed
to develop security guidelines and conduct due
diligence checks on all international partnerships.
Additionally, Donelan pointed out to the National
Security and Investment (NSI) Act which enables the
UK government to protect higher education
institutions from “hostile foreign interference” by
requiring approval of investments and by screening
potential acquisitions.
The Guardian article

time to be pursuing these kinds of really ambitious
plans with the UAE”.

The Guardian article (7 July)

The ‘Pegasus Project’ investigation, which was

Varsity article

conducted by 17 media organisations and published
in July, disclosed that multiple UK citizens’ mobile
phone numbers were included in a leaked list of

The Guardian article (21 July)
UK High Court judgment

potential surveillance targets by the UAE. The list
included, among others, member of the House of
Lords Lady Uddin and Matthew Hedges, a British
academic who was detained in the UAE in 2018.
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US lawyer monitoring ZTE’s compliance
reportedly seeking extension, reports WSJ
The Wall Street Journal reported

appointed attorney James Stanton

inappropriate or potentially

on 15 October that a court-

to review and report on ZTE’s

unethical, the outlet states.

appointed monitor overseeing the

export compliance program for a

conduct of Chinese telecoms

period of three years, set to expire

The monitorship is lucrative for

giant ZTE Corp is seeking to

in March 2022.

Stanton’s firm, according to people

extend his term, contrary to

cited in the article. Prosecutors,

requests by the US Department of

According to the Wall Street

however, did not dispute ZTE’s

Justice (DOJ), citing individuals

Journal, Stanton requested an

position that there is no basis for

familiar with the matter.

extension in June after stating that

an extension. The lawyer reportedly

he had evidence of the corporation

states that the Wall Street Journal’s

In early 2017, ZTE entered into an

violating the agreement’s terms,

article contains “extensive

agreement with the DOJ, pleading

without detailing his findings. The

inaccuracies” but declined to

guilty to conspiring to violate the

lawyer apparently touted his

comment further, while Judge

International Emergency Economic

relationship with District Court

Kinkeade states that Stranton does

Powers Act (IEEPA) by acquiring

Judge Ed Kinkeade, who installed

not speak for him. The DOJ

US-produced technology and

the monitorship, while reportedly

declined to comment and ZTE did

sending it to Iran through a string

stating that together they would do

not respond to a media request.

of shell companies that hid its

“what’s needed” to ensure

involvement. As part of the plea

compliance. This manner of

agreement, the US District Court

speaking is reportedly viewed as

WSJ article

for the Northern District of Texas

Italian court overturns Torzi arrest warrant
Reuters reported on 13 October

According to the news outlet, the

During a 6 October hearing in the

that Italy’s Supreme Court has

Supreme Court has sent the arrest

case involving Cardinal Becciu,

overturned an arrest warrant for

warrant to a lower court to rule on

nine other individuals, and four

Italian broker Gianluigi Torzi, who

whether to rescind or confirm it.

entities, the court ruled that

was charged in July along with

Torzi is charged with extortion,

prosecutors must hand over

Cardinal Giovanni Angelo Becciu

fraud, money laundering,

missing evidence to the defence.

and several others in connection

embezzlement, and appropriation

Torzi’s portion of the trial will

with a scheme to purchase real

for his alleged role in liquidating

effectively be on hold until he can

estate in London worth €350

funds connected with the Chelsea

present himself in court.

million with Vatican funds.

property. He is currently in the UK
awaiting extradition.
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Governor of National Bank of Slovakia and ECB
policymaker reportedly charged with bribery
The Slovak newspaper

Imrecze in relation to unspecified

reasoning […] lacks confirming

Aktuality.sk reported on 12

tax proceedings. Following the

evidence”. He reportedly added

October that the Governor of the

reports, Slovak President Zuzana

that he will remain in office,

National Bank of Slovakia (NBS)

Čaputová stated in a Facebook

highlighting that he is not guilty of

and European Central Bank

post that Kažimír should consider

corruption offences and that he

policymaker Peter Kažimír has

resigning in order to “protect the

had no interest in influencing any

been charged in a corruption case

credibility of the institution”. She

ongoing proceedings.

for his alleged role in bribing the

added that the investigation into

former head of the Financial

corruption and abuse of power by

Administration František Imrecze.

public officials “is a process that
must continue”.

According to the media outlet,
Kažimír is reportedly accused of

In an email statement for Reuters,

being a “courier in bringing a bribe”

Kažimír reportedly stated that the

of approximately €50,000 to

allegations are “untrue and the

Aktuality.sk press release
President Zuzana Čaputová Fa…
Reuters article
Reuters article (13 October)

US to identify and address cryptocurrency risks
Senior US National Security

Department of Justice Money

target money laundering

Council official Peter Harrell

Laundering and Asset Recovery

infrastructure actors and combine

stated on 12 October that the

Principal Deputy Chief Leo Tsao

resources from the department’s

Joseph Biden administration is in

also addressed the forum, stating

money laundering, asset recovery,

the beginning stages of proactive

that his department will ramp up

computer crime, and intellectual

operations to identify and address

seizures of ransomware proceeds

property sections.

cryptocurrency-related risks. His

through increasing cryptocurrency

remarks were delivered at the

training. His comments follow the

Wall Street Journal Risk and

DOJ’s 6 October launch of a new

Compliance Forum. Harrell added

National Cryptocurrency

that the Biden administration will

Enforcement Team to train and

ensure that the US regulatory

support law enforcement agencies

system for cryptocurrency is

nationwide in investigating

“smart and effective”.

ransomware attacks. The team will
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Investigation uncovers alleged corruption within
Romanian Orthodox Church
The Romanian independent

contracts for BOR: businessman

who resigned from the position of

investigative publication Recorder

Marian Iorga; politician and

vicar of the Bucharest Archdiocese.

published on 12 October an

member of the General Council of

investigation dubbed ‘The Great

Bucharest and of the National

In a related article published on 7

White Clan’, allegedly revealing a

Church Assembly Lazăr Neacșu;

October, Recorder revealed the

“secret network” of businessmen,

and vicar of the Bucharest

monetary implications of the mega

politicians and officials of the

Archdiocese Aurel Mihai.

project coordinated by Patriarch

Romanian Orthodox Church (BOR)

Daniel – the biggest cathedral in

involved in funneling

The investigation found that 1.3

Romania, the People’s Salvation

discretionary amounts of public

billion lei (£225.1 million) in public

Cathedral. The building and

money towards the construction

funds has been allocated to the

furnishing of the construction

and rehabilitation of churches,

churches in Bucharest in the past

involved approximately €150

through a handful of politically

13 years, which coincides with the

million (£128.6 million) in costs –

connected contractors. Recorder

mandate of Patriarch Daniel,

almost double the sum initially

stated in a social media post on

otherwise known among the

announced by BOR

13 October that the release of the

members of the alleged network as

representatives. Furthermore, the

material has reportedly prompted

“The Great White” or the “Blessed

article claims that the Romanian

an investigation by the Romanian

One”. The video footage released

government and local

National Anticorruption

along with the investigation depicts

administration covered €120

Directorate (DNA).

the three individuals providing

million (£102.9 million) of the

assurances to the undercover

project’s costs through donations.

The eight-month probe involved

journalist that he “will win tenders

According to reports, the contracts

infiltration by a Recorder journalist

for the execution of works without

were awarded non-transparently,

into the BOR using a false identity,

problems”, however only “with the

outside public tender platforms,

pertaining to be a consultant

blessing from the Great White”.

and often to companies controlled

specialising in European funds,

by businesspeople connected to

under which he tried to negotiate

Following the publication of the

the church or the Romanian

contracts for the rehabilitation of

footage by Recorder, two people

political scene.

churches using public money.

that appear in the investigation

During the negotiations, the

submitted their resignation, namely

journalist reportedly received

Lazăr Neacșu, who resigned from

assurances concerning possible

the Social Democratic Party (PSD),

contracts from several

from the General Council of

representatives of the parties

Bucharest and the National Church

engaged in securing public

Assembly, and priest Aurel Mihai,
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SolarWinds hackers reportedly stole US agency
sanctions data, counter-intelligence information
Reuters reported on 8 October

The US Securities and Exchange

apprehending Russian cyber

that individuals involved in the

Commission is probing the hack to

actors. Reuters also cites unnamed

investigation into the SolarWinds

determine exposure levels

individuals connected with the

and Microsoft Corporation hacks

involving multiple publicly traded

investigation who state that

have informed the news agency

US companies. In a 7 October

hackers searched specifically for

that investigators have found that

digital defence report, Microsoft

“sanctions” when browsing through

suspected Russian hackers took

stated that based on analysis of

hacked US government files.

data from US agencies relating to

the hacking target, hackers appear

sanctions on Russian targets,

to have sought US government

counter-incident responses,

information about Russian

counter-intelligence operations,

sanctions that would reveal its

and the Covid-19 response.

approaches to targeting and

Microsoft report
Reuters article

Deutsche Bank offboarded clients after Epstein
arrest, reports the Financial Times
Deutsche Bank AG Chief

Epstein, who became a Deutsche

financial crime but asserts that it is

Administrative Officer Stefan

Bank client in 2013, even after he

catching up. To avoid repeating the

Simon informed the Financial

had been convicted of sexual

same mistakes that the bank’s CEO

Times in an interview on 4

offences against a minor. Simon

Christian Sewing acknowledged in

October that the bank cut ties

was reportedly appointed as the

2020 concerning the Epstein case,

with a small number of clients

bank’s regulatory chief and chief

Simon states in the Financial

over their criminal records

compliance and counter-financial

Times interview that it is necessary

following a review of existing

crime officer after the German

for banks to reject some

clients after Jeffrey Epstein’s

Federal Financial Supervisory

clients and transactions when

arrest in 2019 for child sex

Authority (BaFin) directed

doubt arises, even when those

trafficking and the bank’s

Deutsche Bank in 2018 to improve

transactions “might be legal in a

subsequent $150 million penalty

its compliance controls.

formal sense”. He adds that bank

agreement over related
compliance failures.

staff who fall below this new
The new regulatory chief

expectation threshold will face

acknowledges to the Financial

repercussions.

The paper highlights that Simon

Times that the German bank had

stated the offboarded clients did

been behind its competitors

not share the same legal issues as

regarding controls to counter
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The aftermath of the Pandora Papers leaks
The International Consortium of

finance minister Daim Zainuddin,

networks, Belarusian elites’ “golden

Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)

former deputy prime minister

deal” with Zimbabwe and how

reported on 3 October it had

Ahmad Zahid Hamidi and Finance

relatives of a Russian state

uncovered offshore financial

Minister Tengku Zafrul Abdul Aziz.

company’s CEO accrued wealth.

politicians, wealthy public figures

The OECD stated that its Forum on

OCCRP also reported on 25

and criminals in a 2.94 terabyte

Tax Administration “is well

data leak containing 11.9 million

positioned to enable a collaborative

confidential files dubbed the

approach to identifying and

‘Pandora Papers’.

addressing aggressive tax

details of world leaders,

avoidance and tax evasion
Members of Congress announced

involving multiple jurisdictions

on 6 October the introduction of

once the data becomes available.”

the bipartisan Establishing New
Authorities for Business
Laundering and Enabling Risks to
Security (ENABLERS) Act - a bill
that “closes loopholes that
kleptocrats from around the world
use to launder money in the United
States”. Meeting in Luxembourg on
5 October, European Union finance
ministers removed Anguilla,
Dominica and Seychelles from the
bloc’s list of tax havens. The move
was criticised by MEPs, who
“expressed indignation and disgust
at the Pandora Papers revelations".
Chile’s public prosecutor stated on
8 October it would open an
investigation into a mining project
connected to President Sebastian
Pinera after details were revealed
in the leak. The Malaysian
government stated on October 25
that it will instruct agencies to
investigate claims made regarding
prominent political figures in the
country. The leaks name former

95

October that Huawei “appears
to have paid large sums to a
former Serbian state telecom
executive through an offshore shell
company,” in an attempt by China
to gain influence in the
country. The outlet reported that
the former executive at Telekom

On 21 October the State Attorney

Srbija likely received over $1 million

General’s Office of Ecuador stated

through an offshore firm in the BVI

that it has opened a preliminary

that had contracts with Chinese

investigation against President

technology giant Huawei.

Guillermo Lasso for tax fraud
following allegations linked to the
leak. Former presidential candidate
and indigenous leader Yaku Perez
called for the probe following the
revelation that the president’s
offshore companies were

In UK Parliamentary questions,
Minister of State for the Foreign,
Commonwealth and Development
Office Amanda Milling stated on 25
October that the BVI, which
features heavily in the leak, “have

mentioned in the Pandora Papers.

committed to work

Investigative outlet OCCRP has

accessible register of company

reported on a variety of

beneficial ownership, along with

investigations following the leak,

the other Overseas Territories”. The

including the case of Georgy

FCDO stated that it is monitoring

Bedzhamov, wanted in Russia over

the consequences of “several” of

a high-profile embezzlement case,

the stories associated with the

who “moved tens of millions of

leak. Economic Secretary to HM

dollars around the world around

Treasury John Glen stated that

the same time his sister embezzled

HMRC is “looking closely” at the

billions of dollars from their bank,

information contained in leak.

towards introducing a publicly

Vneshprombank.” Its reports also
include a focus on a Bucharest

ICIJ press release

official’s potential embezzlement of
public funds through offshore

ICIJ documents
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Cutting through the regulatory uncertainty and
greenwashing, ESG approach adaptability
Regulations and different paces in the US and EU
Just ahead of hosting the COP26, the UK’s 29 October
announcement that the country’s largest firms will be
legally required to make climate-related financial
disclosures represents its latest dive into the rapidly
shifting landscape of ESG regulation across the
industrialised world. HM Treasury’s Greening Finance
roadmap, released on 18 October and part of the
nation’s Green Finance Strategy implementation, also
introduces new obligations including sustainability
disclosure requirements (SDR) that will apply to all
investment products and pension schemes in the UK.
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)

The International Financial Reporting Standards

regulation in Europe is moving fast, and the US is on

Foundation's planned launch of an International

its way to follow suit. However, there remains a great

Sustainability Standards Board before 2022 does offer

deal of confusion in the financial sector about what

the possibility of a central alignment of climate-related

ESG principles actually entail, the core validity of

investment standards. However, in the meantime, the

integrating these factors into investment theses, and

UK’s roadmap and SDR represent the latest in what

what risk is posed by adoption or non-adoption. This

has become known as the “ESG alphabet soup” of

lack of clarity can be read as presenting challenges

measures to determine what exactly ESG is and what

and opportunities to regulators, policymakers,

legitimately sustainable investment looks like. These

financial institutions, and individual investors.

include the EU’s Sustainable Finance Disclosure

Layered on top of this landscape are potential

Regulation (SFDR), the Loan Market Association’s

pitfalls such as risk exposure that emerges when

Sustainability Linked Loan Principles (SLLPs), and the

greenwashing figures into this equation, with

UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Most

consequences ranging from misrepresentation to

recently, the UK’s Financial Services Regulatory

outright fraud. Experts are in agreement that ESG-

Initiatives Forum added further to the ESG alphabet

related investment considerations are here for the

soup with the 1 November fourth edition publication

long run, so staying ahead of the curve while also

of its Financial Services Regulatory Initiatives Grid.

using an ESG lens to identify potential opportunities
will require advisory approaches that are highly
adaptable to shifting definitions, increasing
regulations, and changing investment philosophies.
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further than the European Commission's Solvency
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II reform. Solvency II represents a clear indicator of

President Joseph Biden’s 20 May executive order

where the European regulatory market might provide

directs the Financial Stability Oversight Council to

an opening for increased profitability in the ESG space,

submit a report by 17 November detailing member

rather than further constraint. A 22 September

efforts to assess both the potential threats of climate

proposal brought forward by the EC seeks support for

change to US financial stability and any possible

long-term ESG investment by insurers. The proposal

losses incurred from the transition to a decreasingly

would lower the cost for long-term focused insurance

carbon-reliant economy. This move was followed by

funds to invest in ESG focused projects such as

Labor Secretary Marty Walsh’s 14 October proposal to

sustainable infrastructure and renewable energy

allow greater ease for fiduciaries of retirement and

projects. Insurers are particularly well-suited for such

investment plans to greater incorporate ESG into

projects but have previously been constrained by high

investment considerations.

capital charges required in the industry for
investments deemed as having “long term” prospects.

While often cited as prohibitive to investment or
unduly confusing, such advances in legislation can

Further evidence of Europe’s ESG regulatory drive can

have the effect of increasing investment flows from a

be seen in the SFDR, which impacts all financial

particular sector (as is the case with Solvency II). One

market participants. This sweeping series of

managing partner at an American real asset-focused

regulations, which began rolling out in March, aims to

private equity fund recently informed Aperio that in his

inject as much as $1 trillion into ESG-related

view, one advantage of Europe’s quicker pace of ESG

investments over 10 years by forcing ESG-related

regulation is that it allows US markets and regulators

investment disclosures, thereby exposing exaggerated

to learn from both effective practices and potential

or falsified claims of green investment.

missteps. Meanwhile, US investor interest in ESG
continues to rise exponentially.

Deloitte released an 8 July report on EU ESG
regulation and risk to insurers, noting the inherent

Walking the walk: ESG-centric investment

challenges that come with a tight sustainable finance

In April, BlackRock launched the largest ETF in history,

regulation implementation schedule. Many of these

an ESG-focused fund that hones in on carbon

must be in place by next year, including taxonomy

transition readiness. Additional large private equity

regulation, non-financial reporting, and sustainable

investors have similarly begun their own climate

finance disclosure regulation on all products by the

focused and ESG initiatives. Between TPG Rise and

end of 2022. These values are reflected in the

TPG Rise Climate, Texas Pacific Group now has

European Pensions and Occupational Insurance

roughly $11 billion invested in impact/ESG related

Authority’s (EPOIA) Single Programming Document

funds. By the end of 2020, more than $520 billion had

2021-2023, which explicitly sets the goal that

been invested in carbon transition. In the upcoming

insurance companies “adopt a sustainable approach

Build Back Better bill under the Biden administration,

based on principles of stewardship to their

another $555 billion has been proposed for climate

investments” and mitigate ESG risks.

and clean energy ventures.

Although no such requirement exists in the US,

The total value of issued Green Bonds surpassed $1

pressure is increasing from the public and the federal
government on investors of all levels to focus on ESG,
and the US Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) launched its own ESG-centric task force the
same month as the EU began its SFDR rollout.
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trillion in October 2020, with $270 billion in 2020
alone, representing a rapid upward trajectory. Rather
than banks rejecting non-ESG clients, most are
instead increasing ESG-centric clients with more
green bonds, and this rise is reflected in trading prices.
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Within the US, approximately 1 in every 3 dollars is

subprime mortgage lending and asserts that voluntary

being invested in ESG, representing as much as $17.1

efforts to self-regulate the actuality of sustainable

trillion last year.

investments lack effectiveness, calling for regulations.
In his letter to Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, Hohn

This huge inflow of capital to ESG-focused

states that US regulations should include the SEC

investments, coupled with a certain degree of inherent

taking “clear regulatory measures against all funds

skepticism, has fueled some analysis suggesting that

[falsely] claiming climate impact”, the Federal Reserve

a self-sustaining loop is the main reason many ESG-

mandating that banks disclosure the carbon

related funds are finding financial success. Regardless

emissions related to their loan books, and the Office of

of the validity of the granular economic analysis

the Comptroller of Currency (OCC) and Fed to “impose

composed through the Inelastic Market Hypothesis,

additional pillar 2 risk buffer capital requirements to

two certainties remain - as evidenced by the 22

ensure that all lending for fossil fuel expansion” is

October Congressional Oversight Committee hearings,

given the same treatment as equity exposure.

public interest in climate fears and how to solve the
problems facing the planet are not going away, and

US regulatory chiefs appear to share some of Hohn’s

the increased investment in ESG-related companies,

views. In a 7 July address, SEC Chair Gary Gensler

particularly those with a climate focus, will cause

stated his agency’s intention to seek disclosures from

related capital to become cheaper.

companies that justify sustainability claims,
comparing the SEC’s goal for ESG disclosures to the

One of the most closely monitored areas of the ESG

nutrition figures on milk cartons that objectively state

space is the degree to which any organisation is

such figures as grams of weight that consumers can

actually adhering to the socially and environmentally

compare to fat-free labelling. “Many funds use terms

conscious values it purports to follow. How much of

like ‘green’ or ‘sustainable’”, Gensler states. “Even

this is driven by market demand to label oneself

though those terms are a little less objective than ‘fat-

sustainable, and how much is legitimate is an

free’ milk, still, those labels say a lot to investors”.

essential, though not always clear, question. Even

Given the lack of consensus over a standard definition

short of ESG-related regulation in the US, the rise of

of ESG, Gensler adds that he has “asked staff to

carbon credits on the investment and asset

consider recommendations about whether fund

management side of US banking signals that many

managers should disclose the criteria and underlying

FIs in the US are aiming to move ahead of the

data they use”. Shortly after, the OCC followed suit by

regulatory horizon. However, nearly all of this focus is

appointing its first climate-risk officer and announcing

on the “E” rather than the “S” and “G”. While little

membership of the Network of Central Banks and

information is available on actual “de-risking” of non-

Supervisors for Greening the Financial System.

ESG clients by banks, unless preempted by regulation,
most ESG de-risking is exclusionary rather than

Most recently, the SEC’s corporate finance division

observed as super targeted investments, such as

issued a legal bulletin on 3 November rescinding

Blackstone or Social Capital.

a 2017 policy that excludes shareholder proposals
from proxy statements that can be voted on in annual

On 8 October, billionaire co-founder of the Children’s

company meetings. Moving a step further, the

Investment Fund Foundation Christopher Hohn wrote

bulletin offers an example of ConocoPhillips Company

to banking regulators in the EU, UK, and US to request

staff rejecting a shareholder proposal to set

reforms that include requiring financial institutions to

greenhouse gas emission reduction targets, stating

disclose ESG-related investments. Hohn compares

that "going forward we would not concur in the

banking investments in the ESG field to unregulated

exclusion of similar proposals that suggest targets
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or timelines”. The Democratic chair of the US House

been the fallout from Volkswagen’s greenwashing

Financial Services Committee lauded the policy

scheme involving fraudulent emissions software and

change as empowering shareholders through ESG

data. The company paid $14.7 billion to settle criminal

information disclosure. Such efforts drive home the

charges and remains a party to a US suit.

indications that financial supervision over ESG
investments is a necessary step, as sustainability

What can effective ESG advisory look like?

portfolios appear to be awash with greenwashing.

The ESG investing boom is in full swing as of late, with
an explosion of AUM devoted to products, funds, and

Talking the talk: Drowning in greenwashing

vehicles that purport to consider not only what profits

The inconsistency in applying definitions of what ESG

a company generates, but how it generates those

actually means has resulted in an acceleration of

profits. Broadly, ESG initiatives seek to assess and

greenwashing, the phenomenon by which purely profit

then invest in activities whose externalities fall within

generating and non-sustainable ends are pursued

the desired environmental, social, and governance

under the guise of being socially and environmentally

tastes of their stakeholders. Despite all the uncertainty

conscious. Programs that are designed and

in the space, there is one constant - whatever ESG

implemented by the very same organisations they

looks like today, it won’t look like tomorrow.

attempt to police are often circular, relying on
symbolic pledges that have insufficiently motivating
mechanisms to deter abuse to the ESG prospects of
the communities that host said organisations.
Depending on where the actions fall along the sliding
scale from deception to criminal behaviour, banks
may also be exposed to risks if their clients are
engaged in greenwashing. One of these risks involves
a competitive desire to be ahead of both the
regulatory curve and the cultural zeitgeist when it
comes to increasing investment focus on ESG. The
other side of the same coin involves hedging against
any fund or organisation that openly flouts its ESG
credentials. Investor risk arises from revelations of
lying or other deceptive practices. In the EU especially,
deception around ESG by investor financial institutions
carries an increased risk of exposure to regulatory
action, and this may very well be mirrored in the US
regulatory landscape which is actively taking shape.
Greenwashing regulation in the US has thus far mainly
centered on examples of companies falsifying ESGsourcing in products such as in the Federal Trade
Commission’s 2019 fining of beauty company Truly
Organic $1.7 million for misrepresenting non-organic
ingredients as organic to consumers. The most
extreme example with criminal consequences has
99

The definition and assessment of this field is taking a
path that is not historically dissimilar to the advent
of common accounting practices following the Great
Depression and subsequent formation of the SEC. As
economies and the people fueling them continue to
learn from the 2008 financial crisis, the increased
social awareness of how capital flows alter societal
realities (and are altered by them) has reared its head
in the advent and proliferation of ESG initiatives.
For an organisation to be fully confident in its
assessment of an investment along ESG lines, the
ESG guidance they are receiving should be in-depth,
customisable, and holistic. At the core of any such
effort is an analytical lens through which one can view
an investment in terms that may not have been
considered in standard financial analysis or due
diligence. By working with organisations with deep
sector experience, ESG advisory services can help
identify risk and opportunity outside the conventional
spectrums of analysis that most organisations use.
As the sands shift under everyone’s collective feet,
ESG must become an anchoring force rather than one
accelerating these tectonic shifts.
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